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Abstract

CHANG, CHAO-REN Computer-Aided Analysis of Nonlinear Microwave Ana

log Circuits Using Frequency-Domain Spectral Balance. (U nder the direction of

Michael B. Steer.)

A new technique for the computer-aided analysis of nonlinear microwave analog

circuits, frequency-domain spectral balance using the arithmetic operator method,

is presented. The nonlinear analysis technique, the arithmetic operator method, is

a frequency-domain technique. This allows circuits having large non-harmonically

related input signals to be efficiently analyzed. Differing with other frequency

domain techniques, the nonlinear device models are not limited to the series type.

This removes the major restriction of frequency-domain spectral balance technique.

Based on this technique, a method for the analyses of free-running microwave

oscillators is also developed. By setting the oscillation frequency as an independent

variable, the performances of oscillator circuits can be efficiently predicted.

A MESFET device was modeled using several different models, including the

power series model and the modified Curtice model, and were simulated to verify

the arithmetic operator method. The results are compared to measured circuit

performance for single- and two-tone inputs showing good agreement. A partially

monolithic varactor-tuned oscillator was also modeled and simulated, and the pre

dieted results of the frequency and the output power were compared with the mea-

surements. Good agreement was obtained.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations and Objectives of This Study

With the progress of manufacturing techniques in monolithic integration of mi

crowave circuits, computer-aided-design has become an essential tool for the mi

crowave circuit design engineer. To a microwave circuit designer, MMICs offer

great benefits over the conventional discrete component circuits: small size, low

weight, high reliability, and lower power consumption. However, these benefits will

not be fully realized until all aspects of the technology, including design techniques,

have reached a suitable maturity. Traditionally, microwave circuit designers have

relied on the use of experimental modifications to ensure that their designs meet

required specifications. This practice, however, is becoming impractical as circuit

dimensions shrink and circuit complexity increases, and is unwieldy for the design

of microwave monolithic integrated circuits which cannot be easily modified once

they are made and are too expensive to allow many design iterations. Thus there

is an increasing interest in the computer-aided-design of microwave circuits, as the

design automation tools play an important role in reducing design cycle time, from

concept to final product introduction, of an integrated circuit.

Today, a variety of tools have been developed for the design of linear analog

circuits. However, in the microwave Ie design area, few tools are available for the

design of nonlinear analog circuits. At present, the methods of nonlinear circuit

analysis can be classified into three categories: time-domain methods, frequency

domain methods, and hybrid methods. Different methods are used for different

levels of design and for different types of circuits. The objective of this study
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IS to develop a tool suitable for the analysis of nonlinear microwave analog CIr

cuits, in particular, having multifrequency excitation. The technique presented is a

frequency-domain approach and is capable of analyzing the nonlinear analog circuits

having nonlinear elements described by any analytic functions.

1.2 Thesis Overview

There is a large volume of research that has been done in the area of nonlinear

circuit analysis. Chapter 2 presents a review of the previous work most relevant to

the simulation of microwave analog circuits. The review is focused on the frequency

domain nonlinear analog circuit analysis technique, as it is in the area in which the

new circuit design tool is developed in this study.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the development of the frequency-domain spectral bal

ance using the arithmetic operator method and forms the core of this thesis. A

systematic approach to nonlinear circuit analysis is presented first, in which the

circuit matrix and a modified Newton iteration scheme are introduced. The nonlin

ear analysis technique developed in this study is the arithmetic operator method.

It is a frequency-domain method, suitable for the analysis of nonlinear analog cir

cuit having large-signal multifrequency inputs, and capable of analyzing nonlinear

elements described by any analytic functions.

In chapter 4, the arithmetic operator method is verified uSIng the simulation

of microwave amplifier circuits. A l\IESfET a m plifier "vas sirnn lat.erl using several

different models, and the simulated results were compared with each other and with

the measurements.

Chapter 5 presents the development of the algorithm for free-running oscillator

analysis. A varactor-tuned oscillator was simulated using the analysis technique

and the results were compared with the measured data.



The last chapter contains summary and recommendations for further study.
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Chapter 2

Review of Frequency-Domain Nonlinear Analog
Circuit Analysis techniques

2.1 Introduction

There is an ever-growing library of publications in the field of nonlinear analog

circuit analysis. They range from abstract mathematics-intensive works to works

suitable for incorporation in computer-aided analysis and design programs. AI-

though the methods for analyzing nonlinear analog circuits are varied, they are all

based on solving a set of nonlinear differential equations resulting from application

of Kirchoffs laws using the constitutive relations (i.e., the element characteristics).

The methods fall into three groups according to the way in which the nonlinear el-

ements are treated: time-domain methods, hybrid methods, and frequency-domain

methods. In this chapter, we will describe the time- and the hybrid-domain meth-

ods briefly and then focus our review on both noniterative and iterative frequency-

domain nonlinear circuit analysis techniques.

2.2 'Pirne-Domain Methods and Hybrid Methods

Time-domain methods analyze the nonlinear circuits by solving the nonlinear dif-

ferential equations governing the circuits in the time domain using either direct

integration [1], [2] or a related method involving the use of associated discrete cir-

cuit models [2]-[4]. While the direct integration method is quite general, it has

some limitations when applied to microwave circuit analysis. The selection of an

appropriate time step is one such problem. Microwave circuits typically have widely

separated time constants resulting in a set of stiff state equations. The consequence
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is that a small time step must be chosen and a large number of iterations may be re

quired to reach steady state [2] leading to excessive computation time. Similarly, it

may be difficult to identify the steady-state solution when widely spaced frequencies

are present.

The associated discrete circuit modeling method is fundamentally the same as

that just described in that' the state equations are integrated numerically, however,

the order of operations is changed. This approach begins by applying the time

discretization step directly to the equations describing the circuit element charac

teristics. The nonlinear differential equations are thereby converted to nonlinear

algebraic equations. Application of Kirchoff's laws then forms a set of algebraic

equations which are solved iteratively as before at each time point. Although this

method suffers from the same problems as the direct numerical integration method,

it has been successfully used to simulate nonlinear microwave circuits [5]. This tech

nique is faster than the direct integration approach but still a significant amount

of computing power is required to solve a relatively simple problem. L~ furt her

problem is that the accumulated numerical noise over a long time can be greater

than the amplitude of small harmonics and intermodulation products so that they

cannot be resolved in the presence of a large signal. Despite these difficulties, this

method and the direct integration method have the ability to calculate the transient

or steady-state response for a complex nonlinear circuit.

In contrast, shooting methods attempt to find the steady-state solution without

calculating the transient response. This is advantageous in situations that would

require many iterations for the transient components to die out if direct integration

methods were used. It is assumed that the nonlinear circuit has a periodic solution

and that the solution can be determined by finding an initial state such that there is

no transient component [6], [7]. Shooting methods are attractive for problems that
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have small periods. Unlike the direct integration methods, the circuit equations are

only integrated over one period (per iteration). They are efficient provided that the

initial state can be found in few iterations. Unfortunately, shooting methods can

only be applied to find periodic solutions.

The hybrid methods avoid the numerical integration of the state equations as

required in the time-domain methods. These methods directly calculate the steady

state response of the nonlinear circuit, and are generally referred to as harmonic

balance methods. The term "harmonic balance" describes the solution algorithm,

in which the assumed frequency components of the solution (the harmonics) are

adjusted until the algebraic equations governing the circuit are "balanced".

The modern version of the harmonic balance method was presented by Nakhla

and Vlach in 1976 [8]. They reduce the number of variables to be optimized by

partitioning the network into smaller subnetworks that are composed of either lin

ear circuit elements or nonlinear elements. The linear subnetworks are solved in

the frequency domain. Only the phasor variables associated with the connection of

the subnetworks need be optimized. The phasor response of the nonlinear network

is obtained by transforming the phasor description of a circuit qua.ntity, typically

voltage, at each interface node to a time-domain description and calculating the

time-domain current flowing into the nonlinear circuit. This time-domain descrip

tion of the currents is then Fourier transformed into a phasor description. This

frequency-domain current is then compared to the phasor currents calculated as

flowing into the linear circuit given the sa.me voltages at the interface nodes. The

error between the two sets of phasors is known as the harmonic balance error.

Nakhla and Vlach called the resulting technique piecewise harmonic balance. Al

though, in recent years, this idea has been extended to include nonharmonicly

related signals and the term "harmonic balance" has come to refer to this method
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of mixed frequency- and time-domain analysis.

Several variations of the harmonic balance method of Nakhla and Vlach have

been proposed to handle nonharmonically related signals. The modified harmonic

balance method of Gilmore and Rosenbaum in 1984 [9] (see also [10]) enabled two

tone excitation of a low Q circuit to be analyzed. The almost periodic discrete

Fourier transform (APDFT) method of Chua and Ushida in 1981 [11] (used in

connection with harmonic balance in 1984 [12] and in 1988 [13]) and the multi

dimensional fast Fourier transform method of Rizzoli et ale [14] are general exten

sions handling multitone excitations of arbitrary circuits. The extended piecewise

harmonic balance methods differ in the way the harmonic balance error is zeroed

- through minimization or optimization - and the method used to transform a

possibly multifrequency spectral description to a time-domain description. These

and other techniques are reviewed in the review paper of Rizzoli et ale [15].

2.3 Frequency-DoInain Methods

Frequency-domain nonlinear circuit analysis methods represent logical develop

ments from frequency-domain linear circuit analysis. Initially frequency-domain

methods were restricted to weakly nonlinear systems but today can be used for

strongly nonlinear systems with large signal excitations. They can be used to simu

late situations in which a small signal is more than 400 dB below a large signal [16],

and can be used with multi-tone excitations. By comparison, traditional harmonic

balance techniques [16] have dynamic ranges of 200 dB or less which degrade as

tones become close in frequency. Because of computation and memory require

ments, they are practically limited to 3 tones. However, active device modeling is

more cumbersome with frequency-domain nonlinear analysis techniques than with

hybrid techniques.
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Frequency-domain nonlinear circuit analysis techniques have been in develop

ment for more than half a century, and have applied to circuit analysis and to

behavioral modeling of nonlinear analog circuits. The common underlying princi

ple of frequency-domain nonlinear analysis techniques is that the spectrum of the

output of a broad class of nonlinear elements, circuits, and systems can be calcu

lated directly given the spectrum input to the nonlinear system. Some techniques

determine an output frequency component by summing calculations of individual

intermodulation products. For example, the product of two tones is, in the time

domain, the product of two sinusoids. The trigonometric expansion of this yields

two intermodulation products which have frequencies which are the sum and dif

ference, respectively, of the frequencies of the tones. Power series techniques use

trigonometric identities to expand the power series and calculate each intermodu

lation product individually. Algorithms sum these by frequency to yield the output

spectrum. At the coarse end of the scale are Volterra-series-based techniques that

evaluate groups of intermodulation products at a single frequency. Some frequency

domain nonlinear analysis techniques are noniterative, although these are restricted

to unilateral systems. Others, known as frequency-domain spectral balance tech

niques, are iterative being the frequency-domain equivalent of the harmonic balance

techniques. Intermediate between these extremes are techniques which operate by

converting a nonlinear element into a linear element shunted by a number of con

trolled current sources. This process is if.er ative an d , at each i tr-r-ation , a residual

nonlinear element is left which reduces from one iteration to another.

In this section we first review a power series expansion analysis technique, the

generalized power series analysis (GPSA), which has been previously reported [17]

[19]. Following these, both noniterative and iterative nonlinear circuit analysis tech

niques (Volterra series analysis and frequency-domain spectral balance respectively)
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and some special techniques are reviewed.

2.3.1 Pow-er Series Expansion Analysis

Power-series-based techniques are proving to be the most general methods for the

analysis of nonlinear circuits with high order multifrequency large signal excitations.

The power-series descriptions are also adequate for many kinds of nonlinearities, es-

pecially when the nonlinearity is experimentally characterized. As with the other

frequency-domain methods, the motivation for this type of expansion is that the

spectral components of the output can be readily calculated when the input consists

of a sum of sinusoids. This allows a time-domain representation of the nonlinearity

to be used while eliminating the need for transformations between the time and fre-

quency domains. In contrast to some other frequency-domain methods, power series

methods are applicable to strongly nonlinear elements and are easily integrated into

existing computer-aided design tools.

Consider a unilateral nonlinear system described by a power series

(2.3.1)

where y is the system output, and x is the input and is the sum of three sinusoids

(2.3.2)

Xl [clcos(ad + C2cos(a2) + c3cos(a3)]1 (2.3.3)t.t. (~ )(~ )c~c~-kc~-P(cosal)k(cosa2)P-k(cosa3)I-p. (2.3.4)

Equation (2.3.4) includes a large number of components, the radian frequencies of

which are the sum and differences of WI, w2 and W3·
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The expansion In (2.3.4) is in the time-domain, but frequency-domain forms

have been pursued by a number of authors. This approach is quite old and has

been investigated as the basis for hand calculations as well as for computer-based

simulations. One of the early contributors was Wass [21] who, in 1948, developed

a procedure for calculating the individual intermodulation products, but these re

sults were not amenable to efficient computer implementation. An approach more

suitable for computer calculation was independently developed by Engel et ale in

1967 [22], by Sea in 1968 [23], and by Mednikov in 1969 [24]. An improved calcula

tion strategy was subsequently developed by Sea and Vacroux in 1969 [25]. In 1973,

Heiter proposed using a modified power series having order dependent time delays

to represent the nonlinearities [26]. This series is of the form

(2.3.5)

and is useful for modeling phase nonlinearities and distortion due to reactive ele

ments [26]-[29]. Steer and Khan continued these developments in 1983 wit h the

addition of complex coefficients to the power series resulting in the form [17]

(2.3.6)

(called a generalized power series), where y(t) is the output of the system; 1 is t he

order of the power series terms; al is a complex coefficient; Tk,l is a time delay

that depends on both power series order l and the index of the input frequency

component k; and bk is a real coefficient. This is certainly more complicated than

the conventional power series form but allows a large class of nonlinear systems to

be modeled. For simulation at the circuit level the conventional form of the power

series is adequate to describe individual nonlinear elements, i.e.

(2.3.7)
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The result of the power series expansion work is an algebraic formula for the out

put components when the input is a sum of sinusoids. With an N component

multifrequency input

N N

x(t) == L Xk(t) == L Ix, I COS(Wk t + ePk)
Je=l k=l

(2.3.8)

where ~Yk is the phasor of Xle and using the multinomial expansion, the power series

of (2.3.7) can be expanded and terms-collected according to frequency. As a result,

the phasor component of the output, Yq , with radian frequency W q , can be expressed

as a sum of intermodulation products (IPs) [17]

00

Yq==L L us-; ... ,nN)
n=O nl, ...,nN

'-v--'
Inll+·"+lnNI=n

(2.3.9)

N .
where W q == L nJewJe, a set of nJe's defines an intermodulation product (called an IPD

k=l
for intermodulation product description), and n is the order of intermodulation.

The second summation is over all possible combinations of nl,' .. 'I nN such that

Inl I + ... + I nN 1== n . The summations are therefore over the infinite number of

IPs (the [!q '5) yielding the qth output component (1/~). When a nonlinear circuit

is excited by a finite number of sinusoids, a possibly infinite number of frequency

components may be present. In order to analyze such a problem numerically, the

number of frequency components considered in the analysis must be truncated.

Here we consider N frequency components. Then each IP in (2.3.9) is given by [17]

(2.3.10)

where

X t _ { x, nk > 0
(2.3.11)-

..I Ie - X* < 0
,

....' k nk

En = {
1 n 0

(2.3.12)
2 =F 0

,
n



and

00

T(nl, ...,nN) == L
a=O

{(
(n + 2a )!) til}

2(n+2a) a n + 2a

12

(2.3.13)

(2.3.14)
_IT (xt)lnkl I X k 12~k

ep - k=1 Sk!(1 nk I+Sk)!

and Re{}wq is defined such that, for W q =1= 0, it is ignored and, for W q == 0, the real

part of the expression in braces is taken. Sk is a summation index for the k th

frequency component and the summation in the Sk'S is over all non-negative Sk

meeting the condition 51 +. · ·+5N == a. The sole purpose of the Re{}wq operator is

to reduce the amount of calculation for the dc component of the output by half. The

formula expressed by (2.3.9)-(2.3.14) essentially turns a time-domain description

(the power series) into a frequency-domain description. Power series expansion has

the advantage of retaining the time-domain description of the nonlinearities but

requiring no explicit time-domain calculations in order to find the frequency-domain

representation for the output.

Computer implementation of the algebraic formulas (2.3.9)-(2.3.14) has been

used to simulate IMPATT oscillators [113] and NIESFET amplifiers [18], [19J. This

method is more accurately referred to as the generalized power series analysis using

the table method (GPSA-TM) [72]. An example illustrating the attributes of GPSA-

TM, and providing an understanding of the extension is presented as follows.

Assume that two sinusoidal signals of 3 Gllz and 3.0.5 Gllz are applied to a

nonlinear system, in which the nonlinearity is described as

N

y(t) == L anxn(t).
n=O

(2.3.15)

The objective or considered frequencies, containing all the first and second order

intermodulation frequencies, are fa == 0 Hz, fl == 50 MHz, f2 == 3 GHz, f3 ==
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3.05 GHz, 14 == 6 GHz, Is == 6.05 GHz, and 16 == 6.1 GHz. For each output frequency

component at wq (q = 0,1, ... ,6), where W q is the radian frequency of !q, GPSA-TM

creates an input/output transform table to describe the relationship between the

input frequency components at Wk (k == 0,1, ... ,6) and the output component at

W q • Table 2.3.1 is the transform table for the output frequency component at radian

frequency WI. Where WI == L~=l n/ewk and n = L~=l I nk I. Each row in Table 2.3.1

is an intermodulation product description (IPD), which describes the product of the

input frequency components required to produce the output frequency component

at WI. Formulas for both the system output and the derivatives of the output with

respect to the input spectrum are evaluated for each IPD. Using these formulas and

the transform table, system output and derivatives can be calculated directly. One

of the advantages of this method is that the calculated results are precise. With

GPSA-TM, the intermodulation product order can be calculated to its maximum

value. In this example, only 7 different frequencies are considered in the nonlinear

system, but the maximum calculated intermodulation product order is N.

Unfortunately, the formulas used in GPSA-TM are complicated. In addition, us

ing the transform table in this method produces many repetitive calculations which

degrade the circuit analysis efficiency. From Table 2.3.1, the calculation of the sec

ond ipd (nl == 0, n2 == -1, n3 == 1, n4 == 0, ns == 0, n6 == 0) involves the calcula.tion

of the term ~Y;~Y3' where ~Yk is the phasor component of x(t) at radian frequency

Wk- However, the term ~Y;~Y3 is also a factor of the 20 th IPD ("Y;~Y;"\;"Y3~Y3)' the

21 st IPD (X;X;X;X3X4 ) , and the 22 nd IPD (X;X3X3X3~\";)' When calculating

the 20 th, 21 st, and 22 nd IPDs, the factor X;X3 is repeatedly calculated. Other

similar repeated calculations can also be found in the table. These redundant cal

culations increase the overall circuit analysis time, especially with many frequency

components which normally results in a relatively large transform table.
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Table 2.3.1: An example of a GPSA-TM transform table for output frequency
I q == 50 MHz, with 11 == 50 MHz, /2 == 3 GHz, /3 == 3.05 GHz, 14 == 6 GHz,
/s == 6.05 GHz, and fa == 6.1 GHz.

IPD no. n nl n2 n3 n4 ns na
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 0 -1 1 0 0 0
3 2 0 0 0 -1 1 0
4 2 0 0 0 0 -1 1
5 3 -1 0 0 -1 0 1
6 3 0 -2 0 0 1 0
7 3 0 1 1 -1 0 0
8 3 0 -1 -1 0 0 1
9 3 0 0 2 0 -1 0

10 4 2 1 -1 0 0 0
11 4 1 -2 0 1 0 0
12 4 1 2 a -1 0 0
13 4 -1 -2 0 0 0 1
14 4 1 -1 -1 0 1 0
15 4 1 1 1 0 -1 0
16 4 -1 0 2 -1 0 0
17 4 1 0 -2 0 0 1
18 4 1 0 2 0 0 -1
19 4 0 1 -1 -1 0 1
20 5 -1 -2 2 0 0 0
21 5 0 -3 1 1 0 0
22 5 0 -1 3 0 0 -1
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G PSA-TM is practically restricted to one-dimensional nonlinearities, that is the

system output y(t) is a function of one independent variable x(t) only as in (2.3.15).

It has been extended to two-dimensional (2D) nonlinearities but the formulas are

even more complicated and larger transform table is required [100]. Its computer

implementation is expected to be inefficient.

2.3.2 Volterra Series Analysis

The oldest and most analytically developed frequency-domain methods are the

methods based on Volterra series developed around 1910 by Volterra [20]. Volterra

has shown that every continuous functional G( x) can be represented by the expan-

sion

G(x) == L Fn(x)
n=l

where Fn[x(t), b ~ t ~ a] is a regular homogeneous functional such that

(2.3.16)

(2.3.17)

and the function 9n is the n th order characteristic or kernel of the functional.

In 1942, Wiener applied this type of functional series to the analysis of nonlinear

systems [31]. He suggested that a weak nonlinearity could be represented with just

the first few terms of such a series. His ideas have subsequently been developed by

many researchers including significant contributions by Bedrosian and Rice [32] and

Bussgang, Ehrman, and Graham [33]. This review is baser] largely on f.hose works

as well as the more recent book by Weiner and Spina [34].

Given a time-domain input-output relation y(t) == f(x(t)), the output y(t) can

be expressed as a Volterra functional series of the input x(t). Thus

y(t) == L Yn(t)
n=l

(2.3.18)
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where

(2.3.19)

and the function hn(Tl, ... , Tn) is known as the n th order Volterra kernel. It can be

used as a time-domain description of many nonlinear systems including nonlinear

microwave circuits that do not exhibit hysteresis. In this case, the n th order kernel,

hn , is called the nonlinear impulse response of the circuit of order n. The first order

response is just the linearized response of the system and the zero order response is

a dc offset. The zero and first order responses describe the system entirely when the

input to the nonlinear system is negligibly small. This is a very general procedure

that is applicable to an arbitrary input.

Rarely do we need to deal directly with the Volterra series which is in the tirne

domain. Mostly we are concerned with the frequency-domain derivative form which

is expressed in terms of Volterra nonlinear transfer functions. These are obtained

by taking the n-fold Fourier transform of hn

Hn(fl , ! 2" " , !n) = i:···i: hn(Tl ,T2, ... ,Tn)

exp[-j27r(fl Tl + ... + fnTn)JdTldT2··· d.r.; (2.3.20)

where Hn is called the nonlinear transfer function of order n. For the n th order

frequency-domain output Yn , we have

Thus, in the frequency domain, the Volterra series expansion has the form

Y(!1,!2, ... ) == H1(!1).£Y(!1) + H2(!1,!2).£Y(!1).£Y(!2)

+H3(!1'!2'!3)~Y(!1).£Y(!2).£Y(!3) + ....

(2.3.21)

(2.3.22)

Volterra series methods were first applied to transistor circuit simulation in

1967 [35] and since then have been successfully applied to the characterization and
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analysis of many nonlinear circuits [32]-[34], [36]-[54] where the Volterra nonlinear

transfer functions can be derived algebraically [32], [38], [40], experimentally [46],

[55], [56], or numerically [54]. The algebraic determination of the nonlinear transfer

functions from the element constitutive relations can be cumbersome, and generally

determination of H n for n > 3 is impractical. Thus, only weak nonlinearities are

usually considered. Experimental characterization is noise limited so that system

characterization is again generally restricted to third order.

Nonlinear subsystems can be described by Volterra nonlinear transfer functions,

provided that they are mildly nonlinear, resulting in a behavioral model that is

noniterative and efficient to compute [42]. Volterra nonlinear transfer functions can

be used with frequency conversion circuits where the large signal local oscillator es

tablishes a time-varying mildly nonlinear system converting energy from the input

signal to energy in the output signal [57]. They have also been used as describ

ing functions of nonlinear elements in the simulation of many microwave circuits

including oscillators [44], [51 ]-[.53].

Most of the other Volterra techniques applied to microwave circuits apply to

subsystem modeling and use feedback to describe nonunilateral subcircuits. The

approach seems to be particularly amenable to the simulation of microwave os

cillators [51]-[53], as feedback is explici tly introduced in the circui t to facili tate

oscillation. These are fairly specific circuits so that the effort required to partition

the circuit into subcircuits ann to develop the Voltr-rra n o n lj n ea.r f.ransfer Iu nr tions

is worthwhile. However, this approach is not amenable to general-purpose circuit

simulation.

The application of the method of nonlinear currents reported by Crosmun and

Maas [54] is a promising technique for the simulation of nonlinear microwave cir

cuits with applicability to large signal circuits. This technique is based on Volterra
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theory and enables the direct calculation of the response of a circuit with non

linear elements that are described by a power series. In the method of nonlinear

currents, a circuit is first solved for its linearized response described by zero and

first order Volterra nonlinear transfer functions. Considering only the linearized

response allows standard linear circuit nodal admittance matrix techniques to be

used. The second order response, described by the second order Volterra nonlinear

transfer functions can then be represented by controlled current sources. Thus the

second order sources are used as excitations again enabling linear nodal admittance

techniques to be used. The process is repeated for the third- and higher-order

node voltages and is easily automated in a general purpose microwave simulator.

The process is terminated at some specified order of the Volterra nonlinear trans

fer functions. This is a noniterative technique but relies on rapid convergence of

the Volterra series, restricting its use to moderately strong nonlinear circuits. In

particular, diodes are strong nonlinearities and require up to a 40 th order power

series [58] for an adequate description with a large voltage waveform across the

diode. Consequently, because of the equivalence between the order of the power se

ries description and the maximum order of the Volterra nonlinear transfer [unctions

[59], 40th order Volterra nonlinear transfer are required. In a similar approa.ch a

Volterra series technique has been applied to circuit simulation by Dmitriev and

Silyutin [60]. The example they present uses fifth order Volterra nonlinear transfer

functions but as reported hy them requires manual algebraic derivat ions.

In many microwave situations, such as mixers, a small signal interacts wit h a.

large signal. Derivation of the large signal waveform permits a weakly nonlinear

time-varying Volterra series description of the circuit [38], [48]. This is an extension

of the linear conversion matrix concept [61] to include nonlinear dependencies on

the level of the small signal but special conditions on the LO waveform, such as
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being sinusoidal current, are typically required.

The major advantage of Volterra-series-based analysis is that nonlinear phe

nomena in large weakly nonlinear systems can be accurately described using a well

defined and methodical process. Development of this capability was the major fo

cus of the work of the late 1960's and early 1970's. For smaller circuits closed form

expressions for the nonlinear effects can be developed and used to optimize designs.

To date Volterra nonlinear transfer function analysis represents the only mechanism

for predicting the nonlinear effects of high level noise in a weakly nonlinear system

[31], [62], [63].

The most advanced Volterra approach, as far as microwave circuit analysis is

concerned, is that of Van den Eijnde and Schoukens [64] who couple the Volterra

treatment introduced by Chua and Ng [65] with the spectral balance technique. In

this work strongly nonlinear systems can be considered as there is no limitation

on the order of the Volterra nonlinear transfer functions and they claim that it is

possible to consider orders of 100 or more.

Very similar to the Volterra nonlinear transfer function techniques are the de

scribing function methods, e.g. [66J. By restricting the generality of the Volterra

nonlinear transfer functions many circuits are more amenable to analysis. Gustafson

et ale use describing function methods in the study of many microwave circuits in

cluding free-running oscillators, phased locked loops, and amplification.

Volterra series analysis of nonlinear microwave rirrlllf.s is i nva r i a lvlv resf.rir t pn l.o

elements with univariate dependencies. However, there are ma.ny instances where

this is not a good approximation. For example, the transconductance of a GaAs

MESFET can not be adequately represented by univariate elements which would

require that the transconductance be solely a function of the gate-source voltage.

Before Volterra- based techniques can be used in a general-purpose microwave circuit
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simulator the restriction to univariate nonlinear elements must be overcome. This

situation requires bivariate nonlinear transfer functions [38, pp. 131-137], [67], but

the algebraic and experimental complexity of determining the high-order bivariate

transfer functions has practically eliminated their use.

2.3.3 Algebraic Functional Expansion

In contrast to the approach used in Volterra series analysis, the algebraic functional

expansion methods use an algebraic approach to nonlinear functional expansion

based on the noncommutative power series developed by Lamnabhi et ale [68]-[71].

This method is related to Volterra series, but the analysis procedure is quite different

and relies on the symbolic computation.

To analyze nonlinear circuits using this approach, the nonlinear differential equa

tions describing the circuit are written using a specialized symbolic notation. The

solution can then be found using a digital computer and a symbolic mathematics

package.

The advantage of this technique is that it can be applied to the same sort of

problems Volterra series techniques can analyze, but a higher order approximation

can be used since all the algebraic manipulations are performed on the computer. It

has the disadvantage of requiring software to manipulate symbolic equations. This

results in an approach that is difficult to integrate with existing computer-aided

design tools. However, being noniterative. these techniques are attractive for the

behavioral modeling of nonlinear microwave subsystems.

2.3.4 Frequency-Domain Spectral Balance

Frequency-domain spectral balance (FDSB) techniques are similar to the harmonic

balance methods discussed in section 2.2. The term spectral balance is used to

distinguish the frequency-domain techniques from the harmonic balance techniques
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as the latter term has come to be solely applied to mixed time- and frequency

domain methods. The basic approach used to solve a system of nonlinear circuit

equations using the spectral balance is to formulate an error function and then to

use function-minimization algorithms such as the Newton iteration scheme. The

classical approach to formulating the error function is to partition the circuit into

linear and nonlinear subcircuits and, following separate analyses of the subcircuits,

determine the steady-state "balance" point of the system. In contrast to the hy

brid harmonic balance methods, the analysis of a nonlinear subcircuit in FDSB is

restricted to using the frequency-domain techniques.

One example of FDSB methods is to combine GPSA with spectral balance to

simulate microwave amplifiers and mixers [18], [19]. With the power series descrip

tion of the nonlinear system, algebraic formulas for the system output when the

input is a sum of sinusoids were developed ((2.3.10)-~2.3.14)). This method uses

an input/output transform table (the intermodulation product descriptions) and

is more accurately referred to as generalized power series analysis using the table

method (GPSA-TM) [72]. The formulas used in GPSA-T:NI, however, are compli

cated and difficult to understand. In addition, using the transform table in this

method produces many repetitive calculations which degrade the circuit analysis

efficiency. Power series expansion methods are applicable to strongly nonlinear ele

ments but the analysis is practically limited to univariate elements as the analogous

bivariate generalized power series expansions require excessive computation [73].

Haywood and Chow [74] also simulated MESFET amplifiers using the frequency

domain spectral balance. They used the direct convolution method in the frequency

domain to analyze power-series-described nonlinear elements Compared with the

GPSA-TM, the frequency-domain convolution technique presented in [74] is mu~h

simplier and easer to understand. However, its application is still limited to the
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power-series-described nonlinear elements, and, because of its inability to determine

the gradient of the error with respect to the optimized variables [74], a relaxation

method was used to solve the system equations.

The research work presented in the subsequent chapters is a frequency-domain

spectral balance technique, and is based on the frequency-domain convolution op-

eration, too. Retaining the advantage of the frequency-domain techniques, the

analysis of the nonlinear elements using the arithmetic operator method (AOM)

developed here is suited to multi-dimensional strong nonlinearities and is not lim-

ited to power-series-described nonlinear elements. The detailed theories of AOM

and the development of a systematic method of FDSB will be described in the next

chapter. Some applications using AOM-based FDSB will also be presented.

2.3.5 Other Techniques

,
The techniques described in the previous subsections can be used to analyze arbi-

trary circuits. In the 1960's, before most of the general techniques were available,

specialized techniques were developed for the simulation of diode circuits. Most of

these handled a nonlinear resistor only and relied on special expansions of the Shock-

ley diode equation [75]-[78] or the reverse bias capacitance equation [79]-[83] of a

diode. Several workers have developed closed form (noniterative) frequency-domain

analyses for simple mixer circuits.

Many other nonlinear characteristics ca.n also be direct.ly expanded to yield

simple formulas for the output frequency components. Recently, derivations for

the output frequency components of transistor circuits have been completed by

Abuelma'atti and Gardiner [84], [85] and lend valuable insight into the perfor-

mance of these systems. In 1989 Withington and Kollberg [86] investigated super-

conducting quasiparticle mixers using a specialized expansion of the quasiparticle
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junction tunneling characteristic and a relaxation-based spectral balance analysis.

The quasiparticle tunnel junction response function is particularly sharp and under

local oscillator excitation produces a rich set of harmonics. With conventional har

monic balance simulation a much larger number of harmonics must be included in

a simulation in order to avoid aliasing.

Specialized derivations involve considerable manual algebraic manipulations and

apply to very particular forms of nonlinear element characteristics. They can not be

considered as viable candidates for a general purpose microwave circuit simulation.

But in the specialized situations, simulation speed and accuracy are unrivaled.

Recently Ushida and Chua [87] reported a robust frequency-domain relaxation

method for the analysis of nonlinear circuits with multifrequency excitation. Re

laxation techniques avoid the necessity of formulating or inverting a Jacobian as

required when Newton's method is used to solve the harmonic balance equations.

Instead, they use a simple update algorithm to modify the estimates of the node

voltages so that the voltage phasor at a particular node and at a particular fre

quency are updated in proportion to the harmonic balance error at that node and

frequency. While being fast, relaxation techniques may not converge when the cir

cuit is stiff, i.e. when the nonlinearities are too strong. Ushida and Chua's technique

introduces a compensation element to weaken the nonlinearity so that the conver

gence properties of the relaxation technique are considerably improved. For each

nonlinear element t hev in trorl uce r--ln xa tion rriorlr-ls r-orn p osr-r] nf assnr;af.rd li ne ar

time-invariant elements and/or linear controlled sources a.nd independent sources.

At each iteration of the relaxation method each nonlinear element is converted to

an associated relaxation model so that the resulting circuit ca.n be solved using con

ventional nodal analysis. Nevertheless relaxation-based simulation is not as robust

as Newton-based harmonic balance analysis and so the range of circuits that can
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be simulated will always be less.

2.4 Summary

Frequency-domain nonlinear analysis has its roots in Volterra series analysis where

the phasor of a frequency component of the output of a nonlinear system is the

summation of intermodulation products. These intermodulation products are given

as the product of a level-independent transfer function (known as a Volterra nonlin

ear transfer function) and an intermodulation term which is the product of integer

powers of the phasors of the input to the system. The Volterra nonlinear func

tions permit block diagram representations of weakly nonlinear systems [32]. This

modeling approach and related power series expansions have permitted simple de

scriptions of distortion phenomena in nonlinear systems. Considering nonlinear

distortion in the frequency-domain has enabled simple closed form descriptions of

nonlinear phenomena to be developed and consequent minimization of undesired

effects [88]-[91].

Many different approaches have been taken to extend the Volterra nonlinear

transfer function technique to more strongly nonlinear systems and to more general

microwave circuits. At the circuit level the method of nonlinear currents using

power series descriptions of the nonlinearities has been used to model elements in t he

nonlinear circuit by introducing controlled and independent current sources. This is

achieved noniteratively but relies on rapid convergence of the power series [-12]. In

one variation of this technique only the first order reduction is used so that linearized

admittances replace voltage proportional current sources [87]. In many cases a

strongly nonlinear circuit becomes moderately nonlinear and relaxation techniques

can be used to solve the spectral balance equations.

Frequency-domain nonlinear analysis techniques iteratively solve the spectral
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balance equations equating the phasors of the currents flowing into the nonlinear

subcircuit to the corresponding current phasors flowing out of the linear subcircuit.

The nonlinear current phasors are summations of intermodulation products calcu

lated using power series expansions [18], or specialized expansions of the nonlinear

device characteristics [78], [86]. These are robust techniques and can be used with

strongly nonlinear systems and many-tone excitation. Frequency-domain spectral

balance techniques can be used to simulate situations in which a small signal is more

than 400 dB below a large signal and can be used with multi-tone excitation. By

comparison, traditional harmonic balance techniques have dynamic ranges of less

than 200 dB which degrades as tones become close in frequency. Because of compu

tation and memory requirements, they are practically limited to 3 tones. However,

active device modeling is more cumbersome with frequency-domain nonlinear anal

ysis techniques than with hybrid techniques.
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Chapter 3

Frequency-Domain Spectral Balance Using the
Arithmetic Operator Method

3.1 Introduction

Two approaches can be used to solve the system of nonlinear equations that result

when the nonlinear constitutive relations are combined with the circuit topological

equations. One approach is to formulate a single scalar error term and use general

function minimization algorithms. The faster approach with better convergence

characteristics is to formulate the nonlinear problem so that a Newton iteration

scheme can be used. This, however, requires more elaborate programming. Still

better speed can be obtained by combining the Newton iterates with chord iterates

- the Shamanskii iteration scheme.

In this chapter, we develop a block matrix formulation of the nonlinear circui t

equations and combine this with a Newton iteration scheme which uses a combi-

nation of full Newton iteration, block Newton iteration and chord iteration [92] to

obtain a fast nonlinear analog circuit simulator. In the formulation of the nonlinear

circuit equations, no explicit separation of a circuit into linear and nonlinear sub-

circuits is made. The new formulation enables both Kirchoff's laws to be applied

to the nonlinear circuits. As a result, circuits containing nonlinea.r inductors, arid

both autonomous and nonautonomous analog circuits can be simulated.

The nonlinear analysis technique developed here for the FDSB method is the

arithmetic operator method (AOM). AO:JVI works purely in the frequency domain

and is suited to the multi-frequency strongly nonlinear circuit analysis. Unlike

the conventional frequency-domain techniques, AOM is capable of analyzing any
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analytic modeled nonlinear elements.

3.2 System Equations

For an analog linear circuit, computer-aided analysis ends up in solving a system

of linear equations:

Mx=y, (3.2.1)

where x is the variable vector to be solved which contains the necessary node volt

ages and edge currents; y is the known source vector which is composed of all the

independent voltage and current sources; and M is the modified nodal admittance

matrix [1] of the circuit. In (3.2.1), M, x, and yare expressed in the frequency

domain. The modified nodal analysis is used here to describe each circuit element

in a way which is most natural for the specific element. The major advantage of

using the modified nodal admittance matrix is that it can handle all the ideal ele

ments (see Appendix A). The basic electric laws, the Kirchhoff's current law and

the Kirchhoff's voltage law, are combined with the element constitutive relations

to formulate circuit equations in the frequency domain. Assuming that M, x, and

y at a particular radian frequency Wk are Mi, , Xk, and Y» respectively, the circuit

equations for an analog linear circuit at frequency Wk can be expressed as

(3.2.2)

Analogously, if K +1 different Frequency cornporients are considered for an analog

nonlinear circuit, computer-aided analysis in the frequency domain of the nonlinear

circuit requires the solution of a system of nonlinear equations:

where

_ [ TX - X o

M(x)x == y,

]
T

xk

(3.2.3 )

(3.2.4)
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is the variable vector containing the required independent variables in all considered

radian frequencies Wk (k == 0,1, ... ,K),

Y= [Y6 yf ... Yk '" Yk] T (3.2.5)

is the source vector which includes all the independent sources in different frequen

cies, and the x-dependent matrix M(x) is the circuit matrix of the analog nonlinear

circuit network.

To solve the nonlinear circuit equations (3.2.3), iterative methods must be used.

An iterative method is based on the process of successive approximations. Starting

from an initial estimate of the solution, ox, the process generates a sequence of new

approximations, lX, 2X, 3X, ... , which hopefully converge to the correct solution x.

After each iteration i, the new approximation of the variable vector, ix, produces

an induced source vector y(ix ),

(3.2.6)

An objective function E(i X ) used in the iterative procedures can then be defined as

the norm of the difference vector between the induced source vector y(i X ) and the

independent source vector y,

Newton's method, commonly referred to as the "Newton-Raphson method", or

a variant of it, forms the basis of most iterative procedures in nonlinear circuit

analysis. This method is based on the general relationship

f(x) == 0, (3.2.7)

where f(i x ) is a vector with the same dimension as variable vector x, and is com

posed of the corresponding entries of the difference vector between the induced
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source vector y(ix) and the independent source vector y. The iteration formula of

the Newton's method is given by

i==O,1,2, ... (3.2.8)

where J(iX ) is the Jacobian matrix of f in the i th iteration and J-I(iX ) is its

Inverse.

Fortunately, In solving the nonlinear circuit equations (3.2.3) USIng iterative

procedures (3.2.8), the whole circuit matrix M(ix ) need not be calculated. Both

the Jacobian matrix J(ix ) and the induced source vector y(iX ) , which forms the

error function f(i x ) , can be obtained partially from the linear part of the circuit

matrix M, and partially from the variable vector ix, using nonlinear circuit analysis

techniques either in the pure frequency domain, or in the hybrid domain with Fourier

Transform techniques (Harmonic Balance method). This concept of using nonlinear

circuit equations to solve the system solutions has been implemented in FREDA2,

a CAD tool used to simulate both autonomous and nonautonomous microwave

analog circuits.

Circuit and Jacobian Matrices

If K + 1 different frequencies, wo, WI' ... , wK, are considered in the nonlinear

analog circuit analysis, the circuit matrix M(x) in (3.2.3) can be viewed as a matrix

composed of K + 1 by K + 1 block matrices,

M{x) ==

Mo,o(x)
M1,o{x)

(3.2.9 )

Each block matrix Mq,k{X) in (3.2.9) is a matrix with input frequency index k,

and output, or objective, frequency index q, and has the size m x m where m
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IS the dimension of the corresponding vector x q in (3.2.4). Reducing x q to its

minimum required size will always reduce the size of matrix M(x) and decrease the

complexity in circuit analysis. The minimum required variables of x q include: all

the node voltages of the admittance type nonlinear elements, all the edge currents

of the impedance type nonlinear elements in the circuit analyzed, and any node

voltages or edge currents of interest for the final results.

Entries in each matrix Mq,k(X) may not be x-dependent because they are gen

erated from all the elements of the circuit. In most cases, linear elements of the

circuit create entries in Mq,k(X) which are independent of the variable x, and non-

linear elements add x-dependent values to some of the entries. However, by using

the modified nodal admittance matrix, some nonlinear elements, such as nonlinear

inductors, will create x-independent entries as well. If M1D(q,k) represents the mod

ified nodal admittance matrix generated from all the linear elements of the circuit

plus those x-independent entries generated from all the nonlinear elements of the

circuit., we have

(3.2.10)

where x-dependent matrix MD(q,k)(X) is from the nonlinear elements, and matrix

M1D(q,k) is always a zero matrix if q is not equal to k.

Similarly, the Jacobian matrix J(ix ) in (3.2.8) has the same structure as the

circuit matrix M(x) in (3.2.9),

J o,o(ix) J O,l ( i X ) JO,K(ix )
J 1,o(ix) J 1,1(ix) J 1,K(i x )

J(iX) == (3.2.11)

J K,o(iX) JK,t(iX) J K,K(i x )

Each block matrix Jq,k(i X ) represents the block Jacobian matrix for input frequency

Wk and output frequency W q , and has the same size as Mq,k(X).
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As shown in (3.2.10), block matrix Mq,k(X) is a combination of x-iridependent

I matrix M1D(q,k) and x-dependent matrix MD(q,k)(X), Each block Jacobian matrix

Jq,k(iX) in (3.2.11) is also a combination of two matrices as follows:

The matrix J ID(q,k) in (3.2.12) is x-independent, and

J ID(q,k) == M1D(q,k).

(3.2.12)

(3.2.13)

For efficient calculation, each complex variable --'Yj of x wq can be separated into real

and imaginary parts, and each complex entry lj,l in matrix J ID(q,k) can also be

represented by a 2 x 2 matrix of real entries,

Yj I == [Re{Yj'l} -Im{Yj,l}].
, Im{Yj,l} Re{Yj,I} (3.2.14)

Since J ID(q,k) is iteration number i independent, it can be calculated just once.

However, the x-dependent Jacobian matrix J D(q,k)(i X ) can only be obtained by using

nonlinear analysis and must be reevaluated if a new Newton iteration is required.

In addition to the Jacobian matrix J(iX ) , solution of the circuit equations (3.2.3)

using the iterative procedures (3.2.8) also requires calculation of the induced source

vector y(i X ) for each iteration i. Assuming that yq(i x ) is the component vector of

y(ix ) at radian frequency wq , the calculation of yq(i x ) can be performed as

k == q, (3.2.1.5)

where YNL(q){i x ) represents the induced source vector of all the nonlinear elements

at radian frequency W q . Both JD(q,k)(ix ) in (3.2.12) and YNL(q)(i x ) in (3.2.15) can

be obtained either in frequency domain, or in hybrid (time and frequency) domain,

using nonlinear element analysis techniques. A frequency-domain nonlinear analysis

technique, the arithmetic operator method (AOM), will be presented in section 3.4.
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3.3 System Error Minimization Algorithm

Iterative methods produce solutions within a specified accuracy only. Obtaining

higher accuracy usually requires more iterations, and the number of iterations re-

quired closely depends on the iterative methods used. Equation (3.2.8), referred

to as Newton's method, is frequently used in nonlinear circuit analysis to minimize

the objective function because of its asymptotic rate of convergence. However, eval-

uation of the whole Jacobian can be time consuming. To minimize the objective

function E(i X ) efficiently, a mixed type of Newton, modified Newton [93] and chord

method is used in FREDA2.

If the number of considered frequencies in the circuit analyzed is K + 1, and the

size of each Jq,k{i x ) is m x m, the dimension of the full Jacobian matrix J(ix ) is

approximately m{K + 1) x m(K + 1). For a complete Newton method, J-l(iX )f (iX)

must be calculated. For either type of matrix factorization, PLU or QR, the arith

metic cost of the calculation on matrix J(ix ) is always proportional to [m( K + 1)]3.

However, from (3.2.11) and (3.2.12), x-independent matrix J1D(q,k) is a nonzero

matrix only if q == k. For most microwave nonlinear analog circuits, the va.l-

ues of those derivatives in the diagonal blocks J D(q,q)(i x ) are normally larger than

those values in the off-diagonal blocks J D(q,k)(i X), q i=- k. Therefore, it is a good

approximation to just calculate those diagonal block Jacobian matrices Jq,q(ix ),

(q == 0,1, ... , K). Also, by calculating the diagonal blocks of the Jacobian Matrices

Jq,q(i x ) , (q == O,l, ... ,K), the cost of matrix calculation will be (I{+ 1)2 times

lower than the cost for calculation of the full Jacobian form. That is, to solve K

separate iterative procedures simultaneously

i+l i J-l(i)f (i )x q == x q - q,q x q X, (3.3.1)

where q 0,1, ... , K. In other words, the Jacobian matrix J(iX ) In (3.2.11) is
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f(x)

o

approximated as

i-I
X

Figure 3.3.1: The backtracking technique.

x

o o

o
o

(3.3.2)

where all entries Jq,k(i X) for q =I k are set to zero. Since this method uses only

the diagonal blocks of the f111l .J acobian matrix, it call be called a "block Newton"

method.

Another method used in FREDA2 is the chord method, which uses the previous

J for the present iterative process, regardless of the method used in the previous

iteration,

(3.3.3)

This can save considerable Jacobian matrix calculation time. Additionally, it elim-

inates the need for matrix inversion.

In addition to the Newton, block Newton, and chord methods, the backtracking

technique (also known as the global strategy [92]) is also combined in each different
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method. Fig. 3.3.1 is used to illustrate this technique. Here i-I x IS the original

value of the variable x and i x is the updated value. If

then

is used to replace i x .

i' 1(i-l +i )X = - x x
2

(3.3.4)

(3.3.5)

The convergence algorithm used in F REDA2 is summarized in Fig. 3.3.2. The

control signal R, in Fig. 3.3.2, is the ratio of the current convergence error ("err"

in Fig. 3.3.2) to the previous convergence error. In most cases, the criterion "1'''

for the control signal R is fixed to be a constant 0.95. For the non-autonomous

circuit analysis (05C = 0), the algorithm starts from either the Newton method or

the block Newton method determined by the control signals FULL and BLOCK.

However, for the autonomous circuit analysis (05C = 1) which will be presented

in chapter 5~ the algorithm starts from the Newton method and the chord method

is not used. The iterative process could stop at any block in Fig. 3.3.2 as long as

the converged system error meets the pre-determined criterion (err ~ 8).

The control signals FULL, BLOC K, and CHORD showned in Fig. 3.3.2 are

user defined signals and are described in Appendix B, the F RED~42 user manual.

Some other available control signals are also listed there. In addition, several vari-

abies which are not shown in Fig. 3.3.2 are also used in t he ronverg~n\P algori thrn

of F REDA2, such as

boost - to increase all the values of the independent variables and re-start the

convergence process, if convergence fails and system is traped in a local min-

imum,

recurrence - to define the number of times to be allowed to boost the independent

variables before quiting the process,
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or BLOCK = a
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e-r-r > 6
OSC = a

s -:» u c-
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BLOCK=l r R>r FULL=l

r--~---_-I.~--- n :> 3 I R ~ r
FULL = 0 In ~ 3

BLOCK = 0
R>r
n>3

Block
Newton Method

n==O

R>r Backtracking
~

n=n+l

BLOCK == 1
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n > 3

err < !J R < r R < r
err> fJ err> {)
GSC = 0 GSC = 1

R<r R>r
err> !J n < 3

~ Backtracking~
n==n+l

Chord Methodwith ..........r-.-- -+- -J

n-Stage Backtracking ~------.

R>r
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err > !J R>r err < !J R < r

err> fJ

err < !J

'---------~ l
err < {)

-
End

err < 0

Figure 3.3.2: Algorithm of the convergence iterations used in the general purpose
nonlinear microwave analog circuit simulator F RED.642.
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pass - to define the number of following iterations allowed to release the ratio

criterion r from 0.95 to 1.5, once the ratio R is less than 1/2, and

force - to force the process to go to Newton or block Newton method even if the

ratio R is less than r .

These control variables improve convergence for some special circuit analyses.

3.4 Development of the Arithrnet ic Operator Method

In general, compared with the conventional harmonic balance (HB) hybrid meth

ods, the FDSB techniques have a larger dynamic range and can be practically used

with multi-tone excitations. However, most FDSB methods are restricted to se-

ries representations of nonlinear elements. This has been the major restriction to

the widespread use of FDSB techniques. In this section, we demonstrate a newly

developed frequency-domain nonlinear circuit analysis technique, the arithmetic

operator method (AOM). Two basic spectral operators - multiplication and di-

vision - are introduced. Combined with spectral addition and subtraction, these

operators perform their respective arithmetic operations entirely in the frequency

domain. Consequently, nonlinear elements described by arbitrary analytic functions

in addition to the series representations can be simulated.

3.4.1 Basic Theories

The arithmetic operator method (AO~1) uses basic arithmetic operations on signal

spectra in the frequency domain. Here a time-domain signal x( t) is represented in

the frequency domain by a spectral vector x defined as

(3.4.1)

where the frequency-domain components of x are truncated at the radian frequency

WK and need not be harmonically related. ..tYk r represents the real part of the
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frequency component of x(t) at Wk, and X k i is the imaginary part ofthis component.

The phasor ofthe k th spectrum component is X k = Xfer+jXk i • The spectral vectors

y and z of the time-domain signals y(t) and z(t) are similarly defined. The basic

operations y(t) = x(t) ± z(t) are implemented in the frequency domain as

y == x ± z. (3.4.2)

The derivative forms of these operators are equally straightforward. Ify(t), x(t)

and z(t) are all signal u(t) dependent, then the derivative of x with respective to

the k th component of u (defined as x in (3.4.1)) is

(3.4.3)

where q = r or i indicates the real or imaginary part. With the spectral vectors Yk,q

and Zk,q similarly defined, the derivative forms of spectral addition and subtraction

are

(3.4.4)

Spectral addition and subtraction, and their derivatives, are straightforvvard as

they involve addition or subtraction of the corresponding elements of the spectra

operated on. However, more complicated operators, such as multiplication and

division, do not only involve corresponding elements, and some special constraints

and techniques have to IJe used.

Spectral Multiplication

The basic idea of the spectral multiplication of two time-domain signals is based

on the frequency-domain convolution of these two signals. This frequency-domain

convolution concept was used to analyze power-series described nonlinear elements
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by Haywood and Chow [74] in 1988. Here, the spectral multiplication operator in

AOM is developed by converting the frequency-domain convolution into a set of

linear transform equations.

Here we consider a nonlinear system output y( t) to be a function of two in-

dependent continuous-time periodic signals x(t) and z(t) and can be represented

as

y(t) == x(t)z(t),

where both x(t) and z(t) are multi-frequency inputs,

N N

x(t) == L xn(t) == L I-'Yn I cos(wnt + <Pn)
n=O n=O

and
]\II AI

z(t) == L zm(t) == L IZm I COs(wmt + Om),
m=O m=O

(3.4.5)

(3.4.6)

(3.4.7)

and the wn's (n == 0,1, ... ,N) and wm's (m == 0,1, ... ,]\;1) may not be harmonically

related. The two-sided spectra of x and z are the collections of terms

1 1
~Xl'

1 y2X - N , ... , 2X - 1 , ...Yo,
2

... , 2.4' N,

and

1 1 1 1
2Z

- M 1 ... , 2Z- 1 1 Zo, -z. ... , 2Z M 12 '

respectively, where "'Yn == ..tY:' n ; Zm == Z:'m; and "*" indicates the complex conjugate.

If we use vectors to represent the spectra of x(i) and z(t),

(3.4.8 )

and

where T indicates the transpose, the output spectrum Sy for y(t)

(3.4.9)

x (t )z (t) can

be found from the frequency-domain linear convolution of S~ and sz, that is, the
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product of s; and s~. Each entry ~YnZm in sxs~ represents a component of the

spectrum of the signal y(t), and has the value ~YnZm and frequency W n + W m. By

combining the same frequency entries in sxs;, we then have the output spectrum

Sy = ~ [ Y- N -M ... 2Yo ... Yiv+M r (3.4.10)

If Wo represents the dc frequency and both N in (3.4.8) and M in (3.4.9) are larger

than zero, the number of frequency components of the created spectrum vector Sy

is always larger than both N and M: However, not all of the elements in Sy are

required, since some element values may be very small and make little contribution

to further calculations. Calculating those undesired entries would consume much

computer computation time and contribute little to the final results. Therefore, if

the number of the objective frequencies considered in a system is large enough to

describe the system nonlinearities, the frequency components of all the spectra sx,

sz, and Sy can be limited to contain these objective frequencies only. Any additional

frequencies which were originally contained in s; or s, or created by sxs~ can be

eliminated. Also, if a computer is used to calculate sx s; , then the spectra s,, sz,

and Sy need not necessarily be represented as two-sided. Fig. 3..J.l illustrates the

vector product of two limited spectrum vectors s; and Sz. The created vector Sy is

also spectrum limited. Differing with (3.4.8), (3.4.9), and (3.4.10), spectra sx, sz,

and Sy presented here are one-sided spectra for better computer memory utilization.

If there are K + 1 objective frequencies considered in the nonlinear system, i.e., Wo,

W WK spect r a s sand Sy are all limited to these K + 1 frequencies, As1, ... " x, z,
shown in Fig. 3.4.1, assuming that the radian frequency Wi +Wj is one of the system

objective frequencies, but frequency Wi - Wj is not, the product term tx Zi+j is

inserted into the spectrum vector Sy, while the term t...y Zt- i is ignored.

To evaluate the nonlinear system output y(t) == x(t)z(t) with length-limited
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~YK ZK

l..tYZ,+,
2 t 1

..tYi Z·1

~..tY Zt- i

JYO Zo

Figure 3.4.1: The multiplication between limited spectra s , and Sz results in limited
spectrum Sy. Frequency ia, -Wi is assumed not to be one of the objective frequencies.

spectra on all the dependent and independent variables, as shown in Fig. 3.4.1, some

complex multiplications are discarded (e.g. term ~YZt-i in Fig. 3.4.1). These redun-

dant multiplications will also consume much time in frequency searching operations.

Therefore, to avoid this redundancy, a further step to reduce the calculations can be

achieved by setting up a mapping function for the frequency convolution Sy == sxs;.

This results in considerable computation time reduction when the frequencies under

evaluation are poorly correlated.

Spectrum Mapping Ftmct io n Tn ~pnpraL ~ spect ru m cont.ain s clc. fu n da.rnen-

tal, harmonic, and intermodulation components, and there is a. simple arithmetic

relationship of the frequencies of the commensurable spectral components. As long

as the frequency components included in the spectrum vectors Sx and s, are known,

the components in the spectrum Sy == s~s; can always be calculated using a map-

ping function. A spectrum mapping function is used to relate the components of
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the output spectrum to the spectra of two inputs where the output is the product

of the two inputs.

For efficient calculations, length-limited one-sided spectra 5:zn 5 z , and 5 y , as

shown in Fig. 3.4.1, are reorganized to split each complex number into two real

numbers as defined as x in (3.4.1). The spectrum mapping function for y(t) ==

x(t)z(t) can be determined using a simple computer program. Table 3.4.1 is an

example of the spectrum mapping function, where y(t) = x(t)z(t) is the system

output and x(t) and z(t) are inputs. Three frequency components fo (== de), 11,

and f2 (== 2fl) are considered here; ky , kx , and kz are frequency indices for the

y(t), x(t), and z(t) components, respectively; and 8 x and s ; indicate signs so that

!ky == ISx!kx + 8 z ! kz I (or ky == Isxkx + szkz I). The ky th component of the output is

then

where

{
~ if kx =!=- 0 and k z -:f 0

€ - -
- 1 otherwise

and the kx th component of x( t) is

X' _ { ...Ykx if 8kx == +1
~ kx - ""\T*'f 1

~l..kx 1 8kx == -

(3.4.11)

(3.4.12)

(3.4.13)

The term X hz is the complex conjugate of X kz; Z~z is similarly defined; and the

summation in (3.4.11) is over all rows of the table with the same kyo

Consequently, for a time-domain operation y(t) = x(t)z(t), the spectral vector

y can be calculated using (3.4.11) and the spectrum mapping function as a linear

transformation,

Here the transform matrix T x is determined using both the spectral vector x and

the spectrum mapping function.
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Table 3.4.1: An example of the spectrum mapping function for the basic operation
y(t) == x(t)z(t)G

x( t)
k~ I 8~

0 +1 0 +1
0 1 +1 1 -1

2 +1 2 -1
0 +1 1 +1

1 1 +1 0 +1
1 -1 2 +1
2 +1 1 -1
0 +1 2 +1

2 1 +1 1 +1
2 +1 0 +1

Spectrum Transform Matrix The spectrum transform matrix of x, T x, is a

matrix formulation of the spectrum mapping function for the operation y(t) ==

;x(t)z(t) so that

y == Txz. (3.4.14)

T x is formulated using the spectral vector x and its spectrum mapping function

only. Element values of T x are determined by ...Yk , E, and s, and the location of ea.ch

element in the matrix is determined by ky and k z • Compared with (3.4.11)-(3.4.13),

the spectrum transform matrix T x in (3.4.14) can be determined using the following

algorithm:

N :== the total number of rows of the spectrum ma.pping function;

Tx[i, j] :== 0, (O:S i < 2K +1, 0 <j < 2K +1);

for n :== 0 step 1 until N - 1 do

begin

if kx :f 0 and k;: =I 0 then E :== 0.5 else E :== 1.0;

Tx[2ky , 2k;;] :== Tx[2ky , 2kz ] + E~Ykx,r;

Tx[2ky , 2kz+l] :== Tx[2ky , 2kz+l] - sxszE~Yk:r,i;
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T:r[2ky +1, 2kz ] :== T;z:[2k y +1, 2kz ] + S:rE.LYk:r,i;

T:r[2ky+l, 2kz+ l ] :== T:z:[2ky+l, 2kz+l] + 8 z E..tYk :z: ,r ;

end n loop;

Since the imaginary part of the dc signal is always zero, the second row and the

second column of the matrix formulated using the above algorithm are deleted, and

the size of T:r is then (2K +1) x (2K +1). So for the example in Table 3.4.1,

2.LYOr .LY1r .LY1i ..tY2r ..tY2i

1 2.LYlr 2.LYor + .LY2r .LY2i .LY1r .LY1i
T x == - 2.LYIi X 2i 2.LYor - X 2r -.LYIi .LYIr (3.4.15)

2
2X2r ~YIr -..tYIi 2Xor 0
2.LY2i .LYIi ~YIr 0 2.LYor

From the definitions of ky , k:z:, and kz , in any spectrum mapping function, if

kz = 0, we have S:z: == +1, E == 1.0, and ky == kx • The algorithm used to forrnu-

late the spectrum transform matrix shows that the first column of the matrix T x ,

Tx[2ky,2kz ] and Tx[2ky + 1,2kz ] with kz == 0, is exactly the spectrum vector x.

Therefore, an important property of the spectrum transform matrix is:

For any spectral vector x, there exists one and only one spectrum trans

form matrix T x , which is the matrix form of the vector x. For any spec

trum iransjorrti matrix T x , the spectral vector x is also readily available

as the first column of its matrix formulation T x·

Thus, from (3.4.14) and the definition of the spectrum transform matrix, the

multiplication operation y( t) == x(t )z(t) in the frequency domain is

(3.4.16)

From the chain rule and (3.4.16), the derivative form of the multiplication operation

y(t) == x(t)z(t) in the frequency domain is

(3.4.17)
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The spectrum transform matrix in (3.4.14) differs from the Toeplitz matrix which

can also be used for the frequency-domain linear convolution transformation [94] in

that

i) all the spectra of x, y, and z in (3.4.14) are expressed using one-sided spectra

and

ii) the spectrum of x, y, or z in (3.4.14) need not be equally spaced.

Using the one-sided spectrum instead of the two-sided spectrum reduces matrix

size and so increases the circuit analysis efficiency. Moreover, for multi-tone excita-

tion circuit analysis (such as mixer circuit analysis), using linear convolution with

Toeplitz matrix will be extremely impractical as the size of the matrix is large. For

instance, if a 10 GHz LO signal and a 9.95 GHz RF signal are considered in the

mixer circuit simulation, and a 50 MHz IF signal is the output of interest, the size

of the Toeplitz matrix required for the linear convolution with two-sided frequency

spectra and separated real and imaginary parts will be 801 x 801. However, using

the spectrum transform matrix developed in this section, the matrix size required

for the frequency-domain linear convolution is 7 x 7.

Spectral Division

The spectral division operation can be obtained from the spectral multiplication

operation (3.4.14) which is the frequency domain form of the multiplication oper-

ation (3.4.5). Interchanging y(t) and z(t) in (3.<-1.5) a.nd y and z in (3.·!.1 Ll) leads

to

and

z(t) == x(t)y(t)

z == TxY,

(3.4.18)

(3.4.19)
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respectively. If x(t) in (3.4.18) is not equal to zero and T x in (3.4.19) is a non

singular matrix, then multipling both sides of (3.4.18) by 1/x(t) and both sides of

(3.4.19) by T~l, the frequency domain form of the division operation

IS

y(t) == z(t)/x(t)

T - 1Y == x z.

(3.4.20)

(3.4.21)

Using (3.4.16), (3.4.21), and the chain rule, the derivative form of the division

operation y( t) == z(t) / x(t) in the frequency domain is

Jacobian Matrix

· T-1 (. T·)Yk,q == x Zk,q - yXk,q· (3.4.22)

Efficient circuit simulation uses Newton's method to iteratively achieve spectral

balance. The Jacobian matrix required in this procedure can be calculated us-

ing (3.4.4), (3.4.17), and (3.4.22). However, for weak-to-moderately strong signals,

the Jacobian matrix of the spectral vector y with respect to the spectral vector

variable x can be evaluated more efficiently a.nd approximated as

(3.4.23)

where s' is the spectral vector of the derivative of the time domain analytic function

y(t) with respect to x(t): dy(t)/dx(t). This approximated Jacobian matrix is suited

to the block Newton convergence scheme, where the exact full Jacobian matrix is

not always required.
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Example of the Arithmetic Operator Method

To illustrate the Jacobian evaluation, consider the time-domain signal i{ t) as a

function of the time-domain signal v( t):

where a, b, and c are constants. The Jacobian can be calculated exactly using (3.4.4)

and (3.4.17) as

Ji(V) = 3aTvTv + 2bTv + cI, (3.4.24)

where I is the identity matrix and i and v are the spectrum vectors of i(t) and v(t).

The Jacobian can also be approximated using (3.4.23) as

(3.4.25)

where y is the spectral vector of the time domain signal y(t),

y (t) == di (t )/ dv (t) == 3av 2 ( t) + 2bv(t) + c,

and is calculated using (3.4.2) and (3.4.16):

y == 3aTvv + 2bv + c. (3.4.26)

Summary

Equations (3.·1.2), (3"'1.16), and (3.1.21) represe n t fnl1f basic Irequencv-rlomnin op

erators: spectral addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Theoretically

any analytic function can be evaluated in terms of spectral vectors using these

basic arithmetic operators. However, they have widely varying calculation efficien

cies. Spectral addition and subtraction only involve the straightforward addition or

subtraction of the corresponding elements of two vectors. Spectral multiplication
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requires the formulation of a matrix and then the multiplication of a matrix and a

vector. Spectral division, however, is an expensive operation and its use should be

minimized as it also requires matrix inversion. For example, in the calculation of

the negative terms of the power series expansion,

(3.4.27)

we can set z(t) == l/x(t) so that z is the first column of T;l. Then, using x-n(t) =

zn(t), only one spectral division and several spectral multiplications are required in

the calculation of y.

It should also be noted that the development of the basic spectral operators

(3.4.16) and (3.4.21) is based on an important assumption: the number of the

frequency components considered in the spectrum vector is large enough to represent

the signal nonlinearity. If truncated spectrum vectors do not satisfy this assumption,

significant errors may be created by using (3.4.16) or (3.4.21). Another important

assumption in AOrvI is that the imaginary part of the dc signal is zero. Note that

no space is reserved for the dc imaginary part in the spectrum vectors.
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3.4.2 Some Useful Spectral Operators and Equations

Some more complicated equations or arithmetic operators can be derived from the

basic operators addition/subtraction (3.4.2), multiplication (3.4.16), and division

(3.4.21). Consider a set of time-domain equations:

w(t)

w(t)

y(t )u(t)

x(t)z(t)u(t),

(3.4.28)

(3.4.29)

the corresponding frequency-domain operations using AOM (3.4.16) are

w

w

(3.4.30)

(3.4.31)

From (3.4.28)-(3.4.31) and the property of the spectrum transform matrix, the

multiplication operation

y(t) = x(t)z(t)

can also be calculated in the frequency domain as

(3.4.32)

(3.4.33)

where the spectrum vector y is the first column of the matrix T y . Likewise, tlS-

ing (3.4.16) and (3.4.33), the time-domain operation

(3.4.34)

can he performed in the frequency doma.in hy calrnlati ng either t he spectru rn t.rans-

form matrix T y as

or the spectrum vector y directly as

T rT PT q-ly== x u v v,

(3.4.35)

(3.4.36)

where the constants T, p, and q can be negative and are not necessarily integers.
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If a nonlinear system with output y(t) is a function of the input signal x(t),

y(t) = f(x(t)),

and the nonlinearity of this system can be represented as a power series,

00

y(t) = f(x(t)) = L akxk(t),
k=-oo

(3.4.37)

(3.4.38)

where ak is the coefficient of the k th order term of the power series and x(t) 1= 0,

then, from (3.4.2) and (3.4.35), we have

-and

00

T y = L akTX
k,

k=-oo

00

f(T x ) = L akTx
k

,

k=-oo

T y = f(T x ) .

(3.4.39)

(3.4.40)

(3.4.41 )

Equations (3.4.39) and (3.4.41) are very useful in .~Ol\!l. Some spectral operators

derived from (3.4.39) and (3.4.41) are listed in Table 3.5.1.

3.5 Simulation Examples and Discussion

In this section, results simulated using the arithmetic operator method are com-

pared with those of the conventional harmonic balance method to verify the nonlin-

ear analysis technique. The equivalent circuit, Fig. 3.5.1, of the Curtice rvIESF1~T

model [95], [96J, which is commonly used in the harmonic balance analysis of l\IES

FET amplifiers, was used in the simulation of the multistage J\lIESFET amplifier

shown in Fig. 3.5.2.
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Time Domain Frequency Domain

y(t) == ex(t) T - eTxy - ,

r n 1 12
n

- ~!±x .z. ... l±X- .z.Y - 1 + 2" + 2 ( 2" ) L,,) + + n! ( 2" ) L")
y(t) == tanh(x(t)) T y = (1 - e- 2T x ) / (1 + e-2T x )

y(t) == Xr(t) T y == T x
r,

y == Txr-Ix
y(t) == Xr(t)Up(t)Vq(t) T y == TxrTuPTyq,

T rT PT q-lY== x u v V

y(t) == COS( X( t)) T y == cos(Tx ) ,
1 IT IT 3 IT 5Y == - 2i xX + 4i x x - Ai x x + ...

y(t) == sin(x(t)) T y == sin(Tx ) ,
- IT 2 IT 4 IT 6

y-x-~ xX+~ xX-7i xx+···

r---__8_l d
_
9

_ --,

G r '--------'

Figure 3.5.1: Equivalent circuit of the Curtice MESFET model.
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3.5.1 The Curtice MESFET Model

In Fig. 3.5.1, elements Cgl1 , Cdl1 , and Cgd are linear and the diodes and transconduc

tance are nonlinear. IdlJ(t) is modeled as [95], [96]

where

idl1 (t ) = (Ao + A1Vl(t) + A2vt{t) + A3v;(t)) tanh (-yVdl1(t)) ,

. () VdlJ(t) - vic
2r dlJ t == ,

RdlJ
and

(3.5.1)

(3.5.2)

(3.5.3)

(3.5.4)

Equations (3.5.1 )-(3.5.4) are evaluated using the spectral operators.

In [95J, [96J, the forward- biased gate current ig lJ( t) and the drain-gate avalanche

current i dg ( t) are described by piecewise linear equations. For analytic modeling,

they are described by the Shockley diode equation:

(3.5.5)

and the exponential function:

(3.5.6)

where VR is the drain-gate reverse breakdown voltage. TIle values of the linear

components and the coefficients in (3.5.2)-(3.5.6) are from the dc modified Curtice

model described in section 4.3 and are listed in Table 3.5.2.

Using the basic spectral operators and Table 3.5.1, the frequency-domain calcu

lations of the Shockley diode equation, the hyperbolic function, and the time delay

are presented as follows.
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jet2

I
jet3

Figure 3.5.2: Schematic of the multistage MESFET amplifier.

Table 3.5.2: The element and parameter values of the MESFET equivalent circuit
in Fig. 3.5.1.

Element VallIe ~ Parameter I Value

C.Q S 0.52785 pF AO 0.016542

c.. 0.25137 pF Al 0.0500214

Cd.q 0.087 pF A2 0.02012

R.q 2.9 n 443 -0.00806592

Ri11 10 n I' 2.16505
R s 2.4 n 4--1.5 1.0 " 10- 12

Rd 5.3 n (3 -0.0394707
1-0 1.0 VIds

Rd.c; 218.5 n
10 1.0 x 10-9 A
l/R 15 V
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Shockley Diode Equation

The exponential function ez(t) in (3.5.5) and (3.5.6) is approximated as

n ---+ 00, (3.5.7)

where the approximation error for n 2: 6 is less than 0.01% over the range -30 <

x(t) < 30.

The Jacobian matrix of ig " with respect to the variable vector v g" is

(3.5.8)

where Yig8 is the spectral vector of the time-domain variables Yig,,(t). The Jacobian

matrix of i dg is similarly calculated.

Hyp erb ofic Function

TIle hyperbolic tangent function tanh( x( t)) can be expressed as

tanh(x(t)) == (1 - y(t))/(l + y(t)),

where y(t) == e- 2x (t ) and the Jacobian matrix of the function tanh( x( t)) as

(3.5.9)

Time Delay

J t a n h == T z , z(t) == 4y(t)/(1 + y(t))2. (3.5.10)

In (3.5.4), the time delay r(t) of the gate-source voltage vgs(t - r(t)), in the Curtice

model, is a function of the drain-source voltage Vds(t). This time delayed signal can

be calculated in the frequency domain as follows:

If the time-domain signal z(t) represents the time delayed signal x(t-y( t)), where

y(t) is a variable, then z(t) is the real part of the summation of the frequency-domain
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components of x with their individual phase delays,

z(t) = Re {to x, ej Wkt e-jWky(t) } ·

The spectral vector z of z(t) is

K . .

Z = L x, eJWkt e-JWkY.

!C=O

(3.5.11)

(3.5.12)

Since the spectral vector e-JWkY in (3.5.12) contains a complex de component, it

cannot be evaluated using (3.5.7) and be multiplied by Xkejwkt using the arithmetic

operator method (3.4.16). Instead, it is calculated using the identity

and (3.5.12) is expressed as

K .. .. K

Z = L (XkeJWkt {e --:-JWkY} de + XkeJWkt {e-JWkY}aJ = L(Ak + B k), (3.5.14)
k=O k=O

where

(3.5.15)

(3.5.16)

(3.5.17)

. .
and {e-JWkY}dc represents the dc component of the spectral vector e-JWkY and is

normally a complex number; {e-JWkY}ac represents the ac part and is in a spectral

vector form as defined in (3.4.1) with a zero dc component. The trigonometric

functions in (3.5.13) are evaluated using t heir power series expansions. With the

small value of time delay, a two- or three-term power series is a good approximation.

Thus the spectral vector of the time delayed signal x (t - y( t)) can be performed

by calculating Ak and B k in (3.5.14); ~4k is a single-tone signal having amplitude

..tYk{e-JWkY}dc and radian frequency Wk; Bi; is a spectral vector evaluated from the

term Xkejwkt{e-jwkY}ae using the spectral operator (3.4.16).
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3.5.2 Results and Discussion

Single-tone and two-tone input excitations were used in turn to verify the arithmetic

operator method of frequency-domain spectral balance. These are compared with

the results of an harmonic balance (HB) simulation using the almost periodic dis

crete Fourier transform method (APDFT) [12], [13]. With the APDFT-HB method,

the time- and frequency-domain nonlinear signals were oversampled to match the

accu~acy level of that obtained using AOM [97].

Fig. 3.5.3 shows the simulated fundamental, second, and third harmonics ob

tained using AOM (solid line) and APDFT-HB (dashed line) for single-tone ex

citation. The AOM and APDFT-HB results are almost indistinguishable. With

-5 dBm input power and 6 harmonics considered, the CPU time required for the

AOM was 2.3 sec on a DEC DS3100 RISe workstation (rated at 12-13 VAX 11/780

MIPs). '

The two-tone test was set for [t.o == 2.4 Gllz and fRF == 2.35 GHz. Fig. 3.5.4

shows the simulated IF (50 l'vIHz) output power as a function of RF input power.

The local oscillator signal was set at -5 dBm, and the RF power varied from

-1,50 dBm to -5 dBm. With -,5 dBm fixed LO power. -20 dBm RF signal a.nd

the third intermodulation order (12 ac, 1 dc) considered, the CPU time required

for AOM was 10.5 sec. As shown in Fig. 3.5.4, the simulated results using the

AOM (solid line) and t he APDFT-HB method (dashed line) a.gree for large RF

signals. However, at low RF levels, the simulated IF power using the APDFT-IIB

method deviates from the theoretical straight line and asymptotically approaches a

constant. The limited dynamic range is inherent to APDFT-HB simulation schemes

and is not simply due to frequency truncation [16]. TIle ultimate dynamic range

of an APDFT-HB scheme is determined by numerical accuracy as, in the time

domain, a very small signal superimposed on the waveform of a large signal must
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Figure 3.5.3: Comparison of the simulated output power of the single-tone test for
the multistage IvIESFET amplifier using AOrvI (solid line) and Harmonic Balance
method (dashed line). Shown are the power output a.t the fundamental (1), the
second harmonic (2), and the third harmonic (3) as a function of the input power.
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be representable and then captured by the Fourier transform. In other words,

very low level intermodulation distortion cannot be handled in the presence of a

large signal. In contrast, the dynamic range of AOM is determined by the effective

accuracy of the Jacobian matrix in the Newton iteration scheme, and here the

dynamic range of AOM exceeds 470 dB on the DEC DS3100. Indeed, this dynamic

range approximates the dynamic range of double precision representation on the

DEC DS3100.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a basic idea of the frequency-domain spectral balance technique

is presented. System equations of an arbitrary large nonlinear circuit can be for

mulated using the modified nodal admittance matrix. With the matrix reduc

tion techniques and the iterative convergepce algorithm presented in this chapter,

the solution of the nonlinear circuit equations can be obtained. In nonlinear ana

log circuit simulation using the arithmetic operator method, the nonlinear device

models are not limited to the series type. This removes the major restriction of

fr equency-dornain spectral balance techniques. Consequently, any analytic model

can be represented in the frequency domain so that multi-tone and large dyna.mic

range simulation of nonlinear microwave circuits is practical.

Arithmetic operator methods in conjunction with the spectral balance technique

can he used wit h st roriglv non linear circuits a n d ar t ive rlev ir e morlels H re not. re

stricted to power series expressions. The element expressions must be analytic and

algebraic however. As spectral operations are considerably more complicated tha.n

the corresponding algebraic operations, modeling is restricted to using reasonably

straightforward expressions. For example, the Curtice model, as demonstra.ted in

section 3.5, and Ivlaterka-Kacprzak [98] model can be used as the modeling expres-
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Figure 3.5.4: Comparison of the simulated IF output power of the two-tone test for
the multistage MESFET amplifier using AOIVI (solid line) and Harmonic Bala.nce
method (dashed line). LO power is fixed at -5 dBm.
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sions are reasonably simple. However, the physically-based model of Khatibzadeh

and Trew [99] is not amenable to AOM because of the extensive arithmetic and

table look-up involved as well as its not being analytic.

The algorithms presented in this chapter for analyzing nonlinear analog circuits

were implemented in the general purpose nonlinear microwave analog circuit sim

ulator FREDA2 (a program for the FREquency-Domain Analysis of nonlinear

circuits with multi-frequency sinusoidal excitations). F REDA2 was written in C

and can handle arbitrarily large and strongly nonlinear circuit, and can simulate

both non-autonomous and autonomous circuits. The user manual of F REDA2 is

given in Appendix B, and the organization of F REDA2 is shown in Appendix C.
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Chapter 4

Computer-Aided Analysis of Nonlinear
Microwave Amplifiers Using Frequency-Domain

Spectral Balance

4.1 Introduction

Most time-domain nonlinear circuit simulation methods are not suited to microwave

applications [15]. Consequently the hybrid harmonic balance (HB) technique, which

interfaces the frequency-domain analysis of the linear part of a circuit with the

time-domain analysis of the nonlinear part of a circuit, is increasingly being used.

However, one of the disadvantages of HB methods is the aliasing problern [97].

Because of the errors introduced by aliasing, oversampling in the Fourier transform

and inverse Fourier transform operations are often used in HB methods at the cost

of increased run-time.

Alternative techniques using frequency-domain method are commonly based on

power-series descriptions of nonlinear elements. vVithout explicit time-domain cal-

culations, frequency-domain methods avoid the aliasing problem and can often ob-

tain higher accuracies than HB methods for the same set of analysis frequencies.

However, the necessity of having a power-series description of the nonlinear ele-

ments instead of an arbitrary current-voltage relat.ionship is the major disadvantage

of most frequency-domain methods.

In chapter 3, a novel frequency-domain spectral balance technique - the arith-

metic operator method (AO:LvI) - was presented. As wit h other frequency-domain

methods, it is ideally suited to the analysis of nonlinear analog circuits with multifre-

quencyexcitation. However, unlike other frequency-domain methods, this technique
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is applicable to the analysis of any nonlinear elements described by analytic func

tions. Frequency-domain spectral balance using the arithmetic operator method

was verified, in chapter 3, by comparing the simulation results with those obtained

using the conventional harmonic balance method. In this and the next chapters,

we will demonstrate application of AOM to the circuit simulation of nonlinear mi

crowave amplifiers and oscillators. Results are compared with measured data, and

some device modeling techniques are also presented.

The MESFET device, used in the simulation of the amplifier presented in this

chapter, is a medium-power GaAs MESFET (Avantek AT8250) which was pre

viously used in [100]. Measured characteristics of this device are given in [100].

Different models of the MESFET - two-dimensional (2D) power series model and

modified Curtice models - are presented in sections 4.2 and 4.3. Results simu

lated using the 2D power series model are compared with those obtained with the

one-dimensional (lD) power series model [100] and the results with the different

Curtice models are compared with each other. In section 4.4, detailed compar

isons of memory use and computer time of the amplifier simulations using the

AOM and the harmonic balance methods are presented. In particular, for the HB

methods, we consider the almost periodic discrete Fourier transform (APDFT) liB

method [12], [13] with the dual frequency set (oversampling) algorithm [97]. The

simulation framework uses the block Newton iteration scheme which, when com

bined with the Shamanskii method, is an efficient method for solving the set of

nonlinear equations.

4.2 Simulations with Power-Series-Based MESFET Models

In this section, the arithmetic operator method is compared with the earlier table

method (GPSA-TM) using a medium-power GaAs MESFET - Avantek AT8250.
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As the GPSA-TM is practically limited to one-dimensional nonlinearities [101],

two different circuit models were used for the MESFET device - one with the

nonlinear elements described by one-dimensional power series and the other by two-

dimensional power series. The complete equivalent circuit of the MESFET device

used for the one-dimensional power series model is given in [100, chapter 4], and the

measured data and the developed one-dimensional power series descriptions for the

nonlinear elements in the model are given in [100, chapter 5]. The two-dimensional

power series model used for the simulations using AOM will be presented in this

section.

4.2.1 Device Characterization

The complete equivalent circuit for the two-dimensional transistor model, including

parasitics and other linear elements, is shown in Fig. 4.2.1. It is similar to the one

used in the one-dimensional model given in [100, chapter 4], except that the elements

I g m and Rds of the one-dimensional model in [100, chapter 4] were combined a.s one

element I d 8 • In this circuit, Cg 8 , Cg d , and Cds were taken to be nonlinear, and were

assumed to be one-dimensional nonlinear elements. That is, the output current of

each nonlinear element was assumed to be a function of one voltage only. However,

the element Ids was treated as a two-dimensional nonlinear element - the output

current of Ids is a function of both intrinsic voltages V~s and Vds (i.e., V~gs and V~ds),

8 7

I - ,"" .. T/..1. 1· j
ds - ~ L...J at) ~ gs ~ ds :

i=O j=O

(4.2.1)

The procedure used to determine the model parameters is described in [100],

and yielded the linear element values of Table 4.2.1. Wit h the linear element values

fixed, the model of Fig. 4.2.1 was optimized to match the measured s parameters

at each bias setting, resulting in nonlinear element values as a function of bias
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Figure 4.2.1: Circuit used to model the MESFET which includes linear as well as
nonlinear elements. Nonlinear elements include Cg 6 , Cd 6 , Cgd, and I d 6 , where Id!1 is
a function of both intrinsic voltages Vg 6 and Vd8 •

voltage. A least-squares technique was used to fit power series to these data. The

one-dimensional power series descriptions for the capacitances Cg 6 , Cgd, and Cds are

given in Table 4.2.2.

A bivariate power series description developed for the nonlinear element Ids is

shown in Table 4.2.3. Fig. 4:.2.2 shows the optimized values of the transconductance

Grn compared to the values calculated from the bivariate power series expansion.

Figs. 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 show the values of current Ids with respect to intrinsic voltages

~8 and Vds calculated from this povver series. The valid ra.nge of this bivariate

power series description is from v~s == -1.7 V to 1/~s == 0.75 V and Vds == 0.4 V to

Vds == 5 V corresponding to an input power of about 10 dBm.
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Table 4.2.1: The linear element values used in the model of the Avantek AT-8250
GaAs MESFET (after [100]).

Element Value

Cg1 0.1386 pF
Lg 0.69414 nH
Cg2 0.30707 pF
Rg 2.9 n
R 8 2.4 n
L 8 0.00323 nH
R d 5.3 n
Ld 0.41143 nH
Cd2 0.09012 pF
Cdl 0.00341 pF
R 1 10 n
T 6.56 pS

Table 4.2.2: The power series coefficients used in the model of the Avantek AT-8250
GaAs MESFET (after [100]).

Power Series Coefficients for Nonlinear Elements
Element

Order c: (pF) r: (pF) c; (pF)
0 0.286 0.62039 0.34697
1 -0.022345 0.79247.5 -0.33135
2 0.0043288 -0.02648 0.1576
3 -0.0003038 -0.22036 -0.032687
4 0.0024389



Table 4.2.3: The bivariate power series coefficients used for I d• in the model of the
Avantek AT-8250 GaAs MESF'ET.

Order of Order of Vd• Term
Vg~ Term 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 -0.00001156555 0.07625879 -0.1056094 0.07761516 -0.0313192 0.007058957 -0.0008327161 0.00004002119
1 -0.00006103041 0.3069145 -0.4733609 0.3675621 -0.1555473 0.03641407 -0.00442661 0.0002179638
2 0.002515452 0.3475555 -0.6445519 0.5434066 -0.2414711 0.05823406 -0.007202639 0.0003578266
3 0.01210829 -0.2693955 0.4357904 -0.3522143 0.1566408 -0.03871469 0.004976994 -0.0002589956
4 0.01565735 -0.8516739 1.804808 -1.620442 0.7466659 -0.184505 0.0232377 -0.001171287
5 -0.004989491 -0.2561477 0.7083704 -0.6889429 0.3238367 -0.07946468 0.009787713 -0.0004777891
6 -0.02538143 0.6769809 -1.477119 1.344364 -0.6245825 0.1552918 -0.01966353 0.0009961386
7 -0.01847188 0.6183949 -1.461959 1.367254 -0.6390305 0.1582496 -0.01984881 0.0009928612

8 -0.004226292 0.1523607 -0.3133957 0.3534024 -0.1655718 0.04091728 -0.005108844 0.0002540126

m
CJl
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Figure 4.2.2: The transconductance as a function of int rinsic drain-source voltage.
Optimized values (points) are compared to the values calculated using the bivariate
power series expression for intrinsic gate-source voltages of -0.8, -0.6, -0.4, -0.2,
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The simulation results for both single-tone and two-tone inputs of the AT-8250

MESFET amplifier are compared with the experimental data. Results of the AOM

simulation using the two-dimensional power series model of Fig. 4.2.1 (solid curves)

are compared to measurements in Figs. 4.2.5 and 4.2.6 for single-tone and two-tone

excitations. For single-tone excitation, a 3 GHz input signal was used, and, for two

tone excitation, two equal amplitude signals input at 2.35 GHz and 2.4 GI-Iz were

used. The output power at the fundamental and the second and third harmonics

as a function of input power are shown in Fig. 4.2.5 for single-tone test, and the

output power at 2.35 GHz and the third order intermodulation product at 2.3 GHz

are shown in Fig. 4.2.6 for two-tone test. Greater detail of the saturated single-tone

response is given in Fig. 4.2.7. Also included in the comparisons (dashed curves)

are the results of a simulation using the earlier table method (G PSA-TM) with the

one-dimensional power series model.

While both results, using l\.ONI and GPSA-'Tl'v'I in the single-tone test, are In

good agreement with the experimental results (points in Fig. 4.2.5), the predicted

values of the second and third harmonics using the 2D model are even closer to

the measured data. Fig. 4.2.7 shows that ~ using the 2D model, the predicted gain

compression of the fundamental power in Fig. 4.2.5 can closely match the measured

gain compression. The ID model simulation gives some errors in the high input

power region. In addition, the results of the two-tone t est , as shown ill Fig. ~.2.6,

also show that using the 2D model yields better agreement with the measured data

than does using the ID model.

Good simulated results were obtained using the one-dimensional nonlinear model

developed at the operating point of the transistor. This model however must be

redeveloped if the operating point is shifted. One of the advantages of using the
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two-dimensional transistor model is that it is independent of the operating point.

The primary advantage, however, is that it can more precisely model the nonlinear

process.

The advantage of the arithmetic operator method in FDSB is not just the 2D

model simulation capability. The efficiency in circuit analysis is much improved

compared to the GPSA table method. Some comparisons of the computer run time

for the single-tone test between AOM and GPSA-TM are presented in Table 4.2.4

for various numbers of harmonics considered. Times are given in seconds and were

measured on a DEC DS3100 RISC workstation (rated at 12-13 VAX 11/780 MII)s).

Comparisons were made using different input power (-10,0, and 10 dBm) with zero

initial guess (of the node voltages or edge currents), and were also made by sweeping

the input power from -10 dBm to +10 d~m with 0.5 dB step size. The convergence

criteria was 100 nA maximum Kirchhoff's current law error, and the constants 1'k

and n for the simulation using GPSA table method, which are defined in [102], are

set as: 1'k == 1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,,···, and n == 8. While sweeping the input power, the

initial guess of the variable values in each power step are based on the final values

of the previous step. Table ~.2.4 shows that, although there is a 9 )<' 8 bivariate

power series in the 2D model which is far more complicated than the ID model,

the computer run time using AOrvI is still less than that using GPSA-T1I. The

improvement factor increases as the number of frequencies increases. For 0 dBm

input power and 8 simulated ac frequencies, the improvement [ar tor is a.hou t 1,1.

Since the arithmetic operator method works entirely in the frequency domain,

without any transforms between time and frequency domains, aliasing is nonexis

tent and the simulated results are expected to be more accurate than those using,

hybrid methods. Furthermore, as with the GPSA table method, the exact values of

the derivatives of the components of the output spectrum with respect to the corn-
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Table 4.2.4: The comparisons of computer run time for the single-tone test. The
1D model was used for GPSA-TM and the 2D model was used for AOM. Times are
given in seconds and were measured on a DEC DS3100 RISC workstation.

Input power sweeps
No. of Input Power Input Power Input Power from -10 to 10 dBm

ac Freq. -10 dBm o clBm +10 dBm with step size 0.5 dB
TM AOM TM AOM TM AOM TM AOM

2 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 1.0 0.6 6.5 3.6
3 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.3 4.2 0.8 19.4 5.8
4 0.7 0.2 1.6 0.4 - 1.1 50.4 8.6
5 1.2 0.3 3.1 0.5 - 1.5 102 11.6
6 1.8 0.3 5.0 0.6 - 1.8 170 15.0
7 2.5 0.5 6.8 0.7 - 2.1 231 19.1
8 6.3 0.5 12.2 0.8 - 2.4 307 23.2

ponents of the input spectrum using AOM can be calculated. This leads to more

efficient system error minimization using Newton iteration than can be achieved

when numerical derivatives are used. As mentioned in chapter 3, a mix of Newton,

block Newton, and chord methods is used in the simulation to obtain an efficient

simulator. For almost every case in the single-tone and two-tone test, one or two

block Newton met hods followed by several chord methods are enough to reduce the

system errors to the required limit.

4.3 Simulations with Modified Curtice MESFET Models

In section 4.2, frequency-domain spectral balance uSIng the arithmetic operator

method was verified by the simulation of microwave amplifier with 2D power series

MESFET model. In this section, the Amplifier (A vantek AT8250) is simulated t1S

ing AOM with hyperbolic-tangent-function-based TvIESFET models. The equations

used to describe the nonlinear elements are based on the equations of the Curtice
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model [95], [96]. Two different models are developed here. One is based on the dc

drain-source current measurements of the MESFET device (dc model). The other

one is based on the ac gate-to-drain transconductance and the ac drain-source con-

ductance (ac model). Simulation results using these two models are compared with

the measured data.

4.3.1 Device Characterization

The first model used is the modified Curtice model using dc measurements (dc

model), in which the drain-source current of the MESFET device (Avantek AT8250)

is modeled to fit to the de measured data. The equivalent circuit for the de model

is shown in Fig. 4.2.1, wherein the elements Cgs , Cds, Cgd , and Id~ are nonlinear.

Nonlinear elements eg s , CdlJ , and Cgd were modeled using the ID power series as

given in Table 4.2.2. Ids was modeled as [95], [96]

(4.3.1)

where, for better fit to measured data, the de drain-source current ids in (4.3.1) is

modeled by adding a vds-dependent term .L~6Vds to (3.5.2),

(4.3.2)

and

(4.3.3)

The current ir ds in (4.3.1) contains ac components only,

(4.3.4)

and is determined from transconductance measurements. Values of the elements

and parameters are listed in Tables 4.2.1 and 4.3.1. Calculated i d6 curves usmg

(4.3.2) and (4.3.3) are compared with the measured de data in Fig. 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.3.1: The calculated ids (curves) as a function of the intrinsic drain
source voltage for the dc modified Curtice model are compa.red with measured data
(points). The intrinsic gate-source voltages are from -0.5 V to 0.5 V in 0.1 V steps.
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Table 4.3.1: The parameter values of the MESFET equivalent circuit for the de
modified Curtice model.

Value

An 0.016542

Al 0.0500214

A2 0.02012
A;l -0.00806592

l' 2.16505

An 0.00194877

f3 -0.0394707
T 6.56 ps

~l·O 1.0 Vds

Rrl.q 218.5 n

I Parameter ~

The second model used here is the modified Curtice model using ac measure

ments (ac model), in which the gate-to-drain transconductance of the MESFET

device is modeled to fit to the optimized ac data. In the equivalent circuit of the

MESFET, shown in Fig. 4:.2.1, Cgs , Cgd, and Cds, as before, were taken to be one-

dimensional nonlinear elements, and were modeled by power-series descriptions.

Coefficients of the modeled ID power series and values used for linear elements are

given in Tables 4.2.2 and 4.2.1. However, unlike the dc model, the drain-source

current Ids which is a function of both intrinsic voltages V ga and Vda was modeled

by fitting the transconductance 9m to the measured data using hyperbolic-tangent-

function- based equation,

(4.:J.5 )

where Vl is defined in (4.3.3) and T is assumed to be a constant. Therefore, the drain

source current Ids is modeled by integrating the 9m in (4.3.5) with respect to v gs and

adding vds-dependent terms. Although, by comparing the modeled aIda/ aVda with

the optimized drain-source conductance, more accurate terms could be obtained,
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Table 4.3.2: The parameter values of the MESFET equivalent circuit for the ac
modified Curtice model.

I Parameter I Value

A 0.062

AO 0.08494

Al 0.1116

A2 -0.03371

A3 -0.05953

A6 0.0032

/ 2.4836
(3 0.1722
T 6.56 ps

Vd~ 3.0 V

two vd..-dependent terms A tanh( ,Vd.. ) and AaVds are used here:

(4.3.6)

where

(4.3.7)

All parameter values in (4.3.5 )-( 4.3. 7) except T which is assumed to be a constant

were determined by fitting the calculated 9m and 9ds curves to measured ac data.

These determined parameter values are listed in Table 4.3.2. Calculated 9m and 9ds

curves using (4.3.5)-(4.3.7) are compared with the rrieasured ac data in Figs. 4.3.2

and 4.3.3, respectively.

4.3.2 Results and Discussion

Single-tone and two-tone input excitations were used, in turn, to verify the arith-

metic operator method of frequency-domain spectral balance using modified Curtice

models. Fig. 4.3.4 shows the simulated output power at the fundamental frequency
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and the second and third harmonics for signal-tone excitation at 3 GHz input signal

frequency. Fig. 4.3.5 shows the simulated and measured values for the power output

at 2.35 GHz and the third-order intermodulation product at 2.3 GHz as a function

of the input power with two-tone input excitation using two equal-amplitude signals

at 2.35 GHz and 2.4 GHz. An example of the circuit file and the simulation output

for two-tone test using an ac modified Curtice model are given in Appendix D. Sim

ulation results using an ac model (solid lines) and a de model (dashed lines) were

compared with the measured data (points). In general, good agreement is obtained.

With dc modified Curtice model, the simulated fundamental power in Fig. 4.3.4

and the simulated output power at 2.35 GHz in Fig. 4.3.5 are about 3 dB less than

the measured data. Also, in these two examples, the simulated results using the dc

model fail to meet the measurements at higher input power level. Possible reasons

for these discrepancies are that the actual transconductance of the device at RF is

higher than the transconductance implied in the dc ids curves and the four t errns

power series in (-1.3.2) is not enough to represent the nonlinearity of the device at

higher input power level. However, with the ac modified Curtice model, the drain

source current Id~ was modeled by fitting to the m easured RF t ransconductance gm,

and the additional term Atanh( ,Vds) in (4.3.7) augments the model validity range.

Therefore, using ac 9m data to model the device can predict the device performance

more accurately than does using the dc ids value.

Surprising results are shown at the [ower input pcnver level for the harmonics in

Fig. 4.3.4 and the intermodulation product in Fig. 4.3.5. About 10 dB differences

exist between the simulated results using ac model and the measured data. One

possible reason is that the modeling inaccuracy of the transconductance 9m, as

shown in Fig. 4.3.2, is accumulated to the drain-source current Ids through tile

integration. Another possible reason is that the additional vds-dependent terms
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the measured values (points) and the simulated results using the ae model (solid
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added in (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) during the integration of the 9m are not good enough

to match the measured 9dlJ data as shown in Fig. 4.3.3.

4.4 Comparisons of ADM and APDFT Harmonic Balance
methods

One of the popular harmonic balance methods is the almost periodic discrete Fourier

transform technique (APDFT) with near-orthogonal time point selection [13]. In

this section, the arithmetic operator method is compared in terms of memory and

CPU time with the APDFT harmonic balance method. These two methods were

implemented in the simulator F RED A2, so that the linear circuit analysis and

Newton iteration implementations are identical. Comparison results are strongly

dependent on the device and model used. Here, the device used for the comparisons

is the medium-power GaAs MESFET (Avantek AT8250) which was previously used

in sections 4.2 and 4.3. The model used for the IvIESFET device is the 2D power

series model described in section 4.2. The equivalent circuit and parameter values

of the device model are given in section 4.2.

One property we compare here is the accuracy of each simulation method as a

function of the number of frequency components considered. The first example is

the class-A MESFET amplifier with a 10 dBm single-tone input (this corresponds

to 3.6 dB gain compression) at 3 GHz. Fig. 4.4.1 shows t~e simulated output power

at the second-harmonic frequency, in which curve (a) is for the AOM and curve (b)

is for the APDFT HB method. Curves (a) and (b) in Fig . .J.~.l show a significant

difference between these two techniques. The simulated result of curve (b), for t he

APDFT HB method, is not stable until the number of analysis frequencies is 15.

The APDFT HB method involves the forward and backward Fourier transforms

to convert the signals between time- and frequency-domain representations. Insuffi-
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Figure 4.4.1: Comparison of the simulated output power versus the number of
analysis frequencies at the second harmonic frequency for the rvIESFET amplifier
with single-tone input excitation. (a): AOMj (b): APDFT HB method; (c): Dual-
frequency-set APDFT HB method.
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cient sampling of the signals in either the time or the frequency domains introduces

aliasing. Because the sampling rate is directly related to the number of frequencies

considered in the analysis, a larger number of analysis frequencies yields greater

accuracy for the APDFT technique. This is not only because of reduced aliasing

effects, but also because the broader spectrum better represents the signal. With

arithmetic operator method, a larger frequency spectrum also better represents cir

cuit voltages and currents. With both techniques, simulation with fewer frequencies

generally results in higher errors but the growth in error for the APDFT HB method

is greater than that for AOM.

In order to incorporate a sufficient number of frequencies to avoid aliasing dur

ing the Fourier transforms and also to decrease the number of frequencies in the

frequency-domain calculations, the dual frequency set algorithm (oversampling in

the nonlinear analysis) for harmonic balance methods [97] was used. Fig. 4.4.1

curve (c) shows the simulated result using the APDFT HB method, where the

number of frequencies in the Fourier transforms is kept at 15. If we assume that the

acceptable maximum error limit is 0.1 dB then, from Fig. 4.4.1 curves (a) and (c),

the AOM requires 8 analysis frequencies to converge the output power level of the

second harmonic to the acceptable limit whereas the improved APDFT method

requires 7 frequencies.

A more detailed comparison of the computer run times and memory require

ments for this example is made in Fig. 4.4.2 under the Following conditions: 8

analysis frequencies are used in the AOrvl and 7 ana.lysis frequencies with 15 trans

form frequencies in the dual frequency set APDFT HB method. In Fig. 4.4.2, the

solid line is for the AOM and the dashed line is for the dual frequency set APDFT

HB method. The simulations were performed on a DEC DS3100 RISe workstation

(rated at 12-13 VAX 11/780 MIPs). The process executed in each time segment
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Table 4.4.1: The processes executed in each time segment of Figs. 4.4.2 and 4.4.4.

Processes

- a Set up the transform matrix
1 b Initialize the de variables

Linear subcircuit calculations
2 c including matrix formulations

and reductions
block Newton method

3 d including system error
and gradient calculations

4 e Jacobian inversions
Iterations with chord method

including system error evaluations

5 f (31 cycles for single-tone test,
6 cycles for two-tone test)

I Region
GPSA-AOM I APDFT

in Fig. 4.4.2 is listed in Table 4.4.1. In this example, both techniques have similar

computer run time and memory requirements to achieve the same accuracy. Both

techniques consume most of their CPU time in the nonlinear analyses, only a small

part (less than 0.1 s) is required to formulate and to reduce the modified nodal

admittance matrices of the linear sub circuit. Both methods took one block Newton

iteration and 31 chord iterations to converge the system error to the specified limit.

The full-Jacobian Newton method is not required in this case and the time required

for the inversion of the block Jacobian rn at ri x lS insigniflcant.

The second example is an analysis of the same amplifier having two-tone exci-

tation. One ac source is the local oscillator (LO) at 2.4 GHz with 0 dBm input

power. The other source is the RF signal at 2.35 GHz and -10 dBm input power.

The 50 MHz IF signal is detected. Fig. 4.4.3 shows the simulated IF output power

as a function of the intermodulation order. As before, there is aliasing error and
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the conventional APDFT HB method converges to the correct result at the fifth

interrnodulation order (see curve (b)). Again the dual-frequency-set algorithm im

proves this situation. With fifth-order intermodulation in the Fourier transforms

and various intermodulation orders in the frequency-domain analysis, the simu

lated results of the dual-frequency-set APDFT HB methods are shown as curve (c)

in Fig. 4.4.3. Fig. 4.4.4 presents detailed comparisons between these two techniques

using analysis frequencies corresponding to second-order intermodulation (6 ac and

1 dc). Frequencies corresponding to fifth-order intermodulation (30 ac and 1 dc)

were used for the Fourier transforms in the APDFT. The process executed in each

time segment is listed in table 4.4.1. In this case the AOM is more efficient than

the dual-frequency-set APDFT HB method. Since the intermodulation order for

the transform frequencies is set at 5, the dual-frequency-set APDFT HB method

spends much of its time in the transform" matrix formulation, system-error evalu

ations, and the gradient calculation. The nonlinear analysis in the AOM is about

10 times faster than the dual-frequency-set APDFT HB method in this example.

These results are typical of those we have obtained with other two-tone excitation

problems.

As mentioned before, the comparison results of the simulations using harmonic

balance and frequency-domain nonlinear analysis techniques depends on the circuit

and model used. In the previous comparison examples, since the full Jacobian

Newton's method was not activated, the computer fun time for each met hod was

mainly determined by its nonlinear analysis process. For the APDFT ha.rmonic

balance method, the computation of the nonlinear analysis is mainly on the forward

and backward Fourier tra.nsforms and is less dependent on the complexity of the

device model. However, for the frequency-domain arithmetic operator method,

the computation of the nonlinear analysis is mainly dependent on the arithmetic
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operation of the device model in the frequency domain. In the first example of this

section (single-tone test), similar CPU times were used by both methods using the

2D power-series-based MESFET model, in which a 9 X 8 bivariate power series was

used to model the drain-source current I dlJ • If that 9 x 8 bivariate power series is

replaced by a power series model with fewer terms, the simulated CPU time using

AOM will be expected to be reduced more than that using APDFT HB method.

On the other hand, if a more complicated model is used for the MESFET device,

simulation using APDFT HB method should be more efficient than that using

frequency-domain AOM.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, several different transistor models are used for the amplifier circuit

simulation to verify the arithmetic operator method of frequency-domain spectral

balance. The APDFT harmonic balance method are also compared with AOM us

ing two-dimensional power series lVIESFET model. In general, based on the same

accuracy consideration, the APDFT harmonic balance method performs compara

bly to the J.-\orvr with single-tone in put excitation. The i\OlVI tends to dominate in

circuits with two or more incommensurable signals. Therefore, a hybrid simulator,

mixing harmonic balance and frequency-domain analysis technique, is required for

RF and microwave circuit simulation.
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Chapter 5

Computer-Aided Analysis of Free-Running
Microwave Oscillators Using Frequency-Domain

Spectral Balance

5.1 Introduction

Small signal analysis techniques form the basis of a systematic oscillator design

procedure [103]-[105]. However, they do not yield power or harmonic content infor-

mation. Large signal simulation is necessary to provide this more accurate charac-

terization of oscillator performance. This is particularly important in achieving first

pass successful design of monolithic microwave integrated circuit (Ml\JIIC) VCO's.

A successful design and analysis strategy is to determine a circuit topology early in

the design phase using small signal techniques. Then a large signal analysis focuses

on reliable performance predictions and subsequent optimization of the oscillator

design.

Rizzoli (106J, [107] proposed a method based on the harmonic balance technique

for oscillator synthesis. The oscillation frequency is fixed while one circuit I)aran1-

eter is optimized to ensure that the harmonic balance equations are satisfied at

that frequency. This met hod is numerically efficient and yields well-defined and

accurate results. However this method is not. amenable to Iree-running oscillator

analysis. The obvious approach to free-running oscillator analysis is to use the

harmonic balance equations developed for the circuit and to include the oscillation

frequency as an additional optimization variable. This method has been used by a

number of workers [108], [1091. Generally, one of the variables that would be used

as an optimization variable in examining a non-autonomous circuit is eliminated,
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for example, by setting the phase of a voltage or current to zero. Usually, with

this approach, the simulated results tend to converge to a degenerate solution [16]

(e.g. all currents equal to zero is also a solution of Kirchhoff's current law which

is the basis of the harmonic balance equations.), or else the initial set ting of the

oscillating frequency must be very close to the final result [109].

The degenerate solution can be avoided by incorporating additional criteria in

the system objective function. This was done by Sterzer [110], in the early 1960's,

in calculating the output power of a GaAs tunnel diode oscillator by incorporating

the Kurokawa oscillation condition [111]. Also, in the early 1980's, Solbach [112]

working with a Gunn diode oscillator and Bates [113] examining an IMPATT diode

oscillator, predicted the frequency and output power by solving multifrequency

forms of Kurokawa's oscillation condition [114] using frequency-domain power-series

analysis techniques. However, the work on single diode oscillator circuits cannot be

directly extended to general nonlinear oscillator circuits.

Many workers have implemented noniterative nonlinear analyses of free-running

oscillators using describing function techniques [66], [53] (commonly used in nonlin

ear control system analysis) and functional expansions (generally based on Volterra

series techniques [52]-[51J, but also using specialized functional expansions [69]). In

these techniques, the system equations and oscillation criteria are combined to yield

a set of algebraic equations which can be solved recursively. However, these mct h

ods are rest.ricted to weakly nonli near oscillators. ('h('ng n nrl EVPfClrrl [-11!)] used

a spectral balance approach to analyze a microwave FET oscillator. They used a

Volterra series technique to generate the harmonic components but, since they used

power series expansions of the nonlinear element characteristics, their technique is

not restricted to weakly nonlinear oscillators. In their method they converted an

oscillator into a one-port network by making a break somewhere in the circuit. This
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leads to the oscillation criteria that the impedance looking into this port is zero at

the fundamental and at all harmonics. A relaxation algorithm is used to solve for

this condition. The relaxation algorithm, however, has poor convergence properties

and the use of Volterra-series- based nonlinear analysis is restrictive (limiting the

analysis to one-dimensional nonlinearities and, unless power-series-like descriptions

are available, to weakly nonlinear oscillators).

All of the above techniques assume that a periodic steady-state solution of the

system equations exist and then proceed to derive it. In contrast, large signal os

cillator analysis in the time domain using programs such as SPICE [4] enables the

build-up of oscillations to be observed [116]. In spite of being time-consuming and

the difficulty of determining the time at which steady state is obtained, time-domain

simulation techniques have the ability to predict the start-up of oscillation in addi

tion to the frequency of oscillation and non-steady-state behavior (e.g. chaotic be

havior). It is also easier to incorporate physical device models (e.g. those described

by coupled partial differential equations or electron statistics) in time-domain sim-

ulations [117]-[119].

The purpose of this chapter is to present a newly developed free-running oscil-

lator analysis algorithm based on the frequency-domain spectral balance technique

developed in chapter 3. This algorithm is suited to large signal oscillator anal

ysis as well as to the circuit optimization. The devices can be modeled by any

analytic functions and strong nonlinearities are allowed. In the algorithm, the os

cillating frequency is used as an independent variable and the system error function

is modified to partially incorporate the Kurokawa oscillation criterion. The initial

setting of the frequency variable need not be very close to the actual oscillating

frequency. In the following, we first briefly describe the Kurokawa condition for

steady-state oscillation as it is the theoretical base of the analysis algorithm. Then,
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in sections 5.2 and 5.3, the algorithm is developed and discussed. The algorithm

developed here was implemented in the general purpose simulator F REDA2 and

was applied to the simulation of a varactor-tuned MESFET oscillator from Texas

Instruments (part TI EG8132). In sections 5.4 and 5.5, the design and character

ization of the TI EG8132 are described and, in section 5.6, the simulated results

and a discussion are presented.

5.2 System Equations

The steady-state response of nonlinear microwave circuits is generally obtained

using a Newton iteration scheme to solve a set of system equations expressed in

the frequency domain. In chapter 3, a set of nonlinear system equations for non

autonomous circuit analysis was developed, by applying Kirchhoff's laws, as

M(x)x == y, (5.2.1)

where t he x-dependent circuit matrix M(x) is a modified nodal admittance matrix;

vector y represents the independent source vector; and x is the independent variable

vector which contains all the necessary node voltages and edge currents at various

frequencies. Equation (5.2.1) is considerately reduced in size by parti tioning the

nonlinear system into linear and nonlinear subcircuits and using matrix reduction

techniques on the linear subcircuit. While solution of (5.2.1) yields the steady

state response of nori-au tonomous cir cuits , this is not sufficient to def.ermine the

response of autonomous circuits as generally the degenerate solution (i.e. with a.ll

ac voltages and ac currents zero) is preferred. Our approach is to expand the set

of equations to partially include the Kurokawa oscillation condition [111] thereby

ensuring that the degenerate solution is not obtained. The Kurokawa condition

applied at tile fundamental frequency of oscillation and at one port of the circuit
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yields an additional complex equation. Just the imaginary part of this equation

is used and the fundamental oscillation frequency is introduced as an additional

independent variable. The method is explained in detail in the following.

5.2.1 K urokawa Condition

In 1969, Kurokawa discussed the behavior of oscillators with multiple-resonant cir

cuits [111]. In that paper, conditions for stable oscillations, noise of the oscilla.tors,

and conditions for parasitic oscillations were presented. To illustrate the Kurokawa

condition for a steady-state free-running oscillation, Fig. 5.2.1 which is originally

from [111] is shown here. In Fig. 5.2.1, the active device of an oscillator is rep

resented by -R + j..tY; the combination of the load impedance and the multiple-

resonant circuit is Z(w) == R(w) + j.LY(w); and e(t) represents noise or locking signal

voltages. With A, 'P, ec(t), and e,,(t) being defined in [Ill], the equations for the

amplitude and phase of an oscillating current are shown as in [111]:

and

- - 2 1 d.L4
[R(w) - R]X'(w) - [.Y(~) + X]R'(w) + IZ'(w) I A di

= .~ [X' (w )ec (t) + R'(w )e. (t )],

- '12 d<p[R(w) - R]R'(w) + [X(w) + X]X'(w) + IZ (w) di

= ~[R'(w)ec(t) + X'(w)e.(t)].
.t4

(5.2.2)

(5.2.3)

For a steady-state free-running oscillator, ec(t.) == es(t) == 0, dA/dt == 0, and

dcp / dt = 0, the amplitude Al and the frequency WI of the oscillating current can be

determined from (5.2.2) and (5.2.3) as

R(w) - R == 0, (5.2.4)
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Figure 5.2.1: An equivalent circuit of a general oscillator (after [111]).

and

~Y(w) + ~y == o. (5.2.5 )

Also, an operating point determined by equation (5.2.4) and (5.2.5) is stable if and

only if

(5.2.6)

where sRI and r R1 represent Al (-8R/8A) and .l41(8~Y /8A), respectively.

Equations (5.2.4) and (5.2.5) are basic conditions of oscillation for a free-runing

oscillator. In this chapter, an oscillator analysis algorithm is developed based on

these two equations.

5.2.2 Form ulat ion of the System Equations

Equations (5.2.4) and (5.2.5) show that , for a. s teacly-state free- running oscillator,

such as that shown in Fig. 5.2.1 with e(t) == O~ the oscillation condition is t h a.t

the summation of the impedance of the active device Zactive == - R + j ...Y and t he

impedance of the rest of the circuit Z (w) is zero,

Zactive + Z(w) == o. (5.2.7)
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Figure 5.2.2: One-port equivalent circuit of an oscillator circuit.

Likewise, if the admittances were used in the discussion, a similar result would

be obtained [111]. Furthermore, if we treat the oscillator as a one-port network

by looking into the terminals of the load element Yioad as shown in Fig. 5.2.2, the

admittance version of (5.2.7) can be represented as

(.5.2.8)

where Y-( w) is the input admittance of the one-port network, and l/~sc(w) and

1Zoad (w) are the equivalent admittances of the load element and the "oscillator cir-

cuit", respectively.

Kurokawa derived (5.2.2)-(,5.2.6) with a single frequency only. However, in gen-

eral, harmonics of the voltages and currents will he present, ann (5.2.8) also applies

to each frequency component. Therefor-e. if !\- different ac frequency components

are present, the condition for the oscillation of the circuit in Fig. 5.2.2 is [l14J

k == 1,2, ... .K, (.5.2.9)

In (5.2.9), the subscript k indicates that the admittance l'ic is evaluated at the

radian frequency Wk. That is, if i and v in Fig. 5.2.2 are represented as summations
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of different frequency components ik and Vk, respectively, in the frequency domain:

K K

i(t) == L ik(t) == L Ilk ICOS(Wk t + <Pk)
k=O k=O

and
K K

v(t) == L Vk(t) == L IVk ICOS(Wk t + Ok),
k=O k=O

then the input admittance Yk evaluated at the radian frequency Wk is

(5.2.10)

(5.2.11)

(5.2.12)

For a one-port nonlinear system, such as a single diode circuit, the solution of

the multifrequency Kurokawa condition (5.2.9) is also a solution of the system equa-

tion (5.2.1), but the degenerate solution of (5.2.1) is avoided. Solution of (5.2.9) has

been the approach generally used in the analysis of single diode oscillators [110]

[113]. This method could be extended to arbitrary nonlinear circuits by applying

(5.2.9) at every node in the circuit. This prevents the voltage and current compo-

nents at every Wk from being zero which may not be justified. Alternatively, (5.2.1)

can be solved simultaneously with a partial Kurokawa condition to avoid the degen-

erate solution at the fundamental oscillation frequency only. That is, (5.2.1) call be

solved in conjunction with

(5.2.13)

By separating the real and imaginary parts of 1"1, (5.2.13) call be written a.s

(5.2.14)

and

(5.2.15)

which imply that

(5.2.16)
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and

(5.2.17)

If an oscillator circuit is described by (5.2.1), then condition (5.2.16) is already

covered by (5.2.1). However, in order to meet condition (5.2.17), either (5.2.14)

or (5.2.15) needs to be included as a part of the system equations. As only one

additional variable, 11, needs to be added for oscillator analysis, and since Re{Y'"l}

may be frequency independent, in the analysis algorithm presented here, (5.2.15)

and (5.2.1) are solved simultaneously.

5.3 System Error Minimization Algorithm

As mentioned in section 5.2, equations (5.2.1) and (5.2.15) formulate the system

equations for steady-state free-running oscillator analysis. For computer-aided anal-

ysis, a suitable numerical me~hod has to be used to solve the system equations . .J list

as in amplifier circuit analysis, the Newton and block Newton iteration schemes -

described in chapter 3 - can be used. In order to simplify the discussion of the

minimization algorithm, we will focus our descriptions in this section on the Newton

iteration scheme only. However , the block Newton met hod works just as well [or

most oscillator circuits.

The iterative process of Newton's method is represented as

(5.3.1)

where "x is the independent variable vector at the i th itera.tion; J is the Jacobian

matrix of f, and J-1 is its inverse; vector f represents the error vector. For non

autonomous circuit analysis, vector x is composed of the node voltages and edge

currents, and is structured as

x= [x~ ]
T ,xk (5.3.2)
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where Xk is a sub-vector of x at the particular radian frequency Wk. Similarly, vector

f(i X ) is composed of the elements of the difference vector between the independent

source vector y and the induced source vector y(ix ) == M(ix)ix , and has the same

structure as x in (5.3.2),

(5.3.3)

If P + 1 node voltages and Q+1 edge currents are selected as independent variables,

and, for efficient calculation, complex elements in x and f(i x ) are separated into

real and imaginary parts, the structures of the sub-vector Xk and fk(ix ) for k =I=- 0

are

10 k ,: ... I Q k r, ," , ,

and

Xk - [ ~ k ~ k' ~ k- O"r 0,,1 1, ,r Vi,k,i

Io,k,r

... VP,k,r Vp,k,i

IQ,k,i r (5.3.4)

fk(iX) = [lO.k,reX) lO.k.i(i x ) ll,k,r(i x ) ll.k.i(i X)

Eo,k,r(ix ) EO.k,i(i X) ... EQ,k.reX) EQ,k,i(i x ) r, (5.3.5)

respectively, where the variable voltage (or current) phasor at node n and radian

frequency Wk is Vn,k == Vn,k,r +jV~,k,i (or In,k == In,k,r +j In,k,i); and the source current

(or voltage) phasor Jn,k (or En,k) is similarly defined.

For oscillator circuit analysis, the structure of x , has to be changed as the

fundamental frequency 11 is an additional variable. To add .ft into t he sub-vector

Xl' two different arrangements have been considered. One is to add 11 at the end of

Xl, which will allow the final simu.lated voltage result exists in any phase condition,

since there is no reference of voltage phase in the analyzed circuit. Another one

is to replace the imaginary part of the voltage at node N (shown in Fig. 5.2.2)

in (5.3.4) by 11 and so all the simulated node voltages are forced to refer to the
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edge voltage of the load element. The different effects of these two arrangements

on the convergence of the Newton iteration will be discussed later. The algorithm

developed here is based on the second permutation. Placing the node voltage of the

load element in the first position of (5.3.4), the sub-vector Xl in (5.3.2) for oscillator

analysis is constructed as

Xl = [VO,l ,r i1 V1,l ,r l.llii ... VP 1 r, , , , Vp,l,i

I O,l ,r I O,l ,i ... I Q,l ,r I Q,l ,i ]T . (5.3.6)

Likewise, the sub-vector f1(i X) in (5.3.3) is reorganized by replacing the element

JO,l,i(i X) in f1 (iX ) (corresponding to the variable 11 in Xl) with Irn {Y1 } from (5.2.15),

f1(iX ) = [Jo,l,r(iX) Im{Y1(ix)} J1,1,r(ix ) J1,lAix) ... J p,l,r(i X) Jp,l,i(i x )

EO,l ,r(iX ) EO,l,i{ix) ... EQ,l ,r(ix ) EQ,l ,i(iX ) r. (5.3.7)

It should be noted that the remaining frequencies fk are related to the fundamental

frequency Jtl (it is assumed that all the frequencies considered are harmonically re-

lated), and, consequently, Xo, fo(i X), and Xk, fk(i x ) (k == 2,3, ... , K) are unchanged.

5.3.1 Formulation of the Jacobian Matrix

The Jacobian matrix J(iX) is composed of (I{ + 1) x (K + 1) different blocks,

J o,o(ix ) JO,I(i x ) JO,K(i X)

J 1,o(ix ) J 1,1(iX) J 1,K(iX )

J(iX) == (5.3.8)

JK,o(i x ) J K,l ( i X ) J K,K(i x )

Each block matrix Jq,k(i X) represents the block Jacobian matrix for input frequency

Wk and output frequency W q , and its elements are all possible derivatives of the

functions in fq(iX ) with respect to the variables in Xk. Except for q == 1 or k == 1,

the structure of J q,k is the same as that for non-autonomous circuit analysis as
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described in chapter 3. The only difference is that some elements of J q,k for q == 1

or k == 1 are replaced by derivatives of voltages and currents with respect to 11 or by

derivatives of Im{Y1 } . In the following, equations for calculating the /1 or Im{Y1 }

related derivatives are presented.

Let In,k,.,(i x ) represent elements of f(i x ) at node n and radian frequency Wk,

where s == r or i indicates the real or imaginary part respectively. With the circuit

separated into linear and nonlinear subcircuits, In,k,.,(i x ) can be expressed as

(5.3.9)

where JL(n,k,s)(i x ) and JNL(n,k,.,)(i x ) are the induced currents flowing into linear and

nonlinear subcircuits from node n, respectively.

For the linear subcircuit, the derivatives ojL(n,k,8)(i x )/ 0/1 are calculated numeri

cally using the secant method [92]. The linear portion of the system equation (5.2.1)

can be extracted to calculate the linear current JL (n ,k ,8)( i x ) at Wk,

k == 1,2, ... ,K, (5.3.10)

where M1D(k,k) is the linear part of the diagonal block matrix Mk,k(i X ) of the mod

ified nodal admittance matrix M(i X ) at Wk and is a function of Wk; frequency fk

is not included in i X k ; and JL(n,k,s)(i x ) are elements of YL(k)(i x ). Indeed lVI1D(k,k) ,

k == 1, ... , K, is the entire linear portion of M(ix ) as linear components do not con

tribute to frequency conversion represented by Mq,k(i X ) , q -# k. After calculating

the derivatives A~lL(n,k,s)(i x ) / afk (k == 1, ... , T{) h~r aplllying th~ secant met hod l.o

(5.3.10), the derivatives 8JL (n ,k ,s )( i x )/ 8 f l (k == 1, ... , ]\-) which are required in the

Jacobian matrix can be obtained as

(5.3.11)

For the nonlinear subcircuit, the derivatives 8JN L(n,k,s)(i x )/ ()11 are calculated

for each individual element. If the nonlinear element is a resistor, voltage-to-current
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transducer, or any other frequency-independent element, any derivatives with re

spect to f1 for that element should be zero. However, for a nonlinear capacitor,

(5.3.12)

and, for a nonlinear inductor,

(5.3.13)

In addition to the derivatives 8Jn ,k,6(ix)/8f1' some Im{Y1} related derivatives,

such as 8Im{Yl}/8Vn ,k ,6 or 8Im{Y1}/8fl, are also required. These derivatives can

be obtained from the previously calculated derivatives:

and

{a~ } { yo 8I 1 }81m{Yd/8f1 = 1m 8f1 = 1m (l/h) 8f1 '

(5.3.1 ..1)

(5.3.15)

where li~,k,,, is the node voltage defined in (5.3.4); 11 and 1/1 are complex numbers

defined in (5.2.10) and (5.2.11), respectively; and II is related to the elements of

(5.3.16)

Independent variables in the system equations include not only the node voltages

and the oscillating frequency but also the edge currents. Derivatives with respect to

the current variables can be calculated using proced ures similar to t hose presen tcd

in this subsection.

5.3.2 Convergence Considerations

In oscillator circuit analyses, the convergence problem is even more troublesome

than in non-autonomous circuit simulation. One of the reasons is that, in most
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oscillator circuit, the active device always operates in a large signal condition. In

non-autonomous circuit analyses, improved convergence in large signal conditions

can be achieved by sweeping the stimulated source signal from a low level to the

desired level - the so-called continuation method. However, in oscillator circuit

analysis the large signal oscillation condition needs to be simulated directly. Fur

thermore, microwave circuits are generally designed with high Q resonant tank

circuits so that near the oscillation frequency the system error (e.g. the Kirchhoff's

current law error) can be very large. In the following, two special techniques, initial

frequency setting and fundamental frequency searching, that improve the conver

gence properties of oscillator circuit simulation are presented.

Initial Frequency Setting

The initial values chosen for the independent variables Xl in (5.3.6) strongly affect

convergence properties. Generally speaking, all the node voltages and edge cur

rents in x. can be randomly initialized within a certain range which can reflect the

practical oscillator output power level (typically, 0-20 dBm), and the oscillating

frequency 11 should not be initialized too far from the actual value. Our experi

ences show that, for an oscillator circuit having the fundamental frequency Josc' if

11 is initialized between O.l/oBc and 10Io~c, there is a good chance of converging to

a solution:

It is recommended that several dlfft~rf'nt. i niti a l .f, Vrll11P~ 11P f,rlpd n n til (t sol n t ion

is acquired, since there are so many factors (e.g. both II and V"I in (5.2.15) converge

to low levels) whieh will cause convergence failure. In the minimization algorithm

used here, after an estimated fundamental oscillating frequency range is given (suell

as from flow to fhigh in Fig. 5.3.1), the estimated frequency range is divided into

30 segments equally spaced logarithmicly. In the circuit analysis, the first initial
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Figure 5.3.1: The sequence of the initial fundamental frequency settings.

value of 11 is set to be the center point fa in Fig. 5.3.1. If convergence fails, for

whatever reason, the simulation will automatically restart by resetting the initial

value of I, to fb. Then, the next one to fc. This process continues until convergence

is obtained or the initial frequency has shifted to the ends of the frequency range.

It should be noted that the estimated frequency range (from flow to fhigh in

Fig. 5.3.1) is for initializing /1 only. Once an initial value of 11 is set and the Newton

iterative procedure is in process, the required updated value of il is not restricted

to in this range. Also, the initial value of 11 need not be very close to the actual

oscillating frequency. Starting with an initial guess of 5 GHz and converging to an

actual operating frequency of 10 Gllz is a common situation. However, choosing 11

closer to the actual oscillation frequency has little effect on simulation time.

Fundamental Frequency Searching

Since most oscillator circuits operate in a large signal condition and the active

device is generally strongly nonlinear, the error surface for the oscillator analysis

formulated in the vector fis much more complicated than that for non-autonomous

circuit analyses. Therefore, another way of improving the convergence ability is to

first decrease the number of harmonics so as to simplify the error surface, and then

restore it back to the desired value gradually. In our implementation of oscillator

analysis, as shown in Fig. 5.3.2, we first consider the fundamental frequency and,

when convergence has been obtained, repeat the analysis with the second harmonic
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Figure 5.3.2: ..Algorithm for the fundamental frequency searching.

signal present. After repeating this process and obtaining the convergence wit h

the third harmonic signal present, the number of harmonics then is increased to

the maximum number specified by the user. If, for analysis purposes, the circuit

parameter value needs to be swept, simulation then can go back to N == 2 to

research the fundamental frequency using tile previous results a.s the next initial

guesses. Note that if a Fourier-transform-based ha.rmonic balance method is used,

it is important to use oversampling to avoid aliasing [97] when a small number of

frequency components is used.
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5.4 Oscillator Design

A Ku band GaAs MMIC dual-varactor tuned FET oscillator was experimentally

characterized and used to provide experimental verification of the oscillator non

linear analysis technique. The design of the oscillator is described in [120] and

the layout and schematics are shown in Figs. 5.4.1-5.4.6. The bias networks were

designed to present broadband open circuits to the FET so that the bias voltages

were applied directly to the FET. The drain matching network was designed to

transform the 50 n characteristic impedance of the output microstrip line so that

a constant 15 n was presented to the drain of the MESFET. Broadband coverage

was obtained by first sweeping the reverse bias voltage on the varactor diode in the

source leg and then sweeping the reverse bias voltage on the varactor diode in the

gate leg. Thus, first decreasing impedances were presented to the source of the FET

and then decreasing impedances were presented to the ga.te. The FET biases and

linear elements were designed so that optimum source and gate impedances were

presented at the low end of the tuning range and also at the high end. A unique

varactor structure, detailed in [120], was realized to maintain high Q of the varactor

diodes at large reverse biases. This avoided a frequency hole initially observed at in

termediate tuning voltages using a conventional varactor structure. Assuming tha.t

the bias networks are ideal, the oscillator is modeled by about 35 linear elements ill

addition to the active devices. Including the bias networks the oscillator is modeled

by about 100 linear elements.
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Figure 5.4.1: Device layout of the TI EG8132 GaAs varactor-tuned FET oscillator,
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Figure 5.4.2: Schematic of the TI EC8132 CaAs va.ractor-t u ned FET oscillator.
The ribbon and wire elements were modeled by a resistor and inductor in series.

The irlms element is a microstrip transmission line.
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Figure 5.4.4: Schematic of the block "GATE BIAS NETWORK" in Fig. 5.4.2.
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from MESFET source pad

Figure 5.4.5: Schematic of the block "SOURCE BIAS NETWORK" in Fig. 5.4.2.

to node DB

c..

I
from 1/DD

Figure 5.4.6: Schematic of the block "DRAIN BIAS NETWORK" in Fig. 5.4.2.
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5.5 Active Device Characterization

Although it may more or less affect the analyzed results, in order to simply the

modeling process, the equivalent inductances of two varactors were ignored. Each

varactor diode was modeled as series-connected resistor and nonlinear capacitor.

The equivalent resistances of these two varactors were modeled as constant values ,

and the capacitances, the major frequency tuning factors, were modeled to fit the

measured data using a negative-ordered power series,

(5.5.1)

Here V is the applied reverse bias voltage, and a and b are constants. This equation

was fitted to measurements using a least-squares technique yielding the parameter

values listed in Table 5.5.1. The capacitances calculated using the model are corn-

pared with the measured data in Fig. 5.5.1. Note that, in (5.5.1), the first order

term is not included. The reason for this is that, for calculating the induced electric

charge Q during the nonlinear simulation, the capacitance C will be integrated with

respect to the bias voltage V. After the integration, a negative first order term will

create a logarithmic function which will cause inefficient calculations if the AOrvI

nonlinear analysis technique is used.

The MESFET was modeled using the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5.5.2

which is similar to the one used in the Curtice model [96]. The only difference is

that the element Rds which is an individual element in the Curtice model is merged

with the drain-source current generator ids· The nonlinear elements of the model

are defined as

. (t) - T (eVgS(t )/(11 VT ) - 1)l'gs - 10 ,

idg(t) = 10 (e(Vdg(t)-VR)/VT + 1),
(5.5.2)

(5.5.3)
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Figure 5.5.1: The calculated equivalent capacitances (curves) from the models a.nd
the measured data (points) for both gate and source varactors of the TI EG8132
oscillator.
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Table 5.5.1: The parameter values of the gate and source varactor models in the TI
EG8132 oscillator.

~ Gate Varactor I Source Varactor I
b -8.0 V -6.0 V

ao -0.54 x 10- 12 -0.09 X 10- 12

a2 2.3 X 10-9 4.783 X 10- 10

a3 -8.7938 X 10-8 -1.4703 X 10-8

a4 1.4 X 10-6 1.8351 X 10-7

as -1.0458 x 10- 5 -1.0475 X 10-6

as 3.048 x 10-s 2.3177 X 10-6

and

(5.5.4 )

where

(5.5.5)

Table 5.5.2 lists all the parameter values of (.5.5.2)-(5.5.5). The calculated ids curves

using model (5.5.4) and (5.5.5) are compared with the measured data in Fig. 5.5.:~.

5.6 Simulation Results and Discussion

In the first simulation to be presented, the gate, source, and drain bias networks

were treated as ideal - presenting open-circuits to the TvIESFET at all frequencies

but dc, when the external bias voltages were applied directly to the MESFET. The

dashed curve in Fig. 5.6.1 shows the simulated fundamental oscillation frequency

with respect to the total tuning voltage, \1', (the sum of the gate and source tuning

voltages) applied to the gate and source varactor diodes. The points are measured

data and the solid line is the result using the complete circuit (including the actual

bias networks). The tuning voltage, during the simulation, is applied to the source
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___8,_'td_9_ --,

Gn------I

Figure 5.5.2: Equivalent circuit of the MESFET of the TI EG8132 oscillator.

Table 5.5.2: The parameter values of the MESFET model in the TI EG8132 oscil
lator.

I Parameter I Value

Ao 0.0698

Al 0.0291
A2 -0.00183
A3 -0.00132, 1.632
(J 0.0684
v.. 0 3.0 'ids

T 6.0< 10- 12

fo 1.0 X 10-9 A

17 7.0

l/R 20 V
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Figure 5.5.3: The calculated ida (curves) from the MESFET model as a function of
Vda at V

ga
= -3, -2.5, -2, -1.5, -1, -0.5, 0, and 0.5 V. Points are the measured

data.
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varactor first. After the reverse bias of the source varactor has changed from 1 V to

13 V, the reverse bias of the gate varactor increases from 0 V to 15 V. The predicted

frequency curve without the bias networks is closer to the measured data. However,

both results deviate less than 500 MHz « 3%) from the measured data.

Fig. 5.6.2 shows the simulated output power delivered to the 50 n microstrip

output line at the fundamental, and at the second, third, and fourth harmonic

frequencies. As before, solid lines and dashed lines are for the complete circuit and

the circuit with ideal bias networks, respectively. The points are measured output

power at the fundamental frequency. The simulated time domain waveforms "s»

and vs, at the tuning voltage Vr = 10 V are shown in Fig. 5.6.3. The spectrum

of the output power at that tuning voltage is shown in Fig. 5.6.4. An example

of the complete circuit file and the simulation output are shown in Appendix E.

Although, because of the modeling inaccuracy, some differences have been shown

in both Figs ..5.6.1 and .5.6.2 between the predicted values and the measured data,

in general, good agreement is seen. Most of the discrepancy is due to modeling

inaccuracy: particularly the modeling of the MESFET at the waveform extremities

- (low Ids, high vds) and (high Id~, low Vds) - and the modeling of bond wires and

ribbons.

Simulated results in Figs. 5.6.1 and 5.6.2 were performed by sweeping the reverse

biases of the source and gate varactors, in turn, in 0.5 V steps beginning with a

13 V tuning voltage - the middle of the range of oscillation. While sweeping the

parameter values during the simulation, the previous results were used as the initial

guesses for the next simulation. Convergence, in this case, was easily obtained.

However, for the first simulation, the initial frequency guessed was arbitrary. Several

different initial frequency settings were needed to obtain convergence. On average,

with seven ac frequencies considered and using the AOM for the nonlinear analysis,
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Figure 5.6.1: The simulated fundamental oscillation frequency vs. the total tuning
voltage VT . Solid line is for the complete oscillator circuit; dashed line is for the
circuit with ideal bias networks; and points are measured data.
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are measured data.
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Figure 5.6.4: The simulated output power spectrum of TI EG8132 oscillator at
VT == 10 V, where the reverse voltages across the gate and source varactors are 0 V
and 10 V, respectively.
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the computer time required to simulate the VCO with ideal bias networks was about

105 s per frequency point in Figs. 5.6.1 and 5.6.2, and the CPU time required for

the simulation of the complete circuit was about 17 min per point. The times were

measured on a DEC DS3100 RISC workstation (rated at 12-13 VAX 11/780 MIPs)

and the convergence criteria was 100 nA total Kirchhoff's current law error and

Im{Y1 } < 100 nS. For the complete circuit simulation, most of the CPU time is

consumed in the computations for the linear elements, since the nodal admittance

matrix for the linear elements has to be recalculated after each iteration as the

frequency is updated.

The oscillation tuning range is accurately predicted as shown in Fig. 5.6.2. The

rapid drop off in power at the extremes of VT is principally due to drops in the

Q's of the varactor diodes. The power peaking at low and high VT is primarily

due to the' variations of the source and gate varactor impedances as at low VT

the source varactor impedance is optimum for maximum power transfer to the

load. Similarly the gate varactor impedance is optimum at large ~TT. The power

peaking was investigated by plotting the drain-source i-v characteristics at various

tuning voltages. Three characteristics are shown in Figs. 5.6.5-5.6.7 at l"T 's of

3 V, 10 V, and 21 V corresponding to the power peak at low ~/T, the low power

flat region at intermediate vT, and the power peak at large l'T' respectively. At

VT == 3 V the reverse bias voltages across the source and gate varactors are 3 V

and 0 V, respectively, a.nd the fu nrlament als of the d rain-sourre current a nrl voltage

are approximately in phase as indicated by the closed i-v locus in Fig. 5.6.5. Thus

there is close to maximum power transfer to t he load. Also the origins of the strong

harmonics at low vr can be seen in the low Ids and high 1/d" regions. At vT ==

10 V the source and gate varactors have 10 V and 0 V reverse bias voltages. The

source impedance has changed significantly while the gate impedance is virtually
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unchanged. The fundamental drain-source current and voltage are no longer in

phase as indicated by the opening of the i-v locus in Fig. 5.6.6. In this case power

is not efficiently transferred to the load. With 13 V and 8 V reverse biases across

the source and gate varactors, respectively, (i. e. at VT == 21 V), near optimum

impedances are again presented to the gate and source terminals of the MESFET.

Now the fundamental Id6 and Vd6 are almost in phase as can be seen in Fig. 5.6.7.

The discrepancy in the simulated and measured peak oscillation power is thought

to be due to inadequacies in modeling the MESFET in the low I d6 / high Vd6 and the

low VDs/high IDS regions and in modeling the Q's of the varactor diodes.

In section 5.3, two different arrangements for adding /1 into the independent

variable vector x were mentioned. One is to add /1 at the end of the x. The

other one is to let 11 replace a certain imaginary node voltage. Both techniques

were initially implemented in F REDA2 but the second was eventually written out.

From the convergence point of view, the second arrangement is much better than

the first one if sweeping of the parameter values is required, since a fixed phase

reference can be obtained. As a matter of fact, about one third iterations could

be saved comparing with the first permutation. However, in the first simulation

of this particular example, the independent variables are randomly initialized and

the second arrangement seems to be more likely to converge to the low levels.

Consequently, more different initial frequency settings are required for the second

permutation.

5. 7 Conclusion

This chapter presented a simulation technique for steady-state free-running oscilla

tor analysis. The theoretical basis of the algorithm was described, and it was imple

mented using the frequency-domain spectral balance arithmetic operator method
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for nonlinear analysis. The oscillator analysis technique was used to simulate the

output power and oscillation frequency of a GaAs MMIC varactor-tuned FET os

cillator. Good agreement of simulated and measured oscillator characteristics was

obtained.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary

In this work, a new technique for the analysis of nonlinear microwave analog cir

cuits, frequency-domain spectral balance using the arithmetic operator method, was

developed. The study consisted of two phases: the development of the basic theo

ries of the technique and application of the technique to microwave analog circuit

simulation.

In the first phase of the study, a systematic method for spectral balance nonlinear

analysis was introduced and the basic theories of the arithmetic operator method

were presented. li nonlinear circuit was analyzed by solving a set of nonlinear

equations. The matrix used to describe the nonlinear circuit was called the circuit

matrix and was formulated using the modi-ned nodal admittance matrix technique.

The advantages of using the modified nodal admittance matrix are that it can

handle any ideal element an d , combined wit h the m at rix reduction technique. it

can handle any disconnected circuit The nonlinear analysis technique developed in

this work, the arithmetic operator method, is a frequency-domain technique which

does not involve Fourier-transform- based operations.

In the second phase of t he study. freflllencY-dnmain sp ectral hala.nce using the

arithmetic operator method was verified using the simula.tion of amplifiers and oscil

lator circuits. In the amplifier circuit simulation, a medium power GaAs MESFET

device which was previously used in [100] wa.s modeled using several different non

linear equations including the bivariate power series and the hyperbolic-tangent

function-based equations. Simulation results were compared with the measured
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data. Good agreement validated the circuit analysis technique. In the simula

tion of free-running nonlinear microwave oscillator circuits, the system equations

for amplifier simulation were modified by adding an additional independent vari

able, the fundamental oscillation frequency, and the Kurokawa oscillation condition

for a free-running oscillator was partially incorporated in the Kirchhoff's laws to

formulate the augumented system "balance" condition. Therefore, the degenerate

solution of the system equations using the Newton iterative process was excluded.

Using this algorithm, a partially monolithicly integrated varactor-tuned oscillator,

part TI EG8132, was simulated, and the simulated results of the frequency and

the output power were compared with the measurements. Good agreement was

obtained.

In general, frequency-domain techniques for nonlinear circuit analysis are alias

free and have large dynamic range. Therefore, these techniques are suited to the

nonlinear analysis of circuits with multrfrequency excitations. However, the ma

jor restriction of most frequency-domain nonlinear analysis techniques is that the

device nonlinearities must be modeled using series-type descriptions. This restric

tion considerably limits the widespread use of the frequency-domain techniques in

nonlinear circuit analysis. The arithmetic operator method developed in this work

performs basic arithmetic operations in the frequency domain. Differing with other

frequency-domain techniques, in addition to the basic spectral addition and sub

traction, the arithmetic operator method implements spectral m nlti plir-a t.ion using

a spectrum transform matrix which is a compact form of the frequency-domain

convolution operation, and implements spectral division using the inverse of that

matrix. Theoretically, these four spectral operators, which yield (3.4.41), are ca

pable of working on any analytic function. This removes the major restriction

of frequency-domain spectral balance techniques, and any analytic model can be
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represented in the frequency domain so that multi-tone and high dynamic range

simulation of nonlinear microwave circuits is practical.

Algorithms presented in this study were implemented in the general purpose

anolog circuit simulator F RED,,4.2. Using this simulator, the arithmetic operator

method was compared with the Fourier-transform-based harmonic balance method ,

and was shown to be an efficient CAD tool for the MMIC design applications.

6.2 Reoornrnendations for Further Study

Several areas in this study need further investigation: improvement of the numerical

analysis techniques, continued development of the arithmetic operator method, im

provement of the convergence ability of the oscillator analysis., and device modeling.

The Newton-Raphson iterat.ive process used in this study and the arithmetic

operator method developed for analyzing the nonlinear elements involve matrix

inverse operations. The inverse technique used in F RED.l42 is based on the Gauss

Jordan reduction wit h the maximum diagonal pivot strategy [122] ..Although using

more efficient factorization techniques will have small effect on comparison results

presented in this study \ the matrix inversion operation typically consume less than

5% of the total simulation time), improved techniques will be implemented in later

versions of FREDA. Furthermore, the execution of the arithmetic operator method

involves matrix operations. From (3.4.41), some special functions are not presently

amenable to efficient. computer implementations an d work lS needed in this area.

Improving matrix operation techniques can dramatica.lly improve the efficiency of

the circuit analysis.

The computational aspects in both the block Newton technique and the arith-

metic operator method are in formative stages. More thorough computational stud

ies should be taken in these two areas and more complete theories of the arithmetic
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operator method need be developed.

The applications of the arithmetic operator method are limited to those nonlin

ear elements which can be expressed by the generic power series expansion (3.4.38).

Although any analytic functions can be theoretically expressed using (3.4.38), com

pared with the time-domain calculations of the nonlinear equations, the applica

tions of AOM are still restrictive. An efficient combination of frequency-domain

techniques and hybrid harmonic balance method should be considered.

Included in the area of improving the convergence ability of the oscillator analysis

IS the study of the convergence algorithm to prevent both current and voltage

variables converging to low levels. Also, the efficiency of the oscillator analysis can

be increased by improving the algorithms of the linear subcircuit calculations, since

the linear subcircuit are always recalculated after each convergence iteration.

Improvement of the device modeling is a very important factor in getting an

accurate nonlinear circuit analysis. The process of device characterization and pa

rameter- extration deserves attention, as they are currently slow and laborious. As

shown in the text, different models for the same device yield completely different

results. L~ successful computer-aided analysis of nonlinear microwave analog circuits

depends on an accurate and efficient device modeling process.
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Appendix A
Formulation of the Modified Nodal

Admittance Matrix

The circuit matrix M(x) in (3.2.3) for nonlinear circuit analysis was formulated

using the modified nodal admittance matrix. Using this matrix, the x-independent

sub-matrix M1D(k,k) in (3.2.10) formed part of the Jacobian matrix Jk,k(i X) in

(3.2.11). The advantage of using the modified nodal admittance matrix is the

capability of handling all ideal elements. Besides, this matrix is also suited to be

used in general purpose computer-aided circuit simulator. The detailed descriptions

of this matrix is in [1]. In this section, an example is presented to illustrate this

matrix formulation technique used in F RED~42.

As mentioned in chapter 3, to analyze a nonlinear circuit uSIng the Newton

iteration scheme, the Jacobian matrix J(iX ) needed be calculated at each iteration

i and the whole circuit matrix M(t x) was not required. However, l.o formulate

the diagonal Jacobian matrix Jk,k(i x ) , the x-independent sub-matrix JID(k,k) was

directly obtained rrorn the sub-rnat rix M1D(k,k) and the x-dependent sub-rnat rix

J D(k,k)(i X) was calculated from each nonlinear element. Therefore, to demonstrate

the modified nodal matrix technique used in F REDA2, we need to describe how to

formulate the sub-matrix M1D(k,k) and then to describe the procedures of developing

the matrix J k,k(i X) from M1D(k,k) and J D(k,k)(i X ) .

If K + 1 frequency components are considered in the circuit analyzed, the inde

pendent variable vector x and the error vector f(i x ) in (3.2.8) are expressed as

x = [ xl; T ] T... xK (A.I)
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and

where Xk is sub-vector of x at the radian frequency Wk and fq(i x ) is sub-vector of

f(i X ) at the radian frequency wq • Furthermore, if P + 1 node voltages are selected

as independent variables, and, for efficient calculation, complex elements in x and

f(i x ) are separated into real and imaginary parts, the structures of the sub-vectors

Xle and fq(iX ) in (A.I) and (A.2) for k =1= 0 and q =1= 0 are

Xk == [ Vo Ie r 1/0 Ie i ~1 k r ~1 k 7.' ••• V·p k r Vp k 7.' ] T, , , , , , , , , , , ,

and

(A.3)

(A.4)

respectively, where the variable voltage phasor at node n and radian frequency Wk is

Vn,k == Vn,k,r ~ jVn,k,i; the source current phasor In,q (the Kirchhoff's current error)

at the radian frequency w q is similarly defined; and the Kirchhoff's volt age law is

ignored.

From (~.\.3) and (.~.4·); the hlock .Iacobian matrix J,;,k(i x ) in (1.2.11! is Iorrnu-

lated as [121]

a,]O,q,r (ix ) / aVO,k,r fJJo,q,r (ix ) / fJVo,k,i

aJo,q,i(i x )/ fJVO,k,r fJJO,q,i(i x )/ fJVo,k,i

fJJo,q,r(i X ) / 8Vp ,k,i
fJJo,q,i(i X ) / fJVp,k,i

8JP,q,i (tx) / 8~/'P,k,i

(A.5)

For q =I=- k, matrix Jq,k(i X ) is calculated from nonlinear elements only. However, for

q = k, matrix Jq,k(i X) is calculated from both linear and nonlinear elements. In this

section, the formulation of the block Jacobian matrix J q,k(i X ) is also demonstrated

using the same example.
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Figure A.I.I: Schematic of the circuit example.
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A.I Circuit File and Node Number Assignrnents

Consider the circuit in Fig. A.I.I where both vvt1 and r2 were assumed to be

nonlinear and the output voltage Vc of the element vvt1 was a function of both

input voltages VA and VB.

The circuit file is as follows:

%Begin of circuit file.
DEF
N = 3 ERROR = 1.0e-7
power = -10
**********

CKT
vdci IN1 GND v = 2.0;
Ii A IN1 1 = 0.ie-9;
vaci IN2 GND f = 1.0e+9 p~r = power;
ci A IN2 c = 0.1e-6;
r1 A B r = i.0e+3;
r2 B GND r = 5.0e+2

a = 0.0, 1.0, 1.0681, 0.6656, -0.23997;
vvt1 A GND B GND C GND

arow = 3, acol = 4
a = 0.0, 0.3, 0.2, 0.4

0.1, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2
0.3, 0.1, 0.0, 0.3;

r3 C GND r = 2.0e+2;
r4 CDr = 2.0e+2;
co D OUT c = 0.ie-6;
rL OUT GND r = 2.0e+2;

**********

Av = i.2e+1
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SPECTRUM
harmonics
**********

OUTPUT
outpvr1 rL;
**********
%End of circuit file.

In order to formulate the complete modified nodal admittance matrix of the

circuit in Fig. A.I.I and to reduce it to a minimum required size, all the nodes and

branches required were properly numbered. Then the independent variables of the

node voltages or branch currents were permuted based on the assigned numbers. In

F REDA2, numbers were assigned in the following sequence:

i) Nodes or branches of output elements.

ii) Nodes or branches of nonlinear elements, of which the nodes or branches are

related to the nonlinear entries of the matrix.

iii) Branches of ac voltage sources.

iv) Branches of dc voltage sources.

v) Rest of the nodes an branches which need be numbered.

vi) Node "GND".

From [1, Fig. 4.4.1], the branch currents of elements vdci, li, vaci, and vvt1

needed be assigned as independent variables, and the voltage at node "C" for the

nonlinear element vvt1 was treated as in group "v" since the generated entries in

the matrix by node "C" from the element vvt1 were alwa.ys constant (lor -1).

The assigned number list from F REDA2 for the circuit in Fig. A.I.1 is shown in

Table A.I.I.
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Table A.I.I: Node number assignments for the circuit in Fig. A.I.I.

vdci
Ii
vaci
ci
r1
r2
vvt1
r3
r4
co
rL

"IN1"=6
"A"=3
"IN2"=8
"A"=3
"A"=3
"B"=1
"A"=3
"C"=9
"C"=9
IID"=10
"OUT"=O

"GND"=11
"IN1"=6
"GND"=11
"IN2"=8
"B"=1
"GND"=11
"GND"=11
"GND"=11
"D"=10
"OUT"=O
"GND"=11

5
7
4

"B"=1 "GND"=11 "C"=9 "GND"=11 2

A.2 Formulation of the variable-independent circuit Matrix

M1D(k,k)

The Jacobian matrix J k,k(i X) consisted of the x-independent sub-matrix J ID(k,k)

which was from the size-reduced matrix M1D(k,k) and the x-dependent sub-matrix

JD(k,k)(i x ) which was calculated from the nonlinear elements. The x-independent

matrix M1D(k,k) "vas formulated using Fig. 4.1.1 ill [lJ from all the linear elements

and from part of the nonlinear elements and "vas reduced to required size using the

matrix reduction technique. For instance, entries of the complete matrix from the

element r1 were distributed as

1
3

1

[
0.001

-0.001

3
-0.001
0.001

and entries from the element Ii were distributed as

3
6
7

3

[~
6
o
o

-1

7

1 ]-1
- j (0.1 ./ 10- 9 ) W

However, the nonlinear element r2 did not contribute any values in this matrix

since the conductance of r2 was voltage variable dependent, and entries from the
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nonlinear element vvt 1 were

1
2
3
9

1
o
o
o
o

2
o
o
1
o

3
o
o
o
o

9
o
o
o
1

note that the node "GND" was not included in this matrix.

After the complete x-independent circuit matrix was formulated, Gauss-Jordan

reduction with the maximum diagonal pivot strategy [122] was used to reduce the

complete matrix to the required size or to the minimum size if the required size is

not possible to be reduced to. After each row and column were eliminated during

the matrix reduction process, the reduced matrix was re-examined and any all-zero

rows and the corresponding columns were deleted. Thus the matrix formulation

process was able to handle disconnected circuits. Since the dc current variable is

required for the dc condition not the ac condition, the matrix was assumed to be

reduced to include the de source for the dc matrix (k = 0) and to include the ac

source for the ae matrices (variable number "5" for de and number "4" for ac in

this example). The reduced matrix for the circuit in Fig. A.I.l at the dc condition

IS
0.00.5 0 0 0 0 0 a

0 0.001 a -0.001 a 0 0

0 0 -200 0 0 0 0

0 -0.001 0 0.001 0 1 0 (A.6)
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

and at the 1 GHz is

0.0075 + j9.947e-9 0 0.5 + j1.98ge-6 0 0

0 0.001 0 -0.001 0

0.5 + j1.98ge-6 0 -100 + jO.000398 0 0

0 -0.001 0 0.001 - jI.59 1

0 0 0 1 jO.00159
(A.7)
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Note that the size of the reduced dc matrix is 7 x 7 and is larger than the minimum

required de matrix size 6 X 6. Since the only pivot for the reduction of the 7 th row

of the matrix in (A.6) is zero, it is impossible to reduce it to be 6 x 6.

A.3 Formulation of the Jacobian Matrix J k k,

The x-independent sub-matrix J ID(k,k) was a direct copy of the sub-matrix

M1D(k,k). Furthermore, for efficient calculation, each complex entry of matrix

J ID(k,k) at the ac frequency was represented by a 2 x 2 matrix of real entries using

(3.2.14). Therefore, at de frequency (k == 0), the x-independent sub-matrix J1D(O,O)

was as same as the sub-matrix in (A.6), and, at ac frequencies, for instance, at

1 GHz, the sub-matrix J ID(l,l) was formulated as

0.0075 -9.947e-9 0 0 0.5 -1.98ge-6
9.947e-9 0.0075 0 0 1.98ge-6 0.5

0 0 0.001 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.001 0 0

0.5 -1.98ge-6 0 0 -100 -0.000398
1.98ge-o 0.5 0 0 0.000398 -100

0 0 -0.001 a 0 a
0 0 0 -0.001 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

-0.001 0 0 0
0 -0.001 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0.001 1.59 1 0
-1.59 0.001 0 1

1 0 0 -0.00159
0 1 0.00159 0

(A.8)

The complete diagonal Jacobian matrix at the radian frequency Wk and the i th

iteration, Jk,k(i x ), is the combination of the x-independent sub-matrix JID(k,k) and
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the x-dependent sub-matrix J D(k,k)(i x ) . The x-dependent sub-matrix J D(k,k)(i X )

needs be recalculated after each iteration i from the nonlinear elements. Assumed

that VAk == VAkr + jVAki and V B k == VB kr + jVB ki were inputs of element vvt1,

V Ck == V Ckr + jVCki was output of element vvt1, VB k was input of element r2, and

I r2k == I r2kr + j I r 2ki was output of element r2 all at the radian frequency Wk. For

the circuit in Fig. A.I.I, the Jo,o(ix) was the summation of the matrix in (A.6) and

the matrix
1 2

1 [8Ir2o/ 8VB O 0
2 -BVco/ BVB O 0
3 0 0

and the J 1,1( i X ) was the summation of the matrix in (A.8) and the matrix

2
3
4
5
6
7

2

8Ir21r/8VBlr

8Ir21i/8VBlr

-8VClr/8VBlr

-8VC1i/8vBlr

o
o

3
8Ir 21r/OVBli

8Ir21i/8VBli

-oVC1r /OVB 1i

-OVCli/8VBli
o
o

4
o
o
o
o
o
a

5
o
o
o
o
o
o

6
o
o

- 8l'''Clr / 8l'''A1 r

- OV:rC1i / 8V"A 1r

o
o

7
o
a

-01'''Clr / 81,"Ali
-O\;"Cli/ 81lA l i

a
o

Formulation of the complete off-diagonal Jacobian matrix at the output radian

frequency W
q

and the input radian frequency Wk, Jq,k(i X ) (I] i k), is much simpler

than that of Jk,k(i x ). Since JlD(q,k) is always a zero matrix for q f- k, only the

matrix J D(q,k)(i X) is required.
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Appendix B
F REDA2 User Manual

This is a manual for the microwave analog circuit simulator F REDA2. The

first part Descriptions describes the creation of an input circuit file. The second

part Comrruuids lists commands available in the FREDA2 command system.

F RED A2 program includes 3 " *.h " files and 25 " *.c " files. They can be

compiled on either UNIX or VAX/VMS system using the command make or nuns

(!vlakefile and Descrip.mrns are included). Once the input circuit file is ready,

F RED A2 can be activated by using command

freda or

on UNI~Y system, or

r freda

freda filename

on VAX/VMS system. Using" freda" or "r freda" will place user into command

mode directly, and using "freda filename" will let F REDA2 analyze input circuit

first then return to command mode. In command mode, the prompt "FREDA>"

will be shown on u.ser's terminal.

The analysis results will be stored in the file" -OUT_ ", and three other files

may be created depending on the control signals in the circuit file:

_DATA_ : Output data file in a concise form. This file will be created if the control

signal" DATA_FILE = on " is present in the circuit file.

_CKT_ : A record of the circuit printed out by FRED,,42. This file will be created

if the command " print " or " prt ckt " is used in the F RED A command

mode.

_DUP_ : A copy of the edited circuit file printed out by FRED1!2. This file will be

created if the command" vi " or " edi t " is used in the F RED.£4. command

mode.

B.l Descriptions
In each F REDA2 input file, there are four sections specified in the following

sequence:
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DEF, CKT, SPECTRUM, and OUTPUT

The following is an example of an input file:

'lo Anything between "'lo" and the end of line will be ignored.
DEF
N = 4 _ERROR = 1.0e-7
power = -10 % BLOCK = off
**********

CKT
power;pwr =GND f = 1.0e+9

2 r = 10;
GND c = 0.655e-12

1.0, 0.2951, 0.0783, 0.3418, 0.1873;
GND r = 14.88
1.0, -1.0681, 0.6656, -0.23997, 0.0497;

IN
IN
2

a = 0.0,
2

a = -0.5382,

**********

vacin
rs
cd

rd

SPECTRUM
harmonics

**********

OUTPUT
outpvrl rd;
**********
%End of circuit file.
% Each " iW ord" is delimited by blank, tab, " ", , or "/".

B.1.l DEF Section
Definition section. Put ,~ DEF " first then write all the required variable names,

equal signs, and values. End the section with one or more" * ".
This section is for assigning values to the required variables. The variables may

be used as aliases or control signals. Ea.ch variable and its value will be described

as:

<variable name> -<equal sign> <~vaille/>

If a variable is used as an alias, such as " value == 1.23 ", then the variable

" value" will always be read as " 1.23 ", and " r == value" will be equivalent to

" r == 1.23 ". Multiple values can be assigned to a variable such as

value == 1, 2.3, 8, 9.1.
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A set of parameter values which are used in CKT section can also be assigned to

a variable as

m sub == "er == 12.9, 0.0, h == 1.5e - 4, t == 4.7e - 6, rho == 0.0".

important:

Key uiords "on ", "off ", "PS ", "NPS ", "Curtice ", "Gtanh ", "PNjunction ",

"IrBD ", and" INVexp " have been reserved as aliases. It is illegal to assiqti any

values to these uiords.

The variables as Control siqnals are used to control the circuit simulator func

tions. Some control variables which can be specified in this section are:

N : positive integer, no default value.

The number of frequency components considered. This variable must be spec

ified if BALANCE == off. (" N == 4 " means the circuit will be analyzed with

four different frequencies (1 dc and 3 ac), and these frequency values will be

specified in SPECTRUM section.)

_ERROR: positive real number,

default == [max. indep. source value (VoT ..4)] '< 10-6
.

This is the maximum system convergence error limit. It is not suggested to

set this variable to be less than 1.0 >< 10-1 2
. (Note: the first character of this

variable is underscore « _ ".)

MAX_ITERATE: positive integer, default == 150.

Ivlaximum iterations allowed in the circuit simulation.

DATA_FILE : on or off, default == of f.

" DATA_FILE == on " creates a concise output data file" _DATA_ ".

EXIT : on or off, default == of f.

" EXIT == on " leads FRED /-12 to quit from the command mode directly after

the simulation.

TABLE : on or off, default == of f.

" TABLE == on " tells FRED~42 to analyze circuit using the GPSA-TM.

This variable is effective only when BALANCE == off. (Note: GPSA-TM is

not available for two-dimensional nonlinear components.)
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BALANCE : on or off, default == of f.

" BALANCE == on " tells F REDA2 to analyze circuit using the APDFT

Harmonic Balance method. (If BALANCE == off and TABLE == off, F REDA2

will analyze circuit using the AOM.)

AORDER : positive integer, no default value.

The intermodulation order considered for the objective frequencies. This vari

able must be specified if BALANCE == on and will override the control variable

" N ".

TORDER : positive integer, default == AORDER.

The intermodulation order considered in the Fourier transform. This variable

is effective only when BALANCE == on and must be larger than or equal to

AORDER.

EDIT: on or off, default == off.

" EDIT == on " edits the objective frequency list. This variable is effective

only when BALANCE == on. (available for UNIX system only.)

CHORD : on or off, default == on.

" CHORD == off " eliminates the chord method.

For oscillator analysis, default == of f·

BLOCK : on or off, default == on.

" BLOCK == off " eliminates the block Newton method.

For oscillator analysis, default == of[,

FULL : on or off, default == on.

" FULL == off " eliminates the Newton's method. (Note: either BLOCK or

FULL must be " on ".)

RELEASE: positive integer, default == l\J~4 ..Y JTER'.L4TE.

If " CHORD == off" and" RELEASE == n ", a.fter n iterations, control switch

CHORD will be reset to be CHORD == on. This variable is effective only

when CHORD == off.

CONSTRAINT: zero or positive integer, default == o.
" CONSTRAINT == n " forces the "backtracking" to be activated in the first

n minimization iterations.
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E_OSC_P : real number, default == 8.0.

The estimated oscillator output power in dBm. This variable is effective for

oscillator analysis only.

E_OSC_F : one or two positive real numbers, default == 30 x 106
, 30 X 109

•

The estimated fundamental oscillation frequency range in Hz. This variable

is effective for oscillator analysis only.

F _STEPS : positive integer, default == 30.

If " F -STEPS = n " , the estimated fundamental oscillation frequency range is

divided into n segments equally spaced logarithmicly. This variable is effective

for oscillator analysis only.

SECOND : on or off, default == of f.

This variable is effective for oscillator analysis only.

" SECOND == on " activates the oscillator analysis with N == 1,2, and 3 before

the analysis with user defined number of frequency components.

THIRD: on or off, default == off.

This variable is effective for oscillator analysis only.

" THIRD == on " activates tile oscillator analysis with N == 1 ~ 2, 3 ~ and 4

before the analysis with user defined number of frequency components.

SWEEP : on or off, default == off.
This variable is effective for oscillator analysis only.

" SWEEP == on " activates the sweeping operation wit h the parameter values

specified. The "==" sign of the parameter to be swept must be replaced by the

"#" sign.

B.l.2 CKT Section
Circuit section. Put" CKT " first then write all the circuit element names and

related information. End the section with one or more" * ".
In general, circuit element information is entered as a series of records each

describing one element as below:

<element name> <node names> <parameter name(s) and valuej s].»:
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<element name> (including <element identifier> and <name» is a name which

uniquely identifies the element and specifies its type. Field <name> may be any

combination of 0 to 20 characters. Each element must have a unique <element

name>.

<node names> gives the connections of the element in the circuit and identifies

the controlling nodes and the direction of positive current and voltage for the ele

ment. This may be any combination of 1 to 20 letters or numerals. In the circuit

file, there must be at least one node named GND.

<parameter name( s) and value(s) > may consist of one or more parameters and

values to describe each element and indicate if it is linear or not. Values for each

parameter may be separated by blanks, tabs, " , " or " / ". <parameter name

and value> for each element is essential. Each element must have at least one

<parameter name and value>. Notation "x == 0" may be used for those elements

which need no parameter specification.

Each element (linear or nonlinear) must end with

Circuit element can be either linear or nonlinear:

B.l.2.1 Linear Elements

Resistor

• element identifier: r

• number of node names: 2

". ",

• parameter name:

r : resistance (ohms), real number, mandatory, no default value.

• examples:

r1
rtest

Inductor:

HIGH
1

LOW
GND

r = 50;
r = 1e+3;

• element identifier:

• number of node names: 2

• parameter name:

I : inductance (henries), real number, mandatory, no default value.
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• example:

Ix

Capacitor:

IN GND I = 2.2e-6;

• element identifier: c

• number of node names: 2

• parameter name:

c : capacitance (farads), real number, mandatory, no default value.

• example:

ctest 1 2 c = 2.2e-12;

Voltage-to-current transducer

• element identifier: vct

• number of node names: 4

The first two nodes are voltage controlling nodes.

The second two nodes are current nodes.

• parameter name:

gm: transconductance (A/V), real number, mandatory, no default

value.

• example:

vct1 G s D s gm = 2.0e-1;

Microstrip transmission line

• element identifier: trIms

• number of node names: 3

The third node is for the ground plate.

• parameter names:

I : length of the microstrip line (ill), positive real number, mandatory,

no default value.

h distance between the microstrip line and ground (m), positive real

number, mandatory, no default value.
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er relative dielectric constant of the board material complex number, ,
mandatory, no default value.

w : width of the microstrip line (m), positive real number, mandatory,

no default value.

t thickness of the microstrip line (m), positive real number, mandatory,

no default value.

rho: resistivity of the microstrip line (ohms x m), optional, default ==
0.0.

• example:

trIms1 C OUT GND 1=2.8693e-2, ~=1.5ge-4,

t = 3.50e-5, h=1.5ge-3, er = 2.32, 0.0;

DC voltage source :

• element identifier: vdc

• number of node names: 2

• parameter name:

v : voltage (volts), real number, mandatory, no default value.

• example:

vdcin DC GND v = 5.0;

AC voltage source :

• element identifier: vac

• number of node names: 2

• parameter names:

f : frequency (Hz), positive real number. mandatory, no default value.

f may be specified as multi-level:

f = (initial value), (final value)' (multiplication factor)

where (multiplication factor) > 0.0

phase: phase (degree), real number, optional, default = 0.0.

v : ac voltage (volts) (peak value), zero or positive real number, no

default value.

pwr : ac power (dbm), real number, no default value.
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Either v or pwr must be specified.

Both v and pwr may be specified as multi-level:

v = (initial value), (final value), (multiplication factor)

pwr = (initial value), (final value), (step size)

where (multiplication factor) > 1.0 and (step size) > 0.0.

(Note: only one" vac " in the circuit file can be specified as multi-

level source.)

• example:

vacin
vaex

IN
1

GND
o

f = 8.60e+9, pwr = -50;
f = 2.0e+8, p~r = -10/5/1;

Multi-value voltage source :

• element identifier: mvac

• number of node names: 2

• parameter names:

mf: frequencies (Hz), zero or positive real numbers, mandatory, no

default values.

mphase : phases (degree), real numbers, optional,

default := 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .

mv : voltages (volts) (peak value for ac signals), zero or positive real

numbers, no default values.

rnpwr : ac powers (dbrrl), real numbers, no default values.

Either mv or mpwr must be specified.

(Note: number of mJ, niptiase, mv, and mpwr must be same.)

• example:

mvacin IN GND
mf = 5.8e+6, 5.ge+6, 6.0e+6, 6.1e+6, 6.2e+6
mv = 0.3, 0.5, 1.2, 0.5, 0.3
mphase = -20, -10, 0, 10, 20;

Operational Amplifier :

F RED.l42 treats opamps as linear elemetiis only, 80 opamp can only be used

when it uiorks in the linear region.

• element identifier: opamp
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• number of node names: 4

The first node is for the negative input terminal.

The second node is for the positive input terminal.

• parameter names:

ri : input impedance (ohms), positive real number, optional,

default == 2.0e+6.

ro : output impedance (ohms), positive real number, optional,

default == 75.0.

A v : open loop voltage gain, optional, default == 200.0e+3 .

• examples:

oparnp1 MINUS GND
ro=100, Av=100e+3j

oparnp2 MINUS pas

OUT

OUT

GND

GND

ri=4.0e+6

x = 0;

B.l.2.2 Nonlinear Elements
Some common parameters for PS (positive power series) type model-of nonlinear

elements are

i) a: coefficients of PS expanded w.r.t. point "op", real number. mandatory, no

default value.

a[ ](a[ ][ ]) is normalized so that a[l] == 1.0 (a[O][l] == 1.0).

ii) arow: the number of rows of the" a[][] " matrix, positive integer, mandatory

for two-dimensional (4 terminal) device with power series model, no defa.ult

value.

The value of arow CANNOT be less than 3.

This parameter is not required for one-dimensional (2 terminal) device.

iii) acol: the number of columns of the" a[ ][ ] " matrix, positive integer, manda

tory for two-dimensional (4 terminal) device wit h power series model, no de-

fault value.

This parameter is not required for one-dimensional (2 terminal) device.

iv) op: estimated de operating point, real number, optional, default = o.
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v) tau: time delay in PS, real number, optional, default == o.
Change the parameter name to be taut and tau2 for two-dimensional power

series model.

vi) range: validity range of the PS model, two real numbers (low and high limits),

optional, no default value.

Change parameter name to be range! and range2 for two-dimensional power

series model.

Resistor

• element identifier: r

• number of node names: 2 (lD) or 4 (2D)

For 2D device, the second two nodes are current nodes.

• additional parameter name:

r : l/a[l] or l/a[O][l] (where a[l] or a[O][l] is unnormalized), mandatory,

no default value.

• examples:

rd D GND r = -12.6342
a = -0.442072, 1, 1.57612, -9.2072
op = 0.4;

rsc ABC D r=14.835
aro~ = 4, acol = 5
a = 0.538, 1.0, -1.068, 0.6656, -0.23997

0.48, 2.2032, 2.568, 1.675, 0.4995
-0.3, 1.45, -1.3215, 1.053, -0.2438
0.0053, 0.432, 0.568, 0.472, -0.0307;

The 1-V relation of H rsc " represented by the above example is:

i cd == (1/14.835) >< (0.538 + Vcd - 1.068v~d + ... + 0.48vab + 2.2032vabVcd +
2.568vabV~d + ... - 0.0307v~bV:d)' where Vab == VA - VB and Vcd == Vc - Vv.

Inductor:

• element identifier:

• number of node names: 2

(Two-dimensional nonlinear inductor is not available yet.)

• additional parameter name:
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I : l/a[l] (where a[l] is unnormalized), mandatory, no default value .

• example:

la OUT GND 1=1.4965e-9
a = 0.0, 1.0, 1.06808, 0.6656109, 0.23997;

The ~-I relation of " la " represented by the above example is:

¢ == 1.4965 X 10-9 x (i + 1.06808i2 + O.6656109i 3 + O.23997i4 ) .

Capacitor:

• element identifier: c

• number of node names: 2 (lD) or 4 (2D)

For 2D device, the second two nodes are current nodes.

• additional parameter name:

c : a[l] or a[O][l] (where a[l] or a[O][l] is unnormalized), mandatory, no

default value.

• example:

egs GATE 4 e = 0.6558e-12
a = 0.0, 1.0. 0.2951, 0.075
op = 1;

The Q-V relation of « egs " represented by the above example is:

q == 0.6558 / 10- 12 X [(v - 1) + 0.2951(v - 1)2 + 0.075(v - 1)3].

Voltage-to-current transducer

• element identifier: vet

• number of node names: 4

The second two nodes are current nodes.

• additional parameter name:

gm : all] or a[O][I] (where all] or a.[O][I] is unnormalized), mandatory,

no default value.

• example:
gm = O.69584e-lSOURCEDRAINvetgm GATE 4

arow = 5, aeol = 1
a = 0.382, 1.0, 0.39, -0.4887, 0.3028

tau1 = 3.37e-12;
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Voltage-to-voltage transducer

• element identifier: vvt

• number of node names: 6

The last two nodes are output nodes.

• additional parameter name:

Av : a[O][l] (where a[O][l] is unnormalized), mandatory, no default value.

• example:

vvt1 A GND B GND C GND Av = 1.2e+l
arow = 3, acol = 4
a = 0.0, 0.3, 0.2, 0.4

0.1, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2
0.3, 0.1, 0.0, 0.3;

Elements for Ids in dc tanh function MESFET Model

where

'tdll = (Ao+ AIVI + A2vi + A3 Vntanh (-yVds) + A6 V ds l

VI = Vgs(t - r) [1 + 13 (Vd~ - Vds)] 1

xr dc
. Vds - v ds
i-«, == n:

and

• element identifier: vct

• number of node names: 4

The second two nodes are curr-ent nodes.

• parameter names:

model : ~, model == Curtice", mandatory.

AD, AI, A2, A3 : real numbers, mandatory.

A5, A6 real number, optional, default == 0.0.

gamma real number, mandatory.

beta : real number, mandatory.
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V dsO : real number, mandatory.

Rds : real number, optional, default == 1.0 X 10 25 •

• example:

vctids GATE 4 DRAIN SOURCE model = Curtice
AO = 0.0192, A1 = 0.0604, A2 = 0.0321, A3 = 0.00047
gamma = 3.1263, beta = -0.039, VdsO = 1.0, Rds = 441.4;

Elements for Ids in ac tanh function MESFET Model

where

Vp" == A + vg,,(t - r) (Ao+ ~AIVI + ~A2V~ + ~A3V~) ,
234

VI = Vgi/(t - r) [1 + f3 (Vd~ - v«s )] ,

and

• element .identifier: vct

• number of node names: 4

The second two nodes are current nodes.

• parameter names:

model : " model == Gtanh ", mandatory.

AD, AI, A2, A3 : real numbers. mandatory.

A, A5, A6 : real number, optional, default == 0.0.

gamma : real number, mandatory.

beta : real number, mandatory.

VdsO : real number, mandatory.

• example:

vctids GATE 4 DRAIN SOURCE model = Gtanh
A = 0.062, AO = 0.0849, Ai = 0.112, A2 = -0.034
A3 = -0.06, A6 = 0.0032, gamma = 2.48, beta = 0.172
VdsO = 3.0, tau1 = 6.56e-12;

Elements for ideal forward PN junction Model
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• element identifier: r or vet

• number of node names: 2 (lD) or 4 (2D)
For 2D device, the second two nodes are current nodes.

• parameter names:

model : " model == PNjunction ", mandatory.

10 : real numbers, mandatory.

T : real number, optional, default == 300.

Eta: real number, optional, default == 1.0.

• example:

vctgm BEe E
IO = 2.0e-15, tau1 = 3.5e-12j

Elements for reverse PN junction Model :

• element identifier: r

• number of node names: 2

• parameter names:

model: " model == IrBD ", mandatory.

10 : real numbers, mandatory.

VR : real nurnbers , mandatory.

• example:

model = PNjunction

ridg
10

D G model
1.0e-9, VR = 18;

IrBD

B.l.3 SPECTRUM Section
Put" SPECTRUM" on a line. The next line indicates frequency informat.ion.

Finally, end the section with one or more" * ".

i) If there are two or more independent ac voltage sources (vac) or a.t lea.st one

independent multi-value voltage source (mvac) ill t he input file:

Write one variable here called " freq " followed by an equal sign and a.ll the

frequency values considered.

Two rules must be followed:
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• The first frequency value must be " 0 " (DC value).

• Number of frequency values must be greater than or equal to N which

was specified in DEF section.

For instance, if N == 4, frequency information may be

freq == 0.0, O.le+9, 2.0e+9, 2.1e+9

or

freq == 0.0, O.le+9, 2.0e+9, 2.1e+9, 4.1e+9.

All frequency values are separated by blanks, tabs, " , " or " / ".

ii) If there is only one independent ac voltage source (vac) in the input file:

Put" harmonics" here as the frequency information. F RED.£42 will assume

that N harmonically related frequencies (include DC) are considered.

iii) If there is no independent ac voltage source (for free-running oscillator anal

ysis ):

Put" search " here. F RED .£42 will try to search for the oscillation frequency.

B.1.4 OUTPUT Section
Put" OUTPUT" on a line then write all output names and related informa

tion. End the section with one or more Go' * ".
Three different output types are allowed in this section - power, voltage and

current. The general format for power or current output is

<output name> <element name>;

and the general format for voltage output is

<output name> <node names>;

<output name>, including <output identifier> and <name>, is a name which

uniquely identifies the output and specifies its type. The <output identifier> for

power, current, and voltage are outpwr, current, and voltage respectively. Just

like <name> in the CKT section, <name> here may be any combination of 1 to

20 letters or figures. Each <output name> must be unique.
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<element name> indicates the element you are interested in for output. It

should not be a three or more terminal element and, of course, it must exist in your

CKT section.

<node names> may be any two nodes in your circuit network.

Again, don't forget to end each output request with "; ".

For oscillator atialsjsis, the <output identifier> of the jir/Jt output miist be outpwr,

and the element for this output must be a resistor connected to "GND". (Sorry for

these limitations. Program for the general case is not ready yet.)

Examples:

outpllrload
voltage1
currentX

re;
OUT
vacin;

SOURCE;

B.l.5 FREDA2 Graphics
Some output data can be plotted on the RISe machines. They are the fun

damental. oscillation frequencies for oscillator analysis and the output powers of

resistor element for both oscillator and amplifier analyses. To activate the plotting

operation, the input circuit file must meet two conditions:

i) One parameter value is swept.

ii) Parameter "plot" is assigned to an output element "outpwr" in the OUTPUT

section to indicate the frequency components to be plotted.

For amplifier analysis (with one or more ac sources), only the input power and

the fundamental operating frequency are allowed to be swept. Three real numbers

. d t th t"" "f" t . di he sweeni d hare asigne 0 e parame er pwr or 0 In icate t e sweepIng range an t e

step size. parameter values assigned to the parameter "plot" must be zero or positive

integers to represent the frequency components. For example, for harmonically

related frequency components, zero represents dc, 1 represents the fu ndamenl.al

frequency and 2 represents the second harmonic frequency. TIle maximum number

of curves to be plotted is four.

The following is an example of the input circuit file for amplifier analysis, where

the input power is swept from 0 dBm to 10 dBm with 1 dB step size and the output

graphics will present the output powers of the fundamental and the second, third,

and fourth harmonics.



DEF
N = 6 pover_in = 0/10/1 _ERROR = 1.0e-6
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**********

CKT
vdcg

vacin

DC1

2

GND

GND

v = -0.1;

f = 3.0e+9

re OUT
**********

SPECTRUM
harmonics
**********

OUTPUT
outpllr1 re
**********

GND r = 50.0;

plot = 1, 2, 3, 4;

For oscillator analysis (without ac source), any parameter value can be swept.

However, in addition to the assignment of the parameter "plot " for an "out.pwr"

element, the control signal" SWEEP == on " must be put in the DEF section and

the "#" sign must be used to replace the ~'==~' sign of the parameter to be swept.

The following is an example of the input circuit file [or oscillator analysis, where

the resistance of "rload" is swept from 1 ohm to 10 ohm with 1 ohm step size and the

output graphics will present the fundamental oscillation frequency and the output

powers of the fundamental and the second, third, and fourth harmonics.

DEF
load = "r # 1.0 10.0 1.0"

*****

S~lEEP on

CKT
vdc

cd

PLUS

D

11

11

v = 0.25;

c = 20e-12;
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rload PLUS GND load;
*****

SPECTRUM
search
*****

OUTPUT
outpwrl rload plot = 1 , 2, 3, 4;

*****

B.2 Cornrnands
The F REDA2 commands module is incomplete. Only the following few com

mands are available now:

? / help : prints out command list on screen.

Is : lists file names of current directory. (available for UNIX system only.)

print / prtckt : has no arguments and tells FREDA2 to print out its current

circuit records on the screen. The circuit records will also be put in file

"_CKT _". (available for UNIX system only.)

edit / vi : has no arguments and tells F RED.442 to edit the current input file.

The modified input file will be put in file "_DUP " and be read by FRED ..42.

(available for UNIX system only.)

read : may have one or no arguments. If there is an argument, this must be your

input circuit filename.

run / execute : has no arguments and tells F RED.J.42 to proceed with the circuit

analysis.

quit / q : asks F REDA2 to return from command mode.

bye / end / exit: instructs F RED ..42 to close all current input and output files

and exit to shell.
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Appendix C
Organization of FREDA2

FRED A2 program includes 3 "*.h" files and 25 ,,* .e" files, and is divided into

"FREDA", "INP", "PROC", and "OUT" four parts. The organization is as follows:

r

L

input file

FREDA2
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..,

i FREDA_process.c II
I main.cFREDAJnput.c I

l ~
j

read run

"INP" FREDA_eoffirnand.e ~ -r-noc-
vi print

,

I
OUT .prt..ckt ,c

I
r

I
OUT .prt.aolu.c

- - - - - - - - .J- - -- - -- - - - - - -

,.

I I_DATA_If _DUP ~ I _CKT- ~ I _OlTT
I
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c.i Organization of "PROC" Block

from FREDA_process.c-

r--------,
I GPSA-TM

'__ PROC_trnjntset()
---,..... (PROCjntset.c)

I

PROC_reorder.c
I
L .J

PROC.JI1at.1orm.c
PROC_aornjntset( )

(PROCjntset.c)

P ROC-err .func.c

all PROC files

PROC_ckt _anal()

l~ PROC_osc_anal()

(PROC_ckt_anal.c) ,r-------
! .~PDFT-HB

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II PROC-get_freq~ I

I

I

I

I

I

: I PROC-hh_model.c I
L __ .J

r PROC_aSSoClatlOfi.c I
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C.2 Makefile

FREDAOBJ = \
FREDA_command.o FREDA_input.o FREDA_process.o

INPOBJ = \
INP_get_token.o INP_DEF_parse.o INP_CKT_parse.o \
INP_SPECTRUM_parse.o INP_OUTPUT_parse.o

PROCOBJ = \
PROC_ckt_anal.o PROC_reorder.o PROC_mat_form.o PROC_intset.o \
PROC_err_func.o PROC_get_freq.o PROC_make_tran.o PROC_gpsa_tm.o \
PROC_hb_nonlinear.o PROC_association.o PROC_hb_model.o \
PROC_aom_model.o PRDC_aom_op.o PROC_vvb_model.o

OUTOBJ = \
OUT_prt_ckt.o OUT_prt_so1u.o

COBJS = main.o $(FREDAOBJ) $(INPOBJ) $(PROCOBJ) $(OUTOBJ)
#
#CFLAGS = -Ddebug
#
LIBS = -1m

freda: $(COBJS)
(tab) cc $(CFLAGS) $(COBJS) $(LIBS) -0 freda

HFILE_A = FREDA_comrnon.h FREDA_change_mel.h
HFILE_B = FREDA_change_rne2.h

main.o:
FREDA_command. 0:

FREDA_input.o:
FREDA_process.o:
INP_get_token.o:
INP_DEF_parse.o:
INP_CKT_parse.o:
INP_SPECTRUM_parse.o:
INP_OUTPUT_parse.o:
PROC_ckt_ana1.o:
PROC_reorder.o:
PROC_mat_form.o:
PROC_intset.o:
PROC_err_func.o:
PROC_gpsa_tm.o:
PROC_hb_nonlinear.o:
PROC_association.o:
PROC_get_freq.o:

$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A) $(HFILE_B)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)



PROC_make_tran.o:
PROC_hb_model.o:
PROC_aom_model.o:
PROC_aom_op.o:
PROC_vvb_model.o:
OUT_prt_ckt.o:
OUT_prt_solu.o:

$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)
$(HFILE_A)

174
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Appendix D
Simulation Example 1

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Circuit file for chapter 4 / ac modified Curtice model %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
DEF
N = 13 pover_in = -5 ERROR = 1.0e-7
EXIT = on DATA_FILE = on
freqs = 0.0, 2.35e+9, 2.4e+9

0.05e+9, 4.7e+9, 4.75e+9, 4.8e+9
2.3e+9, 2.45e+9, 7.05e+9, 7.1e+9, 7.15e+9, 7.2e+9
0.1e+9, 4.65e+9, 4.85e+9, 9.4e+9, 9.45e+9, 9.5e+9, 9.55e+9, 9.6e+9
2.25e+9, 2.5e+9, 7.0e+9, 7.25e+9, 11.75e+9, 11.8e+9, 11.85e+9,
11.ge+9, 11.95e+9, 12.0e+9

MAX_ITERATE = 300

**********

CKT
vctids GATE 4 DRAIN SOURCE model = Gtanh

A = 0.062, AO = 0.08494, A1 = 0.1116, A2 = -0.03371
A3 = -0.05953, A6 = 0.0032, gamma = 2.4836, beta = 0.1722
VdsO = 3.0, tau1 = 6.56e-12;

cgs GATE 4 c = 0.6203ge-12
a = 0.0, 1.0, 0.638691, -0.0142276, -0.088799

range = -1.0, 0.5;
%Cgd is a function of Vdg (not Vgd).
cgd DRAIN GATE c = 0.34697e-12

a = 0.0, 1.0, -0.4774908, 0.151406, -0.0235517, 0.0014058;

cds DRAIN SOURCE c = O.286e-12
a = 0.0, 1.0, -0.0390647, 0.0050452, -0.00002656

range = 0.0, 5.0;

vacin1 22 GND f = 2.35e+9 plii1r = power_in;

vacin2 2 22 f = 2.4e+9 plii1r = power_in;

IN 2 r = 50.0;ra
c1 IN 7 c = 0.01e-6;

11 7 DC1 1 = 1.0e-6;

vdcg DC1 GND v = -0.1;

cg1 7 GND c = 0.1386e-12;

Ig 7 0 1 = 0.69414e-9;

cg2 0 GND c = 0.30707e-12;

0 GATE r = 2.9;rg
r1 4 SOURCE r = 10.0;
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rs SOURCE 8 r = 2.4;
Is 8 GND 1 = 0000323e-9;
rd DRAIN 9 r = 503;
Id 9 10 1 = 0.41143e-9;
cd2 9 GND c = 0.09012e-12;
cd 10 GND c = 0.00341e-12;
12 10 DC2 1 = 1.0e-6;
vdcd DC2 GND v = 3.0;
c2 10 OUT c = 0.01e-6;
re OUT GND r = 5000;
**********

SPECTRUM
freq = freqs
**********

OUTPUT
outpwr1 rei
**********
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% End of file %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Script started on Sat Aug 11 09:33:18 1990
csh> freda input1

******************************************************************************

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

freda2.2c micro~ave circuit simulator

copyright (c) 1989 by NCSU-ECE.
All rights reserved.

Chao-Ren Chang, Patrick L. Heron, and Michael B. Steer
North Carolina State Univ. - Electrical & Computer Engineering Dept.

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*************************************************.****************************

freda finished parsing on line 65

initialize DC variables

**Linear DC matrix is reduced to 11 X 11.
**Linear AC matrices are reduced to 8 X 8.

summation of errors = 0.86821



iteration number = 1 (Block Nellton Method)
sununation of errors = 0.0397546

iteration number = 2 (Chord Method)
sununation of errors = 0.0198193

iteration number = 3 (Chord Method)
sununation of errors = 0.00527527

iteration number = 4 (Chord Method)
sununation of errors = 0.00180796

iteration number = 5 (Chord Method)
sununation of errors = 0.000622651

iteration number = 6 (Chord Method)
sununation of errors = 0.000256839

iteration number = 7 (Chord Method)
sununation of errors = 9.43834e-05

iteration number = 8 (Chord Method)
sununation of errors = 3.03472e-05

iteration number = 9 (Chord Method)
sununation of errors = 9.84343e-06

iteration number = 10 (Chord Method)
sununation of errors = 4.00045e-06

iteration number = 11 (Chord Method)
sununation of errors = 1.76166e-06
max. error = 7.55796e-08

*** final solutions ***

177

DC input:
vdcg
vdcd

AC input:
vacin1
vacin2

-0.1v
3v

2.35e+09Hz
2.4e+09Hz

-5dBm
-5dBm

(1) outp~r1

**freq.
p =

**freq.
p =

**freq.
p =

**freq.

rei
= O.OOOOOOOOe+OO:
O.Ornw
= 2.35000000e+09:
3.70808mw (5.69149dBm)
= 2.40000000e+09:
3.64986m~ (5.62276dBm)
= 5.00000000e+07:



p = 0.143166m~ (-8.44162dBm)
**freq. = 4.70000000e+09:

p = 0.00748709m~ (-21.2569dBm)
**freq. = 4.75000000e+09:

p = 0.0314881m~ (-15.0185dBm)
**freq. = 4.80000000e+09:

p = 0.00681857m~ (-21.6631dBm)
**freq. = 2.30000000e+09:

p = 0.000335868m~ (-34.7383dBm)
**freq. = 2.45000000e+09:

P = 0.00040297mw (-33.9473dBm)
**freq. = 7.05000000e+09:

P = 0.000112288mw (-39.4967dBm)
**freq. = 7.10000000e+09:

P = 0.000747332mw (-31.2649dBm)
**freq. = 7. 15000000e+09:

P = 0.000730531mw (-31.3636dBm)
**freq. = 7.20000000e+09:

P = 0.000105238rnw (-39.7783dBrn)

******************************************************************************

freda: END
csh>
script done on Sat Aug 11 09:34:31 1990

178
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Appendix E
Simulation Example 2

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Circuit file for TI EG8132 GaAs varactor-tuned FET oscillator %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
DEF
Vgvar = "v # 0 3 3" SWEEP = on
Vsvar = "v = 13"
N = 8 ERROR = 1.0e-7 E_OSC F = 10e+9, 20e+9
EXIT = on THIRD = on DATA_FILE = on
msub1 = 'Ie r = 12.9, 0.0, h = 1.5e-4, t = 4.7e-S, rho = 0.0"
msub2 = Iter = 9.9, -9.ge-3, h = 2.54e-4, t = 3.81a-a, rho = 2.44e-8"

**********

CKT
%
%Main Circuit
%
tr~s1 G gDi GND msub1, W = 2.5e-5, 1 = 9.5e-4;
trlms2 S sDi GND msub1, W = 2.5e-5, 1 = 6.5e-5;

%
rdgs gDi gD1 r = 0.6;
cdgs1 gDo gD1 c = -0.54e-12;
cdgs2 gDo gD1 c = -2.3e-9, model = NPS

a = 0.0, 1.0, -19.117, 202.9, -1136.7, 2650.4
bias = -8.0;

'I.
rdss sDi sD1 r = 0.6;

cdss1 sOo s01 c = -O.0ge-12;

cdss2 sOo sDl c = -4.783e-l0, model = NPS

a = 0.0, 1.0, -15.37, 127.89, -547.53, 969.12

bias = -6.0;

'I.
rb1 gOo gDob r = 0.015;

Ib1 gDob Cg 1 0.014e-9;

cgvar Cg gnd1 c = 2.5e-11;

rw-x gnd1 gRL1 r = 0.05;

lllx gRL1 GNO 1 = 0.07e-9;

rgdg gnd1 gRL2 r = 0.1 ;

19d9 gRL2 GND 1 = 0.015e-9;

'I.
rb2 sDo sOob r = 0.03;

Ib2 sDob Cs 1 = 0.023e-9;

Cs gnd2 c = 2.5e-11;csvar
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gnd2 sRL1 r = 0.05j
sRL1 GND 1 = O.07e-9;
gnd2 sRL2 r = 0.1;
sRL2 GND 1 = 0.015e-9;

D Dw1 r = 0.04j
Dw1 DB 1 = 0.06e-9;
DB DN c = 1.0e-11;
OUT GND r = 50.0j

1.27e-4j

1.27e-4;

6.35e-4;

3.048e-4, 1 =

3.048e-4, 1 =

3.048e-4, 1 =

TnT =

'til =

TN =

v = 0.0;
c = 2.0e-10;
GND msub2,
r = 0.081;
1 = 0.12e-9;
r = 31.25;
G~JD msub2,
r = 0.081;
1 = 0.12e-9;
r = 62.5j
GND msub2,
r = 0.081;

1 = i.Oe-6;
Vgvar;
1 = i.Oe-6;
Vsvar;

c = 0.Oi5e-12;
c = 0.075e-12;
r = 4.0;
r 3.2;
r = 3.2;

VGd
GND
VSd
GND

GND
GND
G1
G1w
G2
G2
G3
G3lN
G4
G4
G5
G5w

rg
rs
rd
'I.
'I. varactor diode bias
'I.
19var Cg
vdcgvar VGd
lsvar Cs
vdcsvar VSd
'I.
'I. gate bias network
'I.
vdcgg VGG
cvgg VGG
trlmsg1 VGG
rwg1 G1
lwg1 G1w
rg1 G1
trlmsg2 G2
rwg2 G3
lwg2 G3w
rg2 G3
trlmsg3 G4
rvg3 G5

rvy
Ivy
rgds
19ds
'I.
rv1
Iv1
cd
rL
'I.
'I. MESFET
'I.
vctids Mi M3 M2 M4 model = Curtice

AO = 0.0698, Ai = 0.0291, A2 = -0.00183, A3 = -0.00132
gamma = 1.632, beta = 0.0684, VdsO = 3.0, tau1 = 6.0e-12;

cgs Mi M3 c = 0.3e-12;
rin M3 M4 r = 3.0;
rigs Mi M4 model = PNjunction

IO = 1e-9, Eta = 7.0;
ridg M2 M1 model = IrBD

VR = 20, IO = 1e-9;
cdg M2 M1
cds M2 M4

G M1
M4 S
D M2
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lwg3 G5w G6 1 = 0.12e-9;
rg3 G5 G6 r = 62.5;
trlmsg4 G6 G7 GND msub2, w = 3.048e-4, 1 = 1.27e-4;
rllg4 G7 G7w r = 0.121;
Ivg4 G7w G8 1 = 0.21e-9;
rg4 G7 G8 r = 137.5;
trlmsg5 G8 G9 GND msub2, II = 1.27e-4, 1 = 5.08e-4;
rvg5 G9 G9Vl r = 0.282;
Ivg5 G9w G10 1 = 0.64e-9;
rg5 G9 G10 r = 400.0;
trlmsg6 G10 G11 GND msub2, w = 1.27e-4, 1 = 6.35e-4;
rvg6 G11 G11'Gl r = 0.081;
Ivg6 G11w G12 1 = 0.12e-9;
rg6 G12 G21 r = 100.0;
trlmsg7 G21 G20 GND msub2, w = 1.27e-4, 1 = 5.08e-4;
trlmsg8 G12 G13 GND msub2, w = 1.27e-4, 1 = 7.62e-4;
rbg1 G20 G20b r = 0.007;
Ibg1 G20b GND 1 = 0.027e-9;
cg1 G19 G20 c = 1.0e-l0;
rvg7 G13 G13v r = 0.242;
lllg7 G13v G19 1 = 0.52e-9;
trlmsg9 G13 G14 GND msub2, w = 1.27e-4, 1 = 1.778e-4;
rvg8 G14 G14w r = 0.242;
lwg8 G14'R' G19 1 = 0.52e-9;
trlmsg10 G14 GiS GND msub2, lii1 = 1.27e-:-4, 1 = 1.778e-4;
rwg9 G15 G15ti r = 0.242;
lwg9 G15w G19 1 = 0.52e-9;
trlmsg11 G15 G16 GND msub2, II = 1.27e-4, 1 1.778e-4;
rvvg10 Gi6 G16w r = 0.242;
lwg10 G16w G19 1 = 0.52e-9;
trlmsg12 G16 G17 GND msub2, 1iiT = 1.27e-4, 1 1.778e-4;
rwg11 G17 G17Vi r = 0.242;
1~g11 G17w G19 1 = 0.52e-9;
trlmsg13 G17 G18 GND msub2, T;;T = 1.27e-4, 1 = 1.778e-4;

rwg12 G18 G18w r = 0.242;
lwg12 G18w G19 1 = 0.52e-9;
trlmsg14 G18 G22 GND rnsub2, 1iiT = 1.27e-4, 1 = 1.2807e-3;

rwg13 G22 G22lN r = 1.7; '1.'1.'1.0.323;

lwg13 G22w G 1 = 4.0e-9; %%'/.0.75e-9;

%
% source bias net'1iiTork
%
rws1 5 5'1iiT r = 1.7; %%%0.323;

IllS1 Sw S1 1 = 4.0e-9; '1.'1.'1.0. 75e-9;

trlmss1 51 S2 GND rnsub2, ~ = 1.27e-4, 1 8.0e-4;

rws2 52 52'1iiT r = 0.242;

lws2 52w 56 1 = 0.52e-9;

trlmss2 52 53 GND rnsub2, IN = 1.27e-4, 1 = 2.54e-4;
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rlls3 53 5311 r = 0.242;
Ivs3 5311 56 1 = 0.52e-9;
trlmss3 53 54 GND msub2, w = 1.27e-4, 1 = 2.54e-4;
rws4 54 54w r = 0.242;
lws4 54w 56 1 = 0.52e-9j
trlmss4 54 55 GND msub2, w = 1.27e-4, 1 = 2.54e-4j
rws5 55 55w r = 0.242;
lws5 55w 56 1 = 0.52e-9;
rsl 55 57 r = 10.0j
cs1 56 57 c = 1.0e-l0;
rbsl 57 57b r = 0.008;
Ibsl 57b GND 1 = 0.03e-9;
%
'I. drain bias network
%
vdcdd VDD GND v = 5.0;
rwd1 DB DBw r = 0.242;
Illd1 DBw Dl0 1 = 0.52e-9;
trlmsd1 D10 08 GND msub2, w = 1.27e-4, 1 = 1.336e-3;
rwd2 08 08v r = 0.081;
lwd2 D8w D9 1 = 0.12e-9;
trlmsd2 D8 D7 GND msub2, w = 1.27e-4, 1 = 1.778e-4;
rwd3 D7 D7v r = 0.081;
lwd3 D7w 09 1 = 0.12e-9;
trlmsd3 07 D6 GND msub2, W' = 1.27e-4, 1 = 1.778e-4;
rwd4 06 D6~ r = 0.081;
lwd4 D6w D9 1 = 0.12e-9;
trlmsd4 D6 D5 GND msub2, w = 1.27e-4, 1 = 1.778e-4;
rVld5 05 05w r = 0.081;
1~d5 D51il D9 1 = 0.12e-9;
trlmsd5 05 D4 GND rnsub2, ~ = 1.27e-4, 1 = 1.778e-4;
r'Gld6 D4 D41N r = 0.081;
lwd6 D4TN D9 1 = 0.12e-9;
trlmsd6 D4 D3 GND msub2, w = 1.27e-4, 1 = 1.778e-4;
rwd7 03 D3w r = 0.081;
lwd7 D3w 09 1 = 0.12e-9;
trlmsd7 D3 VDD GND msub2, liU = 1.27e-4, 1 = 2.54e-3;
cdl D9 GND c = 1.0e-10;
rwd8 VDD VDOlN r = 1.613;
lwd8 VDDw D2 1 = 5.38e-9;
cvdd D2 GND c = 1.0e-8;
'I.
'I. drain network
'I.
trlmsnl ON Nl GND msub2, 1iiT = 3.81e-4, 1 1.778e-4;
trlmsn2 N1 N2 GND rnsub2, lil = 3.81e-4, 1 = 1.27e-4;
rn1 N2 N3 r = 31.25;
trlmsn3 N3 N4 GND rnsub2, 1ft = 2.54e-4, 1 = 1.27e-4;
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trlmsn4 N4 OUT GND rnsub2, Vi = 2.54e-4, 1 4.318e-4;=
trlmsn5 N1 N5 GND msub2, w = 2.54e-4, 1 3.048e-4;=
trlmsn6 N1 N6 GND rnsub2, w = 2.54e-4, 1 = 3.048e-4;
rn4 N5 GND r = 62.5;
rn5 N6 GND r = 62.5;
trlmsn7 N5 N7 GND rnsub2, w = 2.54e-4, 1 = 1.016e-4;
trlmsn8 N6 N8 GND rnsub2, II = 2.54e-4, 1 = 1.016e-4;
rwn3 N7 N7w r = 0.04;
Illn3 N711 N9 1 = 0.045e-9;
rwn4 N8 N8v r = 0.04;
Ivn4 N8v Ni0 1 = 0.045e-S;
trlmsnS NS Nii GND rnsub2, Vi = 2.032e-4, 1 = 1.27e-4;
trlmsn10 Ni0 N12 GND rnsub2, w = 2.032e-4, 1 = 1.27e-4;
rn6 N11 GND r = 41.67;
rn7 N12 GND r = 41.67;
rn2 N5 N13 r = 62.5;
rn3 N6 N14 r = 62.5;
rvn1 N13 N13w r = 0.065;
Ivn1 N13w N4 1 = 0.088e-9;
rvn2 N14 N14w r = 0.065;
lwn2 N14w N4 1 = 0.088e-9;
**********

SPECTRUM
search
**********

OUTPUT
outpwr1 rL;
voltageds M2 M4;

**********
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% End of file 'I.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%'1.'1.'1.%%%'1.'1.'1.'1.'1.'1.'1.%'1.'1.%'1.
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csh> freda input2

•••••••••*••*****************.*.*****************.***.**************.**.*.***.
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***********.*****.************************************************************

freda finished parsing on line 221

initialize DC variables

searching for the fundamental frequency

summation of errors = 0.0626335

iteration number = 1 (Ne~ton Method)
summation of errors = 0.00785776

iteration number = 2 (Newton Method)
summation of errors = 0.00014058

iteration number = 3 (Newton Method)
summation of errors = 1.33344e-06

iteration number = 4 (Ne~ton Method)
summation of errors = 7.06496e-08
max. error = 8.64224e-09

v = 0:

*** final solutions ***

DC input:
vdcgvar Ov
vdcsvar 13v
vdcgg Ov
vdcdd 5v

**** Self-Resonant Frequency => 1.44633051e+10Hz

(1) outpwr1 rL;



**freq. = O.OOOOOOOOe+OO:
P = O.Omv

**freq. = 1.44633051e+10:
P = 3.26568mv (5.13974dBm)

**freq. = 2.89266101e+10:
P = 0.0325151m~ (-14.8792dBm)

**freq. = 4.33899152e+10:
P = 0.528716mw (-2.76777dBm)

**freq. = 5.78532202e+10:
P = 0.00330312mv (-24.8108dBm)

**freq. = 7.23165253e+10:
P = 0.00960837m~ (-20.1735dBm)

**freq. = 8.67798304e+10:
P = 0.00143516mv (-28.431dBm)

**freq. = 1.01243135e+11:
P = O.000220319mw (-36.5695dBm)
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(2) voltageds
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =

M2 M4;
= O.OOOOOOOOe+OO:
4.18732 V
= 1.44633051e+10:
1.21046 +j4.44281 V(peak)
= 2.89266101e+10:
-0.122468 +jO.183554 V(peak)
= 4.33899152e+10:
0.516916 +jO.387667 V(peak)
= 5.78532202e+10:
-0.014504 -jO.0666651 V(peak)
= 7.23165253e+10:
0.106725 -jO.0942208 V(peak)
= 8.67798304e+10:
-0.033328 -jO.066296 V(peak)
= 1.01243135e+11:
-0.0484557 -jO.0330124 V(peak)

******************************************************************************

summation of errors = 0.107988

iteration number = 1 (Ne~ton Method)
summation of errors = 0.0122752

iteration number = 2 (Newton Method)
summation of errors = 0.000361965

iteration number = 3 (Ne~ton Method)
summation of errors = 2.9665e-06



iteration number = 4 (Ne~ton Method)
summation of errors = 4.13353e-08
max. error = 4.15163e-09

v = 3:

*** final solutions ***

DC input:
vdcgvar 3v
vdcsvar 13v
vdcgg Ov
vdcdd 5v

**** Self-Resonant Frequency => 1.67577078e+10Hz
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(1)

(2)

outpwr1
**freq.

p =
**freq.

p =
**freq.

p =
**freq.

p =

**freq.
p =

**freq.
p =

**freq.
p =

**freq.
p

voltageds
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =
**freq.

V =
**freq.

rL;
= O.OOOOOOOOe+OO:
O.Omv
= 1.67577078e+10:
4.1127mv (6.14127dBm)
= 3.35154155e+10:
O.0687901mw (-11.6247dBm)
= 5.02731233e+10:
0.260261mw (-5.84591dBm)
= 6.70308310e+10:
0.00940947mv (-20.2643dBm)
= 8.37885388e+10:
0.00142309m~ (-28.4677dBm)
= 1.00546247e+11:
0.000365295mw (-34.3736dBm)
= 1.17303954e+11:
0.000408357rnw (-33.8896dBrn)

M2 M4;
= O.OOOOOOOOe+OO:
4.09961 V
= 1.67577078e+10:
1.16303 +j3.87165 V(peak)
= 3.35154155e+10:
0.0234711 -jO.0438712 V(peak)
= 5.02731233e+10:
0.491284 +jO.144971 V(peak)
= 6.70308310e+10:
-0.0326256 -jO.124139 V(peak)
= 8.37885388e+10:
-0.000823112 -jO.0699688 V(peak)
= 1.00546247e+11:
-0.0617156 -jO.00894247 V(peak)
= 1.17303954e+11:



v = -0.023119 +jO.0379437 V(peak)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

freda: END
csh>
script done on Sat Aug 11 10:15:30 1990
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